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Abstract

It is widely accepted that immersive virtual reality (IVR) depends on head-

based sensorimotor interaction, and the implications and impacts of this interac-

tion are well-explored. However, an additional sensorimotor interaction found

in many contemporary IVR experiences, hand-based sensorimotor interaction

(HBSI), has received far less attention. This is a notable gap in literature, as

in the physical world, HBSI is strongly linked with cognition and cognitive out-

comes; and is particularly linked with second language learning. This thesis

explores HBSI in IVR by examining whether different implementations of HBSI

impact cognitive outcomes; and whether cognitive outcomes from HBSI in IVR

are congruent with HBSI in the physical world. These findings are also used to

comment on how users cognitively perceive the sensorimotor actions they take

in virtual environments, as well as on theories of embodied cognition.
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1.1 Research motivation

The preceding decades of immersive virtual reality (IVR) research have explored

a myriad of factors regarding IVR experiences, and the impact of those factors on

users. Perhaps the most explored factor is head-based sensorimotor interaction,

in which the users’ head orientation (and commonly, position) are detected and

applied to a virtual camera, allowing users to somewhat naturalistically look

around a virtual environment by moving their head.

Head-based sensorimotor interaction is the pre-eminent experiential factor

in IVR, and the key driver of the well-studied IVR-related cognitive phenomena,

presence (see Chapter 2.3 for a discussion of definitions of IVR-related presence).

Head-based sensorimotor interaction, however, is not the only sensorimotor

interaction available when engaging with IVR. Hand-based sensorimotor inter-

action (HBSI), enabled by tracking the position and orientation of the users’

hands (as well as various abstracted forms of interaction, such as pushing a

button to simulate ‘grabbing’), has become an important form of interaction,

particularly for interaction-oriented IVR.

Some researchers believe that HBSI could play an important role in both

how users experience IVR, and the outcomes from those experiences. Steuer

noted that the “mapping” offered by HBSI and other human actions within a

“gloves’n’goggles” mediated environment influences interactivity, and that the

more interactive an environment is, the greater the sense of presence evoked by

it [309].

However, contemporary views suggest HBSI is not just a driver of presence,

but a unique contributor to the IVR experience and outcomes. An increasingly

popular theory grounding perspectives on HBSI in IVR is that HBSI plays

a special role in human interaction [100]; and that the embodied affordances

of gesture and manipulation are a unique profound affordance of IVR that is

distinct from presence, and ones which offers strong potential learning benefits

[141], particularly when compared with other types of IVR interaction, such as

gaze-interaction. A similar perspective is presented in Makransky & Petersen’s

Cognitive Affective Model of Immersive Learning, in which IVR control factors

(of which HBSI is one aspect) impact both presence and agency, which then

influence interest, motivation, self-efficacy, embodiment, cognitive load and self-

regulation, all of which impact various learning outcomes from IVR experiences

[203].

Compared with head-based sensorimotor interaction, the specific cognitive

impacts of HBSI on users are under-explored, and it is not yet clear which ex-

periential factors and user outcomes could be affected by HBSI. This is because

many of the existing comparative studies of IVR have not isolated head-based
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sensorimotor interactivity and HBSI [204], often comparing an IVR system with

both head-based and hand-based sensorimotor interaction with a control with

neither.

One user outcome that may be particularly sensitive to HBSI in IVR, and

therefore could indicate whether HBSI could be a potential effector of user ex-

periences in IVR, is learning. There is strong theoretical and experimental

support for a relationship between enhanced forms of embodiment, embodied

interaction, and learning outcomes [345]. Researchers exploring the potential

impact of HSBI on learning have suggested that it could be the the “second

profound affordance of immersive virtual reality” (after head-based sensorimo-

tor interaction) [141]; as well as impacting embodied learning, learning, feelings

of agency; physical presence; intrinsic motivation; self-efficacy; extraneous cog-

nitive load interaction; extraneous cognitive load environment and situational

interest [242]. See Figure 1.1 for an illustration of the factors that head-based

and hand-based sensorimotor interaction affect, and which are of particular in-

terest in this thesis.

Therefore measuring learning outcomes from a HBSI learning system could

be a useful way of understanding if HBSI can have an impact on IVR users;

especially as learning can be measured objectively through a testing process.

One of the topics of learning that is closely linked with sensorimotor activity

is second language learning [193][196][81]. Research in this area is predomin-

antly based on the perspective that language in the brain is represented by a

sensorimotor network formed from experiences collected on the concept being

memorised [250]. In essence, language cognition is sensorimotor and environ-

mentally embodied. Further evidence for this is presented in investigations that

show that concrete words (words representing objects that are more easily phys-

ically tangible and manipulable via human sensorimotor systems) are easier to

remember than abstract ones [36]. The explanation offered for the difference

in memorisation between concrete and non-concrete words being that concrete

words are richer in potential sensorimotor stimulus.

There have been many experimental studies that show that learning that

leverages HBSI (outside of IVR) leads to better second language memorisa-

tion [97][96][94][149][2][193][192]. There have also been studies into types of

HBSI leading to differing levels of effect; for example, with actions and gestures

providing different learning outcomes [333]. The overlap between IVR, HBSI

and learning is depicted in Fig. 1.2.

The approach underpinning this research is that by using the evidenced link

between sensorimotor-enabled learning and language learning, it is possible to

understand the potential impact of HBSI in IVR. If HBSI in IVR provides

learning advantages over non-HBSI interactions, then at least some form of
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Figure 1.1: This figure shows the relationship between immersive hardware, im-
mersive virtual reality, its predominant interaction modalities and major cognit-
ive user outcomes. It shows (in red) the interaction (head-based interaction) and
outcomes (presence, motivation, cognitive load) that this thesis is not focused
on, but may prove impactful or confounding for results. It also shows (in green)
the interaction (hand-based interaction) and outcomes (impact of hand-based
sensorimotor interaction, learning outcomes) that this thesis is focused on. It
outlines that hand-based interaction is dependent on head-based interaction for
experiencing IVR, and that studying hand-based interaction is not fully separ-
able from the head-based interaction.

embodied affordance exists in IVR, and HBSI enables them.

It is important to note that not all HBSI activity is the same, nor should

there be an expectation that different HBSI activities in IVR present similar

outcomes. For example, there is some evidence that different types of HBSI in

the physical world have different impacts on learning, such as the distinction

between gesture-encoded and action-encoded verb learning [334]. Therefore

the question is not just if there is an observable cognitive distinction between

HBSI and non-HBSI, but whether more nuanced distinctions within HBSI are

also detectable in IVR, and if their impacts are the same as in the physical

world. Specifically, insight into gesture-encoding versus action-encoding would

be particularly useful for the field of IVR research, as HBSI in IVR is often

referred to in the context of ‘gesturing’, despite users more often making virtual

‘actions’.

As well as exploring distinctions within HBSI, it is also possible to investigate

HBSI from a system-design perspective. IVR is an authored experience, created

by a system designer who makes decisions regarding the environment’s reaction

to user inputs. Therefore it is possible to deconstruct interactions in a way not

possible in the physical world, and attempt to understand what HBSI-related
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Figure 1.2: Venn diagram showing areas of relation between embodied cognition,
language learning and IVR
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features facilitate embodied learning affordances in IVR. In this thesis, inter-

actional feedback is explored, in which feedback from objects being interacted

with is adjusted between experiential conditions (e.g. contrasting an action in

which a jug is poured and virtual water pours out, versus one in which no water

is poured). This exploration helps us understand the requirements for design-

ing the most efficient sensorimotor-based IVR learning experiences, as well as

providing further insight into what aspects of HBSI have notable impacts on

users (from a learning perspective), and whether replicating the physical world

in IVR is the most effective system - or whether their might be ways to leverage

the unique aspects of IVR for better-than-physical-world learning outcomes[12].

Finally, this research speculates on a broader question in the field of sen-

sorimotor cognition, concerning the cognitive learning mechanisms triggered by

sensorimotor-enabled learning and sensorimotor learning in IVR. Specifically, it

explores how a sensorimotor-enabled interaction process causes learning gain.

Is it because the sensorimotor-enabled process enables more of our bodies to

interact with the learning process, allowing us to use our bodies to make mean-

ing in an embodied way [342][183][141]? And if so, then is it because there is

an innate, embodied memorisation process triggered by sensorimotor engage-

ment [333], or is it due to the added sensory modalities that sensorimotor-based

learning typically engages [229]?

Or, perhaps it is not the sensorimotor process itself that drives IVR learning,

but that engaging in sensorimotor-enabled activity triggers another driver of

IVR learning, such as presence or motivation. Sensorimotor interaction has

been shown to be a contributor to presence [118], where presence positively

effects learning [181]. It has also been shown as a contributor to motivation and

engagement [184]. Of these viewpoints, the relationship between motivation and

learning is the most developed. It is widely accepted that learner motivation

has a positive impact on learning outcomes [66]. IVR has been recorded as

being a motivating learning arena (although it is still unclear whether this can

be attributed purely to a technology novelty effect [60]), and therefore it is

not clear if the motivational benefits would continue to occur when IVR is as

ubiquitous as other forms of computer-aided learning.

Advocates of the presence and learning relationship believe that enhanced

‘presence’ improves learning outcomes. The reasons for the impact of presence

on learning are debated: some believe that presence alone is a phenomena that

directly effects learning [217], while others believe it is a useful way of measur-

ing how a system contributes to a variety of established variables that benefit

learning, such as motivation or engagement [274][175].

Examining the learning outcomes alongside co-variables, such as the poten-

tially confounding or mediating factors like motivation and presence, gives us
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wider insights into how HBSI in IVR impacts learning outcomes, and what

cognitive mechanisms may be causing them.

Exploring these questions - if HBSI impacts learning, how HBSI exists in

IVR, and the mechanisms behind the impact of HBSI - is important funda-

mental research for both understanding the cognitive impact of sensorimotor

inputs into IVR, and for understanding how we can design the most effective

IVR language learning and learning systems; an outcome with notable wider

implications. These answers will also allow us to speculate on how humans cog-

nitively contextualise sensorimoror interactions in IVR; and what this means in

relation to wider embodied based theories of cognition.

1.2 Research questions

This thesis explores and provides evidence towards answers for the following

research questions:

1. Does HBSI in IVR (i.e. manipulating virtual objects and making actions

using hands) increase verb memorisation than non-sensorimotor-enabled

IVR (i.e. not using hands)? (Chapter 4.1)

2. Are the verb memorisation benefits of HBSI, as evidenced in the physical

world, replicated in IVR? (Chapter 4.1)

3. Are the benefits of HBSI for learning in IVR based upon enhanced embod-

iment directly, or is embodiment a mediating factor for another learning-

enhancing property, such as presence or motivation? (Chapter 4.1)

4. How do learners cognitively experience HBSI in IVR - is it limited to ges-

tures, or should we consider virtual actions similarly to physical actions?

(Chapter 4.2)

5. Does the amount of system-feedback provided in response to HBSI in IVR

have an impact on learning? (Chapter 4.3)

6. Do our findings support or refute sensorimotor-embodied theories of cog-

nition? (Chapter 4.3)

1.3 Contributions

This work contributes towards the understanding and contextualisation of the

cognitive impact of sensorimotor interaction in IVR, particularly HBSI. It also

contributes to the improvement of IVR-based learning interaction design, spe-

cifically for language learning. It makes the following novel contributions to
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existing immersive virtual reality, embodied cognition, and computer-aided lan-

guage learning literature:

1. Leveraging HBSI in IVR for learning can lead to improved con-

tent memorisation. This research provides evidence that learning that

involves HBSI in IVR can provide learning benefits over learning that does

not involve HBSI in IVR. Previously, there have been few direct comparis-

ons between HBSI in IVR and therefore little evidence that sensorimotor

interaction benefits for learning would continue to present in IVR.

2. HBSI interaction in IVR produces similar cognitive outcomes

as sensorimotor interaction in the physical world. The learning

benefits uncovered in this thesis for non-sensorimotor-interaction, hand-

based sensorimotor gesture, and HBSI that involve objects manipulations

(actions), match similar, previously uncovered findings in the physical

world. This is evidence that HBSI in IVR and the physical world produce

similar cognitive outcomes - at least when it comes to learning.

3. The learning benefits of HBSI in IVR are not mediated by pres-

ence or motivation, and therefore likely stem from an enhanced

experience of embodiment cognition. There has been some specula-

tion as to whether the learning benefit of sensorimotor interaction stems

from the enhanced presence or motivation it might cause. However, this

thesis presents no evidence that there is a mediating relationship between

presence or motivation, HBSI and learning outcome. This suggests that it

is the sensorimotor activity itself that is causing enhanced learning gain -

a popular aspect of embodied cognition theory.

4. The cognitive outcome of HBSI in IVR is dependent on the

activity in the IVR, rather than just the sensorimotor activa-

tion occurring. This research shows different learning outcomes between

learning with HBSI that does not involved objects (gestures) and inter-

action that does (actions). This suggests that it is the nature of the

sensorimotor interaction that is important, rather than just that the body

is being activated.

5. The cognitive (memorisation) effects of HBSI with objects is

not benefited by the richness of the object’s feedback. This re-

search found no positive memorisation effect of object interactional feed-

back (sound, visuals) on learning outcome. There was some evidence that

the object’s feedback harmed memorisation outcomes. This is evidence

for the view that it is HBSI in IVR that is important, and the richness
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of the feedback of the interaction is less impactful. This finding provides

support for sensorimotor encoding theories of memorisation, rather than

a richness-of-memory trace perspective.

6. Evidence that leveraging sensorimotor activity increases verb

learning; and the distinction of actions and gestures. This thesis

provides further evidence to the well-explored relationship between sensor-

imotor activity and verb learning, as well as support for the less established

distinction between actions and gestures on verb learning.

1.4 Associated publications

Portions of the work detailed in this thesis have been presented in international

scholarly publications, as follows:

• Chapter 3.1: Methodology, results and analysis published in Sensorimo-

tor learning in immersive virtual reality: a scoping literature

review, IEEE International Conference on Artificial Intelligence

and Virtual Reality, November 15 - 17, 2021, Taichung, Taiwan

[259].

• Chapter 3.2: Methodology, results and analysis published in Extended

Reality (XR) remote research: a survey of drawbacks and oppor-

tunities, 2021 ACM CHI Virtual Conference on Human Factors

in Computing Systems, May 8 - 13, 2021, Yokohama, Japan [254].

• Chapter 3.2: Methodology, results and analysis expanded on, and aspects

of the experiment methodology of Chapter 4.2 and Chapter 4.1, in re-

view for The potential of remote XR experimentation: defining

benefits and limitations through expert survey and case study,

Remote XR User Studies Special Issue, Frontiers in Computer

Science Human-Media Interaction, 2022.

• Chapter 4.1: Methodology, learning outcome-related results and analysis

published in Evidence for embodied cognition in immersive vir-

tual environments using a second language learning environ-

ment, 2020 IEEE Conference on Games, August 24 - 27, 2020,

Kindai, Japan [255].

• Chapter 4.1: Methodology, presence, motivation and HBSI-related res-

ults and analysis published in Presence, embodied interaction and

motivation: distinct learning phenomena in an immersive vir-

tual environment, Proceedings of the 28th ACM International
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Conference on Multimedia, October 12 - 16, 2020, Seattle, USA

[257].

• Chapter 4.2: Methodology, results and analysis published in Actions,

not gestures: contextualising embodied controller interactions

in immersive virtual reality, 27th ACM Symposium on Virtual

Reality Software and Technology, December 8 - 10, 2021, Osaka,

Japan [253].

• Chapter 4.3: Methodology, results and analysis (accepted, pending pub-

lishing) for Rich virtual feedback from sensorimotor interaction

may harm, not help, learning in immersive virtual reality, 28th

ACM Symposium on Virtual Reality Software and Technology,

November 29 - December 1, 2022, Tsukuba, Japan.

1.5 Thesis outline

Chapter 2 A background and definition of views of embodied and sensorimo-

tor cognition, as well as their applications for learning, language learning,

and learning in IVR. Also, a background on IVR, an exploration of pre-

vious IVR applications for learning, a discussion regarding the potential

embodiment afforded by IVRs, and how IVR research is conducted.

Chapter 3 The methodologies underpinning (a) the systematic process used

for the scoping aspect of the background literature, (b) conducting IVR ex-

periments remotely, and (c) the justifications for our approaches to meas-

uring learning gain in all experiments.

Chapter 4 The methodologies and results from three experiments into the

impact of HBSI in IVR on cognition.

In the first experiment (Chapter 4.1), evidence for HBSI aiding language

learning; for how HBSI is its own impactful factor and not solely medi-

ated by presence or motivation; and an anaylsis of qualitative feedback

relating to potential best-practice designs for creating an IVR learning

environment or experiment; are presented.

In the second experiment (Chapter 4.2), evidence for a distinction between

gesture and action in IVR is presented.

In the third experiment (Chapter 4.3), a small distinction between actions

with feedback and actions without feedback is presented.

Chapter 5 A discussion of the findings of all three experiments, and specula-

tion as to their extended meaning for sensorimotor embodiment in IVR
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and general sensorimotor theories of cognition. Also outlines future work

in the area that build upon, or cover gaps in, the evidence and approaches

of this thesis.
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Chapter 2

Background

This research explores if HBSI in IVR enables embodied interaction affordances;

whether it is possible to measure the outcome of those affordances; and whether

the outcome of those embodied interaction affordances are similar to those found

in physical world. It does this through a series of comparative experiments

investigating the impact of HBSI and language memorisation, a link that is well-

established in the physical world. It also measures and controls for potential

confounding factors related to both learning and IVR, such as presence and

motivation.

Because of its broad exploration, this research requires contextualisation

from a variety of areas, including an overview of popular perspectives on em-

bodied cognition theory (2.1); embodied learning research and experimentation

(2.2) second language acquisition theory to understand how embodied principles

impact second language learning (2.2.2); research into the affordances of IVR,

including presence and embodied interaction (2.3); an understanding of what

other cognitive factors are commonly discussed in relation to IVR and IVR-

based learning (2.4); an understanding of processes for IVR experimentation

(2.5); and the nuances and impacts of the immersive hardware that can enable

them (2.6). Each of these areas are discussed in turn in this chapter.
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2.1 Embodied cognition theory

Embodied cognition is, broadly, the idea that cognitive processes are deeply

rooted in the body’s interactions with the world [343]. The scope of embodied

cognition is still being explored, with much diversity in both its conceptions and

claims [340]. It has been considered a research program [289], a thesis [340], and

a grouping of distinct perspectives [343]; and multiple summative perspectives

of the concept have been proposed [289][340][343].

This section provides an overview of three summative perspectives of embod-

ied cognition, and summarises them into two meta-categorisations that allow for

an exploration of embodied cognition as a design-factor within an IVR frame-

work. Later sections explore these aspects of embodied cognition in respect to

general learning outcomes, second language learning, and IVR.

2.1.1 Existing views of embodied cognition

While it is difficult to provide an overarching summary of all the potential

meanings ascribed to the term embodied cognition, there have been influential

summaries that have attempted to rationalise the many perspectives on embod-

ied cognition. Three of the most well-cited summaries are outlined below:

M. Wilson’s six views

Perhaps the most influential and well-cited attempt to rationalise the divergent

threads of embodied cognition theory is M. Wilson’s Six Views of Embodied

Cognition[343]. M. Wilson summarises six of the prevailing “views” of embodied

cognition, and addresses their credence. These views, briefly, are:

1. Cognition is situated: cognition takes place in the context of an en-

vironment and so must involve perception and action inside that environ-

ment.

2. Cognition is time-pressured: cognition should be considered not just

in spatial dimensions, but temporal ones, and therefore under the pressures

of real-time environmental interaction.

3. Cognition can be off-loaded onto the environment: cognition uses

the environment to hold or manipulate information for us.

4. The environment is part of the cognitive system: cognition involves

such a deep flow of information between the mind and the environments

that the mind cannot be studied in isolation.
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5. Cognition is for action: cognitive mechanisms (such as perception and

memory) must be understood in terms of their contribution to situation-

appropriate behavior.

6. Off-line cognition is body based: cognition is grounded in mechanisms

that evolved for interaction with the environment, even when decoupled

from that environment.

Of these, Wilson concludes that the fourth (the environment is part of the

cognitive system) is deeply problematic, and that the sixth (off-line cognition is

body based) is the most powerful.

Shapiro’s three themes

Another influential summary of embodied cognition comes from Shapiro [289],

who presents three themes of embodied cognition:

1. Conceptualization: cognitive conceptions are limited by the properties

of an organism’s body, so different bodies lead to difference in how the

world is understood

2. Replacement: cognitive process are continuous, and not discrete; and an

organism’s body in interaction with its environment replaces the need for

representational processes thought to have been at the core of cognition

3. Constitution: cognition relies on the body or the world as a constitutive

aspect, rather than a causal aspect.

A. Wilson & Foglia’s three sub-theses

There are also three sub-theses presented by A. Wilson & Foglia [344]:

1. Body as Constraint: cognition, both in content and nature, is signific-

antly constrained by an agent’s available bodily functions

2. Body as Distributor: cognition is distributed between neural and non-

neural structures via the bodily functions

3. Body as Regulator: cognitive activity over space and time is regulated

by the body, which makes cognition and action tightly coordinated.

Meta-summary: sensorimotor and environmentally-situated

Examining the three perspectives, it is possible to meta-summarise them into

two broad categories or aspects of embodied cognition, as outlined in Table
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2.1. These meta-categories are based on Beer’s attempt to interpret embodied

principles into a functional system, which presents an embodied nervous system,

that depends on the properties of having a body for sensing and actions; and a

body that is situated, in that it exists as part of an environment [19].

1. Sensorimotor Embodied: M. Wilson (#2, #5, #6), Shapiro (#1, #2,

#3) and A. Wilson & Foglia (#1, #2 ,#3) relate cognition with interactive

processes such as actions; time- and function-constraints; and limited or

deeply related to the affordances of the body.

2. Environmentally Situated: M. Wilson (#1, #3, #4) and Shapiro (#3)

and A. Wilson & Foglia (#2) relate to the importance of cognition lever-

aging or existing within an environment.

Meta-category M. Wilson Shapiro A. Wilson/Foglia
Sensorimotor Cognition is for action Replacement Body as Regulator

Cognition is time-pressured Conceptualization Body as Constraint
Off-line cognition is body based Constitution Body as Distributor

Situated Cognition is situated Constitution Body as Distributor
Cognition off-loaded onto environment
Environment part of cognitive system

Table 2.1: Meta-categories for the different embodied cognition summaries

These meta-categories, although broad, provide guidance for exploring not-

able aspects of embodied cognition in ways applicable to IVR. While they may

not perfectly cover all the meanings ascribed to the term embodied cognition,

it allows us to explore some of the most important ones: understanding the

impact of sensorimotor action-sequences and exploring bodily affordances, and

investigating environment contributions. We will discuss these meta-categories

in turn.

2.1.2 Sensorimotor embodied cognition

In M. Wilson’s, Shapiro’s and A. Wilson & Foglia’s summaries presented above,

sensorimotor embodied cognition is discussed from five perspectives:

1. Action is the primary motivation for various cognitive activities

2. Perception and action are fundamentally inseparable in lived cognition

3. Sensorimotor systems constitute part of a singular system of cognition

that involves the environment, body and nervous system
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4. Sensorimotor actions and perceptions are underpinned by the affordances

of our bodies

5. Mental structures originally evolved for perception or action, now provide

higher level thought-processes

The motivation for the first perspective is the belief that key cognitive func-

tions developed in order to allow creatures to take part in adaptive activity[88].

This approach is founded on the idea that vision evolved for the purpose of allow-

ing guided actions such as reaching and grasping [104], and memory “evolved in

service of perception and action in a three-dimensional environment”[95]. Glen-

berg even goes as far as to argue that the traditional approach to memory as

‘for memorising’ should be replaced by “the encoding of patterns of possible

physical interaction with a three-dimensional world”.

These beliefs are backed by links found in brain activity investigations. For

example, visual input of an action being carried out, can, in the viewer, activate

areas of the brain responsible for carrying out those actions[109].

There is also evidence that the action-affordance of an object impacts cog-

nitive responses. In one study, response times were fastest when the response

hand was congruent with the hand that should be used to grap the object (for

example, if a tea-pot had a handle on the left-hand side, responses were faster

when the left hand was used)[323]. This theory is reinforced by the observed

body-object interaction effect (BOI), an effect which shows that whether or not

a human body could physically interact with an object that a word refers to

effects cognition concerning the word. For example, recent research has shown

that words for high-BOI objects (ones that are easier to interact with, e.g. fork)

are recognised faster and recall is less erroneous than responses to words for

low-BOI objects (e.g., mountain)[158]. Further studies about actions, gestures

and learning outcome are discussed later in this chapter (see 2.2).

M. Wilson also presents an argument for a more “indirect, flexible, and

sophisticated” relationship with the action-affordances of objects, based not

just on how an object is currently presented, but on how “information about the

nature of the external world is stored for future use without strong commitments

on what that future use might be.” [343] Knowledge of objects are stored with

a rich information about the potential action affordances: a piano can be used

to make music, block doorways, or be smashed for firewood.

The second perspective differs slightly from the first in that perception is

not considered subservient to action, but sits with action as fundamentally in-

separable in lived cognition [329]. From this view, the contents of perception

are determined by the actions an organism takes, and the actions an organism

takes are guided by its perceptions of the world. This is a deeper relation-
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ship between sensing and motor action than in the first perspective. However,

both the first and second perspectives can be summarised as the belief that

interactivity, and potential for interactivity, impacts cognition. The third per-

spective extends these actions into the environment. It suggests that actions

serve as a composite part of a holistic system in which “the environment, body,

and nervous system are each dynamical systems and are in continuous interac-

tion”[19]. Therefore cognition uses the environment, the body and the nervous

system at once, and actions have a cognitive impact as both an interaction

channel between the body and the environment, as well as of themselves.

Evidence for this perspective is often presented from research into gestures.

Research into spatial reasoning in five-year-olds found that they described dis-

tinct spatial rotation strategies when gesturing as opposed to when using speech.

This suggests that gestures presented one method of thinking about the prob-

lem, while speech expressed a another[76], despite both being environmental

interactions.

The fourth perspective is the idea that our sensorimotor actions and percep-

tions are underpinned by the affordances of our bodies, or in Wilson & Folio’s

words, “an agent’s body functions to significantly constrain the nature and con-

tent of the representations processed by that agent’s cognitive system”. They

argue that this inherently makes some forms of cognition easier or harder (or

even impossible) because of a creature’s bodily characteristics.

Shapiro refers to (something very similar to) this as Conceptualization, and

presents the following arguments for it:

• Concepts are embodied.

• Thus, concepts are constituted in part by activity in the perceptual, emo-

tion, and motor areas of the brain.

• Differences in embodiment cause different kinds of activity in the percep-

tual, emotion, and motor areas of the brain.

• Hence, differently embodied organisms will possess different concepts.

• Therefore, differently embodied organisms will think differently

Shapiro presents evidence for this through Kaschak and Glenberg[98], who

found that subjects have greater difficulty understanding sentences that describe

actions to which human bodies are not suited. This poses interesting questions

for embodied cognition in virtual spaces, where the interactional options and

aspects embodiment are distinct from the real-world; and especially for homun-

cular flexibility [346], in which participants control additional virtual limbs that

do not exist in the physical environment.
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The fifth perspective is that mental structures, which originally evolved for

perception or action, have been “co-opted to run off-line” and provide higher

level thought-processes[343]. The processes have become abstracted from the

physical inputs and outputs of their original function, so much so that they

can appear as entirely ‘cognitive’ functions. This view has many proponents

[95][307]). Wilson presents research backing for this viewpoint, citing the fol-

lowing explorations in memory research:

• Working memory has “separate storage components for verbal and for

visuospatial information”[10], and thus working memory off-loads inform-

ation onto sensorimotor systems in the brain.

• Episodic memory, which are a class of memories defined by records of

spatiotemporally localized events, as experienced by the remember.

• Implicit memory (or skill learning) automisation, where practice allows

new skills to become automatized, reducing cognitive load and circum-

venting the representational bottleneck[80].

Further evidence for off-line, body-based cognition comes from cognitive lin-

guistics, which proposes that linguistic syntax is tied to semantics, such as im-

age schemas or gestures representing embodied knowledge of the physical world

[174][315].

These five perspectives describe different aspects of embodied cognition as it

relates to sensorimotor embodiment. While they may differ in how they explain

the impact of embodiment on cognition, they broadly agree on one key aspect:

the sensorimotor apparatus of the body can be leveraged to impact cognition.

Aside from what constitutes embodied cognition, there is another question

that permeates embodied cognition discourse: is cognition only influenced by ac-

tion sequences and body and environmental states (what Shapiro calls a “causal”

relationship[289])? Or is there a comprehensive brain-body-environment cognit-

ive systems that radically departs from traditional “mentalist” views of cognition

science (what Shapiro calls a “constitutive” aspect)[198]? This thesis does not

explore this question.

2.1.3 Environmentally-situated embodied cognition

The three summaries above present two views of the role of the environment

and the body’s ‘situated’ nature:

• An environment or representations of an affect impact cognition

• Cognition ‘extends’ into the environment
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For (1), the view is that a type of cognition, situated cognition, takes place in

the context of task-relevant inputs and outputs, which occur in an environment

or situation [343]. This view is not generally considered controversial (e.g., [53];

[58]).

It is believed we can reduce the cognitive workload by making use of the en-

vironment in strategic ways: putting information into the world to be accessed

as-needed rather than taking the energy to memorised it, and altering the en-

vironment to reduce additional cognitive work [164]. For example, Kirsh and

Maglio [164] reported a study involving Tetris, in which players who actually

rotated and moved objects had better outcomes than those who imaged the

rotations or movements.

Wilson argues that this kind of situatedness is useful for spatial tasks in

particular, but limits the ideas range of applicability as a cognitive strategy.

Cognitive tasks, such as planning, remembering, and day-dreaming, do not fall

into this situated category[343]. However, Wilson also presents an argument for

situating these tasks using environmental activities: drawing Venn diagrams,

doing math with pencil and paper enable physical manipulation that saves cog-

nitive work that would otherwise be done in our brains. Another approach is

imagining situated settings to aid memory storage, such as the memory place

remembering technique [133]. This adds spatial dimensions to abstract things

that are trying to be memorised.

Regardless of these, literature stresses using the world as “its own best

model”[35] when designing for embodied cognition. Rather than attempt to

mentally store and manipulate all the relevant details about a situation, we can

store and manipulate those details in the situation itself.

The second perspective suggests that we do not just use environments to aid

cognition, but that cognition extends into our environments, and that enables

types of cognition we would not otherwise be able to do [59]. An useful example

comes from Clark:

When we are busy writing and thinking at the same time [... it]

is not always that fully formed thoughts get committed to paper.

Rather, the paper provides a medium in which, this time via some

kind of coupled neural-scribbling-reading unfolding, we are enabled

to explore ways of thinking that might otherwise be unavailable to

us.

Clark argues that it is not just that the environment is being leverage to aid

cognition (as in the previous view), but that the pen and paper allow the brain

to cognise in otherwise impossible ways. Evidence for this is presented in the

methods that human beings take to organize their surrounding environments
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to ‘ease’ cognitive burdens, such as placing keys by doors to remember their

location or cataloging files alphabetically to minimize searching demands.

These two perspectives have implications for the use of environmentally-

situatedness on learning: the first perspective suggests that just existing in an

environment is enough to enhance cognition. To leverage the second, however,

you also need to ensure an environment provides adequate affordances for ex-

tended cognition.

2.1.4 Summary

It is clear that embodied cognition is a developing area with a variety of consti-

tute aspects, each with implications for the study of cognition. The perspectives

of M. Wilson, Shapiro and A. Wilson & Folia’s may have some distinctions, but

they universally suggest that there is a strong link between sensorimotor activ-

ities, the environment, and cognition.

The meta-categorisations created by delineating M. Wilson, Shapiro and A.

Wilson & Folia’s embodied cognition views into the taxonomies of sensorimotor

embodied cognition and environmentally-situated cognition, suggests two per-

spectives from which to explore embodied affordances of IVR. While both are

intriguing investigations, this thesis will only explore sensorimotor embodied

cognition. The next section discusses how sensorimotor embodied approaches

have been evidenced to impact learning outcomes in the physical world.
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2.2 Sensorimotor embodied cognition and learn-

ing outcomes

Sensorimotor-enabled embodied cognition and its effect on learning processes

have been described in literature for almost 100 years [72]. Contemporary re-

search has many examples of experiments where a group learning in a highly

embodied scenario out-performs a lower embodied control across a variety of

learning subjects, including language [97][96][94][149][2][193][192], STEM sub-

jects [228][62][208][11][28][1][143] and learning related-skills [48]. Despite this

ubiquity, there is also still some evidence that sensorimotor-embodied learning

approaches can be detrimental to learning outcomes [84][248].

In this section, evidence is presented for and against leveraging sensorimo-

tor embodied cognition for enhancing learning outcomes for language learning.

First, experimental research into the impact of sensorimotor activity on learn-

ing, and the theories underpinning this research, is discussed. Then, approaches

and methods commonly used in language learning are discussed.

2.2.1 Experiments and theories

Language learning has been one of the predominant subjects of sensorimotor-

enabled experimental research. These studies are based on the perspective that

language in the brain is represented by a sensorimotor network formed from

experiences collected on the concept being memorised [250]. Further evidence

for this is presented in investigations that show that concrete words are easier

to remember than abstract ones [36]; as they are richer in sensorimotor stimulus

than abstract words.

Experimental evidence

There have been numerous investigations into links between sensorimotor activ-

ity and both language and language learning. In part, this has been in opposi-

tion to the previously predominant cognitivist perspective of language [192]. A

meta-analysis [140] of the field supported the hypothesis that the motor system

is activated during language comprehension, with brain imaging studies often

demonstrating a link between reading words and activity in parts of the brain

associated with engaging in that action. For example, reading action words

(like kick or throw) activate areas of the brain responsible for carrying out

those actions [116], while reading odor words (like the names of spices) prompt

olfactory-related brain activity [102].

Investigations setup to explore a link between sensorimotor activity and

second language learning have generally found positive results. For reading,
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children “acting-out” scenes being read with toys showed recalled 33% more

information compared to children who had objects present but were not allowed

to manipulate them [97]. An abstracted version of this study, using computer

images of objects found a similar-sized effect [96][94]. For writing, it has been

demonstrated that physically writing (instead of typing, a less motor-involved

action) improved the processes of letter recognition, naming, and letter com-

position (as well as reading comprehension)[149].

Actions and gesture

Sensorimotor activity can take many forms, and activity that involves using the

body but not interacting with another object (gesturing) also appears to play an

important role in memorisation. Of the multiple gesture types, iconic gestures

(gestures similar to the action, meaning or idea they represent, e.g. gesturing

a throw to request a ball be thrown) have been considered “fundamental to all

languages . . . [bridging] the gap between linguistic form and human experience”

[321]. Areas of the brain responsible for iconic gestures and physical actions have

been shown to activate when associated words are used or heard [193], [210]. For

language acquisition, iconic gestures are considered universally important for

both first and second language acquisition [230], [355], and have been considered

an additional “mode of thinking” [213] for second language learners.

Controlled experiments have shown that word learning that was encoded

with gestures was recalled better than learning that was encoded without ges-

tures, or where gestures were presented only during testing [2]. Similar gesture

versus non-gesture encoding experiments have found similar results [193][192],

even when the presentation of gestures was mediated via a television screen.

Further research has shown that the encoding gestures need to be contextually

congruent with the words being encoded [155][193], and that learning for words

suffered when encoded with incongruent actions (such as kicking to learn the

word ‘punch’).

Computer-aided language learning has also seen benefits from using action

and gesture. Edge [74] found users enacting a sequence of movements to com-

plete a foreign-language movement instruction performed better than a control;

Macedonia [196] had participants imitate a pedagogical agent’s gestures and

visually learn words accompanied by gestures; and Repetto [264] found that

when recognizing novel words, participants made less errors for words encoded

with gestures compared to words encoded with pictures.
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Theories: embodied or multi-modal

There is evidence that combining embodied actions, like gesture, with spoken

production causes enhanced language memorisation. Gesture and spoken pro-

duction work together to enhance communication, forming an “an integrated

system in language comprehension” [156] with demonstrable benefits in word

understanding when gesture and speech are congruent. Growth Point The-

ory [214] hypothesizes that speech and gesture interact and influence one an-

other throughout the planning and speaking of utterances, with gestures helping

speakers to “internalise the abstract via the concrete”. However, proponents of

the multi-modal theory of cognition [229] might argue that, as learning benefits

arise when more modes of interaction and feedback are involved, that the bene-

fits of sensorimotor activity for learning stem from the added modalities of the

sensoritmotor activation.

Experimentally, Kelly demonstrated positive Japanese memorisation out-

comes by having learners combine gesture with simultaneous, relevant spoken

production [155]. Later, Bergmann and Macedonia achieved the same but with

sentence learning, rather than singular words [21]. Both of these studies showed

that when a learner used gesture with spoken production they achieved bet-

ter learner outcomes than spoken production alone. Interestingly, these con-

tradict the original findings of the Total Physical Response language teaching

approach, which demonstrated that students’ success when attempting to learn

both listening and speaking together was significantly decreased [7]. It remains

to be discovered how these two modes relate to language learning in IVR.

2.2.2 Sensorimotor language teaching approaches

In order to investigate how sensorimotor-enabled IVR impacts language learn-

ing; or what language learning can tell us about embodied cognition in IVR;

it is both important and useful to look at the rich vein of applied linguistic

theory regarding second language learning and sensorimotor and environmental

embodiment. This chapter presents popular second language teaching theories,

approaches and techniques related to this embodied language acquisition theory

within a sensorimotor embodied cognition framework.

In a second language tuition, there are three teaching methods that leverage

this sensorimotor relationship: Total Physical Response, Task-based Language

Teaching (TBTL) and Communicative Language Teaching (CLT).
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Total Physical Response

Of Wilson’s six claims of embodied cognition [342], the claim that off-line cog-

nition is body-based - “when decoupled from the environment, the activity of

the mind is grounded in the mechanisms that evolved for interaction with the

environment” - is particularly relevant to the relationship between gestures and

language acquisition. The use of off-line embodiment was operationalised by

applied linguists for second language acquisition some decades before embodied

cognition theorists began to coalesce around the theory, in the form of the Total

Physical Response [7] teaching approach. Asher found that learners of Japanese

performed significantly better at recognising spoken words if they performed an

action related to the word while learning.

There have been attempts to explain the benefits afforded by embodied ac-

tions and gestures for language acquisition outside of embodied cognition. Asher

noted that the learning benefits of his approach could be explained through

increased learner motivation, while later studies found any light to moderate

physical activity during encoding - such as performing actions - is beneficial to

vocabulary acquisition and retention [279]. However, there is strong evidence

that the positive relationship between iconic gestures and acquisition is not en-

tirely mediated by physical activity or higher motivated. Experiments have

shown that iconic gestures relevant to the words being encoded (e.g. jumping

while learning the word for ‘jump’), rather than unrelated gestures (e.g. jump-

ing to learn the word ‘kick’), have significant retention benefits [350], [193]. If

the learning benefits were solely caused by the enhanced motivation provided by

learning with physical activity, or merely the effect of the physical activity itself,

it would be difficult to explain why the use of related gestures was superior to

unrelated ones.

Further evidence for the unique encoding potential of iconic gestures for

language learning is found in Macedonia’s work [193], which showed that word

acquisition related to iconic gestures activated different parts of the brain than

word learning with unrelated gestures. The former activates areas associated

with the pre-motor cortices that control bodily movement, while the latter ac-

tivates areas associated with cognitive control.

Whatever the reason for the benefits of using embodied actions or iconic

gesture as a tool for language memorisation, experimental results in embodied

controls and computer-aided language learning have proved positive: Vasquez

[332] used iconic gestures to help with listening skills related to verbs that

correspond to the gesture enacted by the learner; Edge [74] had users enact a

sequence of movements to complete a foreign-language movement instruction;

Macedonia [196] had participants imitate a pedagogical agent’s gestures and
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visually learn words accompanied by gestures; and Repetto [264] found that

when recognizing novel words, participants made less errors for words encoded

with gestures compared to words encoded with pictures.

Task-based Learning

Task-based language teaching (TBTL) is method that refers to “the use of tasks

as the core unit of instruction in language teaching” [265]. In this context, tasks

have been defined as “an activity in which a person engages in order to attain

an object, and which necessitates the use of language” [327]. An example is a

painting task in which the learner has to use second-language colour names to

request different paint pigments to complete the painting activity. In this sense,

TBLT promotes language goals in terms of language use, rather than linguistic

content [327], and prescribes both activity and agency to learners [223]. These

are clearly aspects that fit closely with the embodied sensorimotor concepts

discussed earlier.

Communicative Language Teaching

Communicative Language Teaching (CLT) is the actioned teaching approach of

communicative competence (CC). CC has evolved since its original definition

[134][42][45], but broadly refers to either a curriculum of knowledge that extends

beyond just language [134], and as an approach to language acquisition “guided

and evaluated by the learner’s ability to communicate” [277]. CLT differs from

traditional language teaching in that it is concerned with not just knowledge

of the language itself, but also the ability to, and appropriacy of, using it in a

social and cultural context [134], including in interpersonal discourse [44]. The

components of CLT are interrelated, and thus it is considered optimal to teach

language amongst social and cultural context, through discursive interaction

[44].

A CLT curriculum is equally defined by what it is not: it excludes (or

deprioritises) explicit grammar instructor [320], the conscious study of rules

of language systems, which include “phonology, syntax, morphology, lexis, se-

mantics, pragmatics, discourse” [218]. This does not mean CC is unconcerned

with the importance of grammatical accuracy, but that accuracy is encouraged

through communicative practice rather than a learner’s structural awareness

of the language (as evidenced in [276]). Therefore, CLT is a strong match for

sensorimotor embodiment (and also environmental embodiment), as both are

based on language as an input/output process and interactional tool [44].
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2.2.3 Summary

The breadth of research into the impact of sensorimotor approaches to learning

have mostly demonstrated positive learning results. However, an explanation

for how and why this occurs is yet to be agreed on, with many varying per-

spectives, some of which (multi-modal theory) do not particularly involve sen-

sorimotor embodiment or embodied cognition. It is also still unclear how types

of sensorimotor activity, such as gestures as opposed to actions, may contribute

to learning - especially in IVR, in which the entire environment is a simulation.
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2.3 IVR affordances: presence and embodied in-

teraction

Immersive virtual reality (IVR), as defined in this thesis, is a computer-mediated

experience in which the user is perceptually surrounded by a virtual environment

[189]. The virtual environment is a 3D world in which users can interact or

navigate to some extent. Research suggests that this perceptual surrounding

stimulates cognitive and psychological responses in users, such as feelings of

presence (place illusion and plausibility [295]). This has been referred to as the

first affordance of IVR [141].

Many types of IVR allow HBSI through immersive hardware. Typically, this

takes the form of motion controllers or hand tracking, these approaches allow

users to manipulate and interact with the IVR using the physical body’s hand

positions and actions. It has been suggested that this embodied interactivity

should be considered the second affordance of IVR [141].

In this section, we provide an overview of both of IVR’s hypothesised key

affordances - presence and embodied interaction.

2.3.1 Presence

The term ‘presence’ is widely used in IVR literature. However, there are a large

number of divergent and overlapping definitions of the concept [188], as outlined

in Lombard and Jones’ summary:

• “We define presence as the feeling of being located in a perceptible external

world around the self.” [338]

• “Presence is the experience of being engaged by the representations of a

virtual world” [137]

• “Presence is defined formally as the perceptual illusion of nonmediation”

[187]

• “Presence is tantamount to successfully supported action in the environ-

ment” [352]

• “The sense of presence considered here is... a numinous [i.e., supernatural,

sacred, holy] sense of otherness” [51]

These separate definitions agree on three common features of presence: (1)

presence requires involvement into the virtual environment; (2) presence is
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defined as a subjective experience; and (3) presence is a multidimensional con-

struct [92]. None of the definitions limit presence to being an experience restric-

ted to interactions with IVR. As such, two IVR-specific sub-sections of presence

have been established: place illusion and plausibility [297].

Place illusion

One of the most referred to definitions of presence is the “sense of being there”

in a virtual environment, despite being physically situated in the physical en-

vironment [345]. Even back in 1995, with less advanced immersive hardware, it

was suggested that IVR had crossed a “psychological threshold, a point at which

our perceptual systems are so immersed in the simulation that the user already

begins to feel some of the sense of being there, the early flushes of a powerful

presence” [24]. This specific definition is also known as spatial presence [22] or

place illusion [295].

Much research on ‘presence’ is predominantly concerned with studying place

illusion [22]. However, as a subjective experience, there is no way to directly

measure it [295]. Assessments are typically based on questionnaires regarding

physiological and behavioural responses [295]. Based on these, studies have

demonstrated that IVR generates stronger place illusion than non-immersive

virtual reality, such as the type experienced via desktop, mouse and keyboard

combinations [204].

Research shows that place illusion is linked to other cognitive and psycho-

logical factors. For example, increased place illusion has been linked with more

[70][110] and less learning [204]; although it is sometimes unclear if researchers

are measuring presence as place illusion or as one of the wider definitions. Place

illusion does not need HBSI to occur; a user can look around an environment

without any feedback from the system (except for responding to gaze direction)

and feel place illusion [295].

Plausibility

Plausibility is the “illusion that what is apparently happening is really happen-

ing (even though you know for sure that it is not)” [295]. Slater’s example is if

a “virtual human approaches and smiles at you, and you find yourself smiling

back, even though too late you may say to yourself – why did I smile back,

there is no one there?”. Plausibility has been demonstrated experimentally in

IVR through proprioceptive drift in a virtualised version of the rubber-hand

experiment [296].

It is believed that the plausibility of IVR is closely tied to the experience’s

internal consistency and the extent it meets users’ expectations [293]. The
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user expectations are formed from a combination of their knowledge of the

real world (external plausibility), as well as what they know about the virtual

environment (internal plausibility) [123]. For example, it is externally plausible

that a gun fires bullets, but it could be internally plausible that a gun fires

flowers. If, however, the gun predominantly fires bullets and on one occasion

fires a flower, the internal consistency might be broken (especially if the user’s

expectations were for a serious police drama, and not something more akin to

Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland). If a gun were to fire a flower in a police

drama setting, then the user’s sense of plausibility could be broken due to the

implausibility of that occurrence in that setting [295], and may not re-form [93].

It is believed that place illusion and plausibility can lead to realistic beha-

viour in IVR [295]. Early experiments show that differences in levels of plaus-

ibility (between ‘high’ and ‘low’ plausibility) do not impact the experience of

place illusion, suggesting they are not dependent phenomena[123].

2.3.2 Embodied interaction

Over the last three decades, embodied interaction has been referred to as a

second major affordance of IVR [309][336] with particular relevance to research

on learning [141][203].

Steur refers to IVR interactivity as “the extent to which users can parti-

cipate in modifying the form and content of a virtual reality environment in

real time” [309]. While this definition accommodates interactions from a HMD,

either via head locomotion or eye gaze, it is more often considered as referring

to hand-based interaction. This is because that hand-based activity and gesture

are considered to play a special role in human interaction; “kinesthetically ac-

tivat[ing] larger portions of the sensorimotor system and motoric pre-planning

pathways than [eye and vocal interaction] and gesture may lead to stronger

memory traces” [100]. As Johnson-Glenberg explains, “the ability to control

movement via gaze is one form of agency, but the ability to control and manip-

ulate objects in the 3D environment is perhaps a different and deeper form of

agency with many more degrees of freedom” [141].

The potential impact of embodied interaction in IVR on users is not fully

clear, as many of the existing comparison studies have not isolated immer-

sion and interactivity [203]. However, one model of the relationship between

presence, embodied interaction and user outcomes, CAMIL, has the affordance

causing a positive effect on nine variables: feelings of agency; physical pres-

ence; intrinsic motivation; self-efficacy; extraneous cognitive load interaction;

extraneous cognitive load environment; situational interest; embodied learning;

and learning [242].
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In testing the CAMIL model, Makransky and Petersen found that physical

presence and agency arise from IVR embodied interactions, which then influence

learning via the affective and cognitive factors of situational interest (becoming

more interested in the learning topic) and embodied learning (the unique learn-

ing properties offered by learning in an embodied way). However, their work

found that the use of embodied learning decreased knowledge acquisition, a res-

ult which Makransky and Peteresen attributed to a lack of congruency between

bodily actions and learning content in their study [242].

In summary, embodied interaction in IVR has been considered an import-

ant aspect of the IVR experience, but its impacts are only now starting to be

explored and understood.
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2.4 IVR, learning and sensorimotor-enabled learn-

ing

The previous sections have discussed the embodiment-related affordances of

IVR, embodied cognition, sensorimotor approaches to learning and language

learning. In this section, we summarise literature that has previously brought

some or all these topics together, and explore the differing theoretical explana-

tions for the impact of sensorimotor activity on learning inside IVR.

Previous systematic reviews and meta-analyses into IVR and learning provide

some useful definitions of different learning-related scopes of IVR studies. These

were scopes of IVR hardware (from CAVEs, to three degree-of-freedom HMDs,

to six-degree-of-freedom HMDs); scopes of learning (including vocational train-

ing, cognitive and education, skill-improvement, empathy enhancement); and

scopes of sensorimotor engagement.

The broadest IVR learning meta-analysis, in terms of scope of IVR, learning

and embodied interaction, is Howard’s meta-analysis of virtual reality hard-

ware and software for personal development [128]. It found no evidence that

input hardware, which includes but is not limited to, sensorimotor inputs, had

a significant effect on cognitive development. Howard presents four potential

explanations for this: (1) input hardware may have little impact on mechanisms

that may subsequently influence learning outcomes; (2) current input hardware

influences important mechanisms, but input hardware may not influence these

mechanisms enough; (3) input hardware may influence mechanisms that have

little effect on IVR intervention outcomes compared with other, more important

IVR aspects; and (4) specialized input hardware may not influence the nature

of tasks enough to incur a substantive effect on outcome.

If we subscribe to the belief that embodied cognition could play a role in

learning development whatever the medium, then these questions can be re-

summarised as: does existing IVR hardware and design enable embodied cogni-

tion in a form that provides comparable-or-better learning outcomes to physical-

word embodied approaches?

A potential limitation in applying Howard’s findings to the study of em-

bodied sensorimotor interaction in IVR is that his scope of IVR and learning

were both broad. The IVR studies he examined took a variety of less embodied

and sensorimotor-enabled forms, including CAVEs or three degree-of-freedom

HMDs; and his definition of cognitive learning included both academic subjects,

vocational training and other forms of personal development.

Therefore it might be important, when specifically meta-analysing sensor-

imotor activity in IVR, to avoid such broad explorations. Helpfully, there

are some other reviews and meta-analyses approached IVR learning with more
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tightly defined scopes. These reviews also provide useful observations around

learning subject matter, which will be discussed below.

2.4.1 Topics of IVR learning

A common distinction in existing IVR learning reviews is between academic

education and vocational training [49][251][73][138]. Checa and Bustillo [49]

noted that this was often reflected in how studies were being evaluated: the

majority of studies evaluating training focused on task performance, whereas

the education-dominated ones evaluated knowledge acquisition. This approach

suggests that difference scopes of learning should be, and often are, treated

differently. There were also distinctions in the types of academic education, with

one reviews exploring studies of IVR learning in high-education contexts [251],

with another focused on K-12 and higher educational subject-learning contexts

[73]. Jensen & Konradsen’s review found six studies, out of 21 they discussed,

that specifically investigate academic education rather than vocational training

[138].

2.4.2 Sensorimotor IVR learning

The impact of sensorimotor engagement in IVR educational learning has not

been thoroughly investigated. Jensen & Konradsen identified five studies that

leveraged sensorimotor input [138], but these were all concerned with skills

acquisition - such as juggling - rather than cognitive learning. The review con-

cluded that the prevailing question was not if HMDs should be used, but rather

how and for what should HMDs be used. They also theorised that IVR learn-

ing could work successfully with educational approaches and theories such as

Constructivism and active learning.

Natale et al. do not specifically mention sensorimotor engagement, but do

discuss an idea similar to that of embodiment [73]. They conclude their study

by mentioning that the possibility for users to feel present in IVR, to use their

bodies in a natural way, and to live sensory experience similar to those in the real

world could be promising as advanced learning instructional strategies, and call

for further research into how these aspects could affect the learning affordances

compared to less immersive ones.

Radianti et al. presented a thorough summary of the main ideas behind

the existing IVR learning paradigms, including Behaviorism, Cognitivism, Con-

structivism, Experientialism, Connectivism, but do not specifically refer to a

sensorimotor approach [251].

There is, however, a lack of investigation into the learning possibilities and

benefits afforded by leveraging sensorimotor techniques in IVR learning, espe-
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cially for academic learning. While Howard touches on the area with ‘input

hardware’, his search is more interested in the hardware itself rather than its

application in the learning context. Similarly, for Radianti et al. it is not men-

tioned in their list of identified learning paradigms. Only Natale et al. refers

to the possibilities of sensorimotor-based approaches, although this is in the

limitations section of their own research.

Immersively, a Mixed Reality physics learning study saw embodied students

improved their performance by 76% on the second trial compared with 51% for

those who used the simulation without bodily cues [1]; and in an IVR exper-

iment, learning was significantly better for users who had to move their body

than not [143]. Additionally, students in the “high embodiment” condition re-

tained their learning better when retested a week later.

However, this lack of investigation, coupled with the growing number of

investigations into sensorimotor IVR academic learning, suggests a dedicated

review is needed.

2.4.3 Confounds of sensorimotor IVR learning

Contrasting views have attributed the learning benefits noticed when leveraging

embodiment in IVR to four main factors. These are the relationship between

between embodied IVR, embodiment and learning [183]; embodied IVR, motiv-

ation and learning [201]; between embodied IVR, presence and learning [216];

and between IVR, cognitive load, and learning [204].

While many IVR learning investigations monitor motivation, presence or

embodiment, few have explored these factors in the same experience, or invest-

igated how they relate to each other to promote learning (or if they interact at

all). There is increasing demand for this kind of fundamental understanding of

what factors influence learning in IVR [128], especially if we are to understand

the specific role of embodiment in IVR.

IVR: embodied cognition

The embodied cognition perspective is that neither presence nor motivation

are the key to the benefits offered by sensorimotor interactions. Instead, if

cognitive processes are rooted in the body’s interactions with the world[343], so

by replicating more naturalistic interaction through sensorimotor controls, we

can enhance learning by synthesising a more natural learning process [196].

Sadly, many comparative investigations in this area are of limited value for

this discussion as there are confounding differences between the embodied and

control environments, or confounding factors are not monitored. For example,

interactional richness is often added to sensorimotor controls but restricted from
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their non-embodied interfaces; such as in Johnson and Glenberg’s learning com-

parison of the dynamic embodied creation of 3D models with a simple text entry

system [141]. Similarly, other experiences monitor learning differences but not

motivation or presence changes [332][349].

IVR: motivation

Literature concerning motivation is extensive, with the phenomena having been

studied from multiple perspectives, resulting in many theoretical frameworks.

Broadly, motivation is considered the energisation and direction of behavior

[245]. Strong links between motivation and learning have been found, with the

phenomena considered the “key to persistence and to learning that lasts”[52],

with many reviews showing evidence for a strong correlation between motivation

and learning success [66] [146].

These links are also well-evidenced in instructional games [326] [236], with

games primarily seen as a means to enhance intrinsic motivation [121]. A learner

who is intrinsically motivated undertakes an activity “for its own sake, for the

enjoyment it provides, the learning it permits, or the feelings of accomplishment

it evokes” [178].

IVR has been noted to present motivational benefits compared with less

immersive environments [201][55][238]. Motivation in IVR has predominantly

been studied from a learning perspective, with IVR seen as a means to en-

hance intrinsic motivation [201] to an extent even greater than non-immersive

games[121].

It is still unclear whether the motivational uplift is due to the novelty effect

[60] of using IVR, and therefore if the motivational benefits will continue to

occur when IVR is as ubiquitous as other forms of computer-aided learning.

However, early research has given evidence that this is not the case [130].

IVR: presence

Advocates of the IVR, presence and learning relationship believe that enhanced

‘presence’ (the feeling of “being there” in a virtual environment [300]) improves

learning outcomes. The reasons for the impact of presence on learning are

debated: some believe that presence alone is a phenomena that directly effects

learning [217][241], while others believe it is a useful way of measuring how a

system contributes to a variety of established variables that benefit learning,

such as motivation or engagement [274] [175].

Research into whether presence independently affects learning, and the mech-

anisms responsible for its impact, has thus far failed to prove conclusive. Al-

though it appears high levels of presence among learners are related to better
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learning outcomes [150], there are also studies that show the opposite: increased

presence correlated with worse learning outcomes [204]. Presence has also been

difficult to define and measure consistently, with presence levels in IVEs varying

wildly [187].

One possible explanation for this is that the enhanced emotional involvement

of feeling ‘present’ in a situation [41] encourages better learning. This would

explain why IVR concerned with emotive subjects, such education around cli-

mate change, show both increased presence and learning [207]. The link between

presence and strong emotional responses in users, such as empathy and anxiety,

is well-established [283].

However, perhaps the most prolific explanation is that the learning benefits

offered by increased presence are a result of a positive relationship between

presence and motivation [201] [204] [274] [175]. In essence, more presence means

greater motivation, which means better learning.

A more prosaic perspective, not investigated here, is that presence has no

causal relationship with learning, and that there only appears to be one due

to the affordances of the immersive hardware that enable both presence and

learning [128]. For example, it is far more difficult for a learner to get distracted

from learning when using a head-mounted display, as the screen is strapped

to their face [128] which, coincidentally, also serves to increase their sense of

presence.

IVR: cognitive load

Cognitive Load Theory suggests that extraneous cognitive load interferes with

the perception of experiences; and high element interactivity can cause this[313].

A similar view is found in the Cognitive Theory of Multimedia Learning[211],

where it is suggested that more modes of media interaction can cause cognitive

issues. As IVR is considered a highly interactive medium that offers rich multi-

modal interaction, researchers have begun investigating links between IVR, a

user’s cognitive load, and potential effects this might have. Studies have found

that immersion causes more presence but creates higher cognitive load, ulti-

mately hurting learning outcomes [204]. The question of whether extraneous

processing is something that IVR experiences will be forever burdened with, or

it is merely a product of unfamiliarity with the system or poor environment

design, remains to be answered.

Where found, lower learning rates in immersive environments have some-

times been attributed to issues with cognitive load [280] [328] [204], with claims

that virtual immersion creates a large cognitive load that detracts from a learner’s

ability to memorise information. As embodied controls are considered to in-
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crease immersion, then according to the above, they should also increase cog-

nitive load. However, Steed et al. found that the use of embodied controls in

IVR (when paired with a tracked self-avatar presentation in the virtual envir-

onment) actually reduced cognitive load [306]. This suggests that immersion

stemming from sensorimotor controls could be different to other types of im-

mersion and have a different cognitive impact. If Steed is correct, we would see

a reduced impact on cognitive load from this study.

Summary

In summary, it is clear that to provide more insight into the causes of learning

benefits in IVR, further experimental research is needed that allows for a control

of embodiment factor (such as allowing HBSI and not allowing it), and which

monitors presence, motivation, cognitive load and learning gain. In this way, it

may be possible to begin to understand if embodied cognition via sensorimotor

embodiment contributes to the success of learning in IVR, or whether it is

mediated by another factor.
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2.5 Conducting IVR experiments and learning

experiments

Using IVR for experimental research presents unique opportunities and chal-

lenges for researchers compared with non-immersive virtual environment or

non-virtual environment studies. The nature of the hardware means that, in

lab settings, it could be more susceptible to viral and bacterial transmission

between participants (e.g. Covid-19). However, as consumer immersive hard-

ware market penetration increases, there could also be an opportunity for remote

immersive studies, in which the entire experimental environment is contained

within the HMD experience. These benefits and challenges of IVR, the potential

solution of remove experimentation, are discussed below.

2.5.1 IVR experiments

Benefits and challenges of IVR experiments

There are many suggested benefits to using IVR as a research tool: it allows

researchers to control the mundane-realism trade-off [5] and thus increase the

extent to which an experiment is similar to situations encountered in everyday

life without sacrificing experimental control [27]; create powerful sensory illu-

sions within a controlled environment (particularly in VR), such as illusions of

self-motion and influence the proprioceptive sense [301]; improve replication [27]

by making it easier to recreate entire experimental environments; and allow rep-

resentative samples[27] to experience otherwise inaccessible environments, when

paired with useful distribution and recruitment networks.

Many of the challenges faced by IVR are similar to those found in non-

immersive virtual worlds [233]. These include the challenge of ensuring the

experimental design is relevant for each technology and subject area; ensuring

a consistent feeling of self embodiment to ensure engaged performance; avoid

uncanny valley, in which characters which look nearly-but-not-quite human are

judged as uncanny and are aversive for participants; simulation sickness and

nausea during VR experiences; cognitive load which may harm participation

results through over-stimulation [204]; novelty effects of new technology inter-

fering with results [78]; and ethics, especially where experiences in IVEs could

lead to change in participants’ behaviour and attitude in their real life [14] and

create false memories [285].
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Covid-19 considerations: remote IVR experiments

This research was disrupted by the COVID-19 pandemic, beginning 2020. The

HMDs used for accessing IVR were considered a potential virus transmission vec-

tor. As such, there was a need to examine remote experimentation techniques

to adhere to social distancing requirements, as well as general health and safety

and ethical concerns. There has been little research into remote IVR experi-

mentation. In terms of research outcome, Mottelson & Hornbæk [222] directly

compared in-lab and remote, out-of-lab IVR experiment results. They found

that that while the differences in performance between the in-lab and remote

study were substantial, there were no significant differences between effects of

experimental conditions. Similarly, Huber and Gajos explored uncompensated

and unsupervised IVE samples and were able to replicate key results from the

original studies, but with smaller effect sizes paper [131]. Finally, Steed et al.

showed that collecting data in the wild is feasible for IVR systems [304].

Ma et al. [191] is perhaps the first published research on recruiting remote

participants for IVR research. The study, published in 2018, used the Amazon

Mechanical Turk (AMT) crowd-sourcing platform, and received 439 submissions

over a 13-day period, of which 242 were eligible. The participant demographics

did not differ significantly from previously reported demographics of AMT pop-

ulations in terms of age, gender, and household income. The notable difference

was that the IVE research had a higher percentage of U.S.-based workers com-

pared to others. The study also provides insight into how remote IVE studies

take place: 98% of participants took part at home, in living rooms (24%), bed-

rooms (18%), and home offices (18%). Participants were typically alone (84%)

or in the presence of one (14%) or two other people (2%). Participants reported

having “enough space to walk around” (81%) or “run around (10%)”. Only 6%

reported that their physical space would limit their movement.

While Ma et al.’s work is promising in terms of reaching a representative

sample and the environment in which participants take part in experiments, it

suggests a difficulty in recruiting participants with high-end VR systems, which

allow six-degrees of freedom (the ability to track user movement in real space)

and leverage embodied controllers (e.g. Oculus Rift, HTC Vice). Only 18 (7%)

of eligible responses had a high-end VR system. A similar paucity of high-

end VR equipment was found by Mottelson & Hornbæk [222], in which 1.4% of

crowdworkers had access to these devices (compared to 4.5% for low-end devices,

and 83.4% for Android smartphones). This problem is compounded if we con-

sider Steed et al.’s finding that only 15% of participants provide completed sets

of data [304].

An alternative approach to recruiting participants is to create experiments
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inside existing communities of IVE users, such as inside the widely-used VR

Chat software [271]. This allows the research to enter into an already large

community of active users, rather than trying to establish one themselves. There

are significant limitations of building experiments in platforms not designed for

experimentation, such as the ability to communicate with outside services for

data storage, and absence bespoke hardware interfaces.

The above led us to conduct the experiments outlined in further work via

remote experimentation procedures.
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2.6 Immersive hardware and IVR affordances

The technological hardware that allows users to experience IVR is typically

referred to as immersive hardware. There are many divergent incarnations of

immersive hardware, and there is some evidence that variations in the design of

immersive hardware impacts users’ experiences of IVR, and the outcomes they

have from it.

For example, hardware attributes such as tracking level, stereoscopy, and

field-of-view (FOV) have been found to have an impact on place illusion [69].

The different hardware choices can lead to issues regarding research reliability

and validity [331], especially for meta-analyses, in what has been referred to as

a research “wild west” [25].

In an attempt to clarify some distinctions in immersive hardware, and to

justify the choice of immersive hardware used in this thesis, four hardware dis-

tinctions are discussed here: between CAVE and HMD hardware, between 3DoF

and 6DoF interaction, between types of commercially available types of 6DoF

HMDs; and, importantly, between HBSI-enabled and non-HBSI systems.

2.6.1 Experiential differences between immersive hardware

CAVE vs HMD

There are two preeminent hardware approaches for enabling IVR. CAVE sys-

tems, which surround users with multimedia hardware such as screens, pro-

jections and speakers [68]; and head-mounted displays (HMDs), which attach

screens and speakers to a headset worn by users, and also detect the orientation

of the user’s head to simulate a viewpoint in a virtual world [15].

The two approaches have been compared numerous times over the last two

decades. Some comparative studies have found significant benefits to using

HMDs over CAVE systems, suggesting HMDs lead to faster task completion

times [65] or induce more significant therapeutic movements, emotional re-

sponses and increased immersion [77]. Others have found that CAVEs induce

a higher level of presence and elicited more anxiety in exposure therapy [145],

induced “a greater user experience ... with significant difference in presence,

engagement, flow, skill, judgement and experience consequence” [318], and gen-

erally have better performance outcomes [163]. And others have found “similar

levels of engagement, engrossment, immersion, experience rating” between the

two [185], no significant differences concerning player performance and immer-

sion [30], similar “user responses to thematic relations such as engagement,

embodiment,and preference” [244], and no significant differences in effective-

ness in an exposure therapy session [215][18]. These results are summarised in
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Table 2.2.

Author Year Property Better Hardware

Cordeil 2016 faster task completion time HMD
Elor 2020 therapeutic and emotional responses, immersion HMD
Juan 2009 presence and effectiveness in exposure therapy CAVE

Tcha-Tokey 2017 presence, engagement, flow, skill, judgement CAVE
Kim 2012 general better performance CAVE
Liu 2019 engagement, engrossment, immersion, experience Both

Bowman 2001 player performance and immersion Both
Pilpot 2017 engagement, embodiment,and preference Both

Meyerbroker 2011 effectiveness in exposure therapy Both
Baus 2011 effectiveness in exposure therapy Both

Table 2.2: CAVE and HMD comparative study results

Much of this comparative research may be somewhat limited in relevance

for modern immersive hardware, however, given advances over the last two

decades. For example, FOV differences were once quite dramatic, with CAVEs

offering FOV up-to levels found in the human; while HMDs used from 2001 and

earlier ranged from 30° to 80° (according to a summary of the field in [166]).

Contemporary HMDs have FOVs above 100° [138], making them much closer

to those found in the human eye.

Perhaps the major distinction in CAVE and HMD hardware is in HBSI

with the systems. CAVE systems have struggled with allowing users to interact

with the virtual environments around them, with interaction devices used in

CAVES being labeled as “generally awkward and spatially inaccurate” [117],

particularly as the hand-based action occurring on the user, but the feedback

from the system occurring at some distance away on the surrounding screen.

HBSI interaction in HMDs, when available, present a virtualised representation

of the hands, which can also interact directly with objects in the virtual world.

Whatever the differences between CAVEs and HMDs, the commercial avail-

ability and affordability of consumer-grade HMDs means that this is by far the

more popular vector for experiencing IVR, with estimates suggesting that 43.5

million 6DoF HMDs will be sold by 2025 [317]. Therefore, using HMDs instead

of CAVEs seems like a more practical research approach for understanding IVR.

HMD 3DoF vs 6DoF

HMD systems can be further distinguished by the opportunities for interaction

that they provide. One notable distinction is how user head movements are

integrated into IVR. There are two prevailing approaches, categorised as three

degrees of freedom (3DoF) and six degrees of freedom (6DoF). While both allow
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the user’s head movement as a former of sensorimotor interaction with the

environment, the former only tracks the orientation of the user’s head, while

the latter also tracks where the user’s head moves in the physical world. The

experiential distinction is that, with 3DoF, the user can look in any direction

but is fixed into a single virtual location. With 6DoF, the user may augment

their virtual viewpoint by moving towards or away from objects, or leaning to

undertake new perspectives.

There are limited direct comparisons between 3DoF and 6DoF systems, pos-

sibly because the commercial virtual reality market has been quick to adopt full

6DoF. However, there is evidence that 6DoF offers higher immersion, engage-

ment and a higher sense of presence than 3DoF [246][290][46]. Additionally,

qualitatively, participants have been recorded as preferring experiences in which

they have ability to move their viewpoint in a virtual reality space, as opposed

to being fixed in place [290].

The generalisability of the above studies are somewhat limited by their ex-

perimental design, however. All mentioned studies compared different models of

headsets, features of which could have proved influential beyond the 3DoF/6DoF

variable. And one study allowed HBSI for the 6DoF setup and not the 3DoF

[246], which could have influenced immersion.

Distinctions between commercial HMDs

There are a limited number of different HMDs available, but there is still

evidence of distinctions in the user experience and outcomes between different

devices.

Significant differences have been found between two of the most popular

consumer IVR HMDs (the HTC Vive and Oculus Rift), with the HTC Vive

leading to better user effectiveness and a more usable system in a locomotion-

by-teleportation task [206] and in a pick-and-place task [312]. The HTC Vive

has also been found to offer a larger working range (7m) than the Oculus Rift

(4.25 m), although marginally worse tracking accuracy [29].

Modifications to individual types of headset can also influence outcomes.

Researchers were able to influence a user’s ability to estimate distance [38] of

the inside the Oculus Rift DK1 HMD by reducing the field-of-view and adding

weight to the headset, which resulted in an increased chance of users underes-

timating distances.

These results suggest that the design of HMDs impacts various user cognitive

or psychological responses. However, comparative research on the impact of

design distinctions in consumer HMDs is lacking (and given the frequent release

cycle of HMD updates, potentially fruitless). Nether-the-less, it is important
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to understand that HMD choice, available degrees of freedom and distinctions

between HMD and CAVE can all impact experiment results, despite all being

grouped into the IVR canon.

HBSI-enabling hardware

IVR is increasingly, although not exclusively, paired with highly embodied con-

trols that allow HBSI [142]. These tools are considered important in creating

“natural user interfaces”, and are often referred to by a myriad of names: em-

bodied controllers; motion controllers; synced hand controls; hand controls;

gesture controllers; kinesthetic controllers; touch controllers; or wands. The use

of these tools allows for user inputs that result in HBSI that are often labeled

as either inputs; gestures; actions; interactions; embodied actions; multi-modal

interactions; or kinesthetic actions.

There are multiple approaches to enabling HBSI in IVR, which create further

distinctions in how an IVR is experienced and its potential impact on its users.

Typical approaches detect bodies, hands, hand controllers, and use hardware

such as lasers, visible spectrum cameras, depth-based multi-camera system, IR-

based cameras, gloves or wrist-bands.

Broadly, HMDs, rather than CAVEs, have been considered more powerful in

establishing embodiment, as they enable the ability to see virtualised body parts

as they interact with the virtual environment [141]. Research has suggested that

users find these kind of multi-modal interaction methods to be “natural and

immersive” [136]. However, there is limited research into the cognitive impact of

different embodied controllers hardware approaches. There is also evidence that

highly embodied experiences (using HBSI to do contextually-relevant actions)

create more presence than the low embodied ones (no embodied controllers)

[148].

For HBSI hardware, users may either manipulate controllers or have their

body movements recorded and virtualised by cameras or lasers. Direct comparis-

ons between controller-based and hand-based IVR interactions are limited, but

one study found that physical controllers outperformed the hand-and-gesture

controls in subject-perceived accuracy, efficiency, and satisfaction, although with

no significant difference in task completion time[20]. Similarly, another found

that hand controls produced more errors than a type of embodied controller,

as well as taking longer and, where significance was found, was less favourable

[83].
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2.6.2 Summary

In summary, IVR hardware is varied and these variations could have profound

implications for research outcomes. The distinctions in different types of HMDs,

hardware enabling HBSI, between 3DoF and 6DoF, between HMD and CAVE

systems, make it clear that investigations into IVR are a broad church that could

contain many influential variables. What these variables are, what they affect

and to what degree is currently unknown; and based on the regular updates to

modern HMD devices, may never be studied in a way that has meaning.

However, it is clear that the sensorimotor affordances can be deeply different

between IVR systems, which could affect IVR user outcomes. This section serves

as a caution regarding the generalisability of IVR studies and their applicability

across different types hardware, and offers guidance towards picking the best-fit

solution for a study of HBSI in IVR: 6DoF HMDs.

Therefore for this research, 6DoF HMDs are used. To enable HBSI, the en-

vironments force the use of controllers rather than camera-based hand tracking,

even on devices where this is an option (i.e. Oculus/Meta Quest 2). For the

first experiment, the Oculus Rift-S is used; while for the remote experiments,

both Oculus Touch and HTC Wand controllers are supported (although almost

all participants used the Oculus Touch system).
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2.7 Literature summary

This literature review has presented existing perspectives and experimental re-

search around IVR and the embodied interaction affordances it offers. In the

process, it has highlighted the theoretical underpinnings of such an affordance

existing by examining theories behind embodied cognition, as well as presenting

evidence of previous research in the area of sensorimotor learning in IVR.

The review has provided justifications for using learning and language learn-

ing as a subject for exploring the sensorimotor interaction experience of IVR,

by presenting an overview of the embodied theories of language acquisition and

various experimental evidence.

It also discussed potential confounding factors to be examined or accounted

for in the design of experiments to explore the sensorimotor affordances of IVR,

such as presence, motivation and cognitive load, and hardware and experimental

factors, such as different types of immersive hardware.
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Chapter 3

Methodologies and

approaches

This chapter presents and justifies three methodologies that underpin core as-

pects of this thesis. These include the systematic process used for the explor-

ation of existing sensorimotor-enabled IVR experimental research; an expert

survey into the approaches, advantages and drawbacks of conducting IVR ex-

periments remotely; and current practices for examining language learning in

experimental settings.

It has is divided as follows:

• Chapter 3.1: The justification, systematic process and findings of a scoping

review concerning experimental research into sensorimotor-enabled learn-

ing in IVR, which aided in the creation of the background chapter and

provided guidance in later experiment design.

• Chapter 3.2: The justification, research approach and findings (advant-

ages, limitations and areas of note) regarding conducting experimental

IVR research remotely, rather than in-lab.

• Chapter 3.3: An outline of current practice to inform how we should ex-

amine and test language learning based on existing experimental research.
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3.1 Scoping sensorimotor-enabled learning in IVR:

method and results

3.1.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter, numerous reviews into IVR and learning were presented

[128] [138][251][73][49]. However, there was an absence of attempts to specifically

synthesize the divergent approaches and interests of sensorimotor-enabled IVR

learning interventions in order to present an understanding of the state-of-the-

art of sensorimotor-enabled IVR experimentation.

A review exploring sensorimotor-enabled IVR learning is important, both to

avoid potential over-generalisations that may be present in less specific IVR and

learning examinations [128] and to understand any research approches and spe-

cific user outcomes afforded by sensorimotor-enabled IVR experiences. These

include (1) which learning topics are being explored; (2) what type of sensorimo-

tor approaches are used, and how, and what type of hardware is enabling them;

(3) what theoretical justifications or motivations are behind these decisions; (4)

what experimental process are used and how is learning gain being measured;

(5) what learning results have been uncovered; and (6) what other experiential

measures are also being monitored.

This systematic search identified 14 documents reporting on experimental

sensorimotor-enabled IVR learning studies, which universally presented positive

learning results. However, it also identifies questions around differing definitions

of learning gain, potential confounds (such as situation and context); and an

absence of longitudinal or holistic learning studies, of sensorimotor-orientated

embodiment questions, of discussion of how different IVR hardware might im-

pact results, and of connections between sensorimotor research. This section

provides a useful context for the current state-of-the-art of sensorimotor-enabled

IVR learning research.

3.1.2 Scoping review methodology

The scoping review was conducted using an approach informed by Xiao and

Watson [348] and consists of three stages: (1) formulating the research problem

and developing the review protocol; (2) searching the literature, screening for

inclusion, extracting data, analyzing and synthesizing data; and (3) reporting

the results.

As this was a scoping review, and so attempted to discuss the breadth of the

field, there was no requirement to formally assess paper quality [348]), however

all included papers had passed a formal peer-review.
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Formulating the research problem and developing the review protocol

The initial approach was to scope the field of experimental research concern-

ing learning using sensorimotor techniques in IVR, reviewing the efficacy, ex-

perimental methodologies, theoretical approaches and hardware-use related to

sensorimotor-led learning experiments inside IVRs.

The goal was to provide a complete overview of experimental research into

sensorimotor-led learning inside IVR in an attempt to identify a conceptual

boundaries of the field, the size of the pool of research, types of available evid-

ence, and any research gaps.

However, during pre-mapping the scope was reduced from all learning to

only academic (or non-vocational, non-skill-based) learning.

Pre-mapping

In order to understand if the area of investigation was feasible, a pre-mapping

approach [32] was used to identify potential subtopics within the proposed re-

search area. To explore this broad area, Google Scholar was used with the

following search term:

‘virtual reality’ OR ‘virtual environment’ OR ‘virtual simulation’ OR ‘vr’ AND

‘immersive’ AND ‘learning’ AND ‘sensorimotor’

As expected, Google Scholar provided many results (n = 5600). An inductive

analysis was performed on the first 250 abstracts, attempting to uncover any

immediate themes that might be relevant to the review process. As a result, an

important taxonomy of subtopics was defined: type of learning. The types of

‘learning’ returned were categorises as cognitive (or semantic, knowledge-based

learning); vocational or skill-training; physical or mental recovery; and affect-

ive exercises (e.g. encouraging empathy or reducing anxiety). These categories

are similar to those identified in Jensen & Konradsen’s review [138] of the IVR

learning space, and map to the definitions and distinctions between academic

and training found in other reviews.

To reduce the size of the investigation, and to align with our research in-

terests, the scope was limited to experiments concerned with cognitive learning.

Research question development

The research questions for this review were informed by criteria from previous

systematic literature reviews related to IVR and learning. In Feng et al.’s [82]

IVR serious games systematic literature review, they determined two primary
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types of research question: pedagogical impact, concerned with learning out-

comes and measures; and the behavioral impact, concerned with behavioural

outcomes and measures. Similarly, Natale’s [73] review tracks the following

outcomes and measures: learning measures, learning result, effect size (learning

outcome-based factors); and motivation measures, motivation result, effect size

(behavioral impact measures).

Feng et al.’s review included further question specific to their topic: “what

are the essential elements for developing IVR serious games?”, with five sub-

questions relevant their review: what teaching methods, navigation solutions,

senses simulated, narrative methods, and NPC contributions are used in exper-

iments.

To add specificity for sensorimotor-enabled interaction into this review, spe-

cial attention was paid to the following sensorimotor-related factors: the type of

embodied controller used; the embodiment conditions the study was comparing

between; whether it was one-off or across multiple sessions; whether it was a

standalone study or part of a pedagogical process; what topics were chosen; ap-

proaches and justifications that researchers used; how data was record recorded;

and what IVR-related experiential measures were used.

These were summarised into the following core research questions:

• What areas of study (topics) are being explored for sensorimotor-enabled

cognitive learning in IVRs?

• What theoretical learning or teaching approaches are being used to justify

these approaches, and are they dependent on the topic?

• How are these studies being conducted?

• How is (or what type of) sensorimotor-enabled activity being used?

• What hardware is being used to enable this activity?

• What objective learning results (efficacy) have these studies demonstrated?

• What subjective learning experiences have these studies demonstrated?

Developing the review protocol

Selection criteria

In order to include experimental research concerning cognitive learning using

sensorimotor-enabled interaction in IVRs, the following criteria for paper inclu-

sion were outlined:

• Use immersive virtual reality (not just virtual reality)
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• Explore cognitive, semantic or knowledge-based learning (exclude studies

on vocational training, skill-development, physical and mental recovery,

and affective changes like anxiety or empathy)

• Designed to explore relationship between sensorimotor activity and out-

comes

• Use a HMD-enabled immersive environment (not CAVE)

• Use controllers that enable some form of bodily input with the environ-

ment and learning situation beyond the user interface menus, including

physical and camera-based methods

• Be experimental or quasi-experimental

• Report either objective (learning change) or subjective (experiential) meas-

ures

• Full text is accessible and available

• Full text is in English

Search strategy

The strategy sought to discover a comprehensive selection of peer-reviewed re-

search documenting experimental or quasi-experimental studies related to the

topic. Five research databases were identified that would be a good fit for this

research: two interdisciplinary (SCOPUS, Web of Science), and others in com-

puter science and engineering (IEEE Xplore), education (ERIC) and psychology

(PsycINFO).

Prior reviews of learning in IVR have limited the time-period of their analysis

in order to control for the introduction of “a new generation of HMDs [offering]

a better quality user experience” [138]. As high field-of-view HMD IVR systems

with embodied controls were not widely available prior to the release of modern

commercial headsets, such as the HTC Vive and Oculus Rift; results were limited

to those published in 2016 or after. CAVE systems were also not included due

to user interaction devices being labeled as “generally awkward and spatially

inaccurate” [117]; and to align the research with the prevailing trend in IVR

research towards the use of consumer-grade HMDs.

Each database was searched in March 2021 with keywords based on this

Boolean search string:

(‘virtual reality’ OR ‘virtual environment’ OR ‘virtual simulation’ OR ‘vr’ OR
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‘head-mounted display’ OR ‘immersive environment’) AND (‘learning’ OR ‘train-

ing’ OR ‘education’) AND (‘sensorimotor’ OR ‘kinematic’ OR ‘embodied’)

Papers that passed the inclusion criteria were then snowballed exhaustively

in both directions, exploring papers from their reference list and using Google

Scholar to identify papers that had referenced them.

Data collection

The database listings and search results were archived for record keeping, re-

producibility, and crosschecking [165].

Each paper’s abstract was examined to determine if it matched the above

selection criteria, and if it was unclear, the conclusion section also read (as per

guidelines from Brereton [32]). If it was still unclear, studies were included for

further study. The reason for exclusion was recorded for each paper.

3.1.3 Searching the literature, screening for inclusion, ex-

tracting data, analyzing and synthesizing data

Searching the literature and screening for inclusion

Figure 3.1: Flowchart depicting the article selection process

The search uncovered 928 results (ERIC, 18; PsycINFO, 30; IEEE Xplore,

118; SCOPUS, 470; Web of Science, 292). Of these, 573 remained after remov-
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ing duplicates. The following removals occurred at each stage of our criteria: [A]

Must use immersive virtual reality (not just virtual reality), must use a HMD-

enabled immersive environment (not CAVE) (309 removals). [B] Use controls

that prioritise sensorimotor input as part of the learning process (and so behold

controller or keyboard button-pressing) (34 removals). [C] Explore cognitive,

semantic or knowledge-based learning (not studies on skill-development, phys-

ical and mental recovery, and affective changes like anxiety or empathy) (183

removals). [D] Designed to explore relationship between sensorimotor activ-

ity and outcomes (14 removals). [E] Be experimental or quasi-experimental and

report either objective (learning change) or experiential measures (10 removals).

This left 23 papers. References were snowballed backwards and forwards and

identified a further six papers. This left 29 papers for a full reading for inclusion.

At this stage, we removed a further 15 papers due to the following three categor-

ies: the paper was reporting on the same experiment as another included paper;

there were not recorded experimental results; or the target was not cognitive

learning. This left 14 eligible papers [107][287][270][23][316][47][257][237][50][139]

[115][91][200][332]. This process is illustrated in Fig. 3.1, and the list of included

papers can be found in the appendix.

Extracting, analyzing and synthesizing data

An inductive approach to categorisation was used, which resulted in the research

questions listed above. Responses were thematically analysed using an inductive

approach based upon Braun and Clarke’s six phases of analysis[31].

3.1.4 Results

Topics

The predominant learning topic investigated was second language education (n

= 7); specifically word memorisation (6). Of the papers, five included noun

memorisation and two included verb memorisation.

There was a diverse, if limited, range of other topics present in the papers:

biology (2), mathematics (1), physics (1), computer science (1) and geography

(1).

There was also a single investigation into a sensorimotor-led cognitive skill

development that could provide benefits across multiple learning subjects: per-

spective taking, or “the ability to mentally represent a [visual] viewpoint differ-

ent from one’s own”.
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Theoretical approaches

All but one of the papers referenced a theoretical approach behind their motiva-

tion to investigate sensorimotor-enabled IVR learning. The most evident theory

was that of embodied cognition, which was also referred to as embodied learning

and learning from embodied interaction (7). Four (of the six) investigations into

language learning referenced language embodiment theories.

Three papers referred to approaches that are related to embodiment, al-

though not sensorimotor embodiment specifically. These were (1) spatial cogni-

tion, the importance of using the environment around you for meaning making,

storage and processing; (2) Constructivist, specifically Interactionist, in which

interactions (but not necessarily sensorimotor ones) play an important role in

learning, and (3) situated learning, which includes aspects of both spatial cog-

nition and Interactionist perspectives.

One paper justified its approach from a motivation-perspective, suggesting

that the motivation benefits of body-based interaction in IVR should cause

enhanced learning outcomes.

Research motivations

There was a notable distinction between the research motivations for language

learning investigations and those of other topics. Four of the language learning

investigations were motivated by a desire to provide empirical evidence for an

existing theory of embodied benefits to language learning; and whether these

extend into IVRs.

The major justification for non-language studies was to improve on per-

ceived shortcomings of physical world sensorimotor teaching approaches, in-

cluding practicality and cost. For example, more detailed examples of these

include whether a sensorimotor IVR experience could adequately replace the

experience of re-constructing canine skeletons (compared with a real box of

bones); whether seeing inside a hand can improve understanding of hand bio-

logy over cadaver dissection (and also remove the requirement of having access

to a severed hand); or re-balance gender-related interest in Computer Science

learning through a more active and interesting approach.

Three papers cited a research motivation to see if a sensorimotor approach

could maintain learning whilst also improving motivation and interest in the

subject.

Experiment methodologies

The studies presented five methods for measuring learning gain. The most pop-

ular approach was a pre- and post-exposure test of participants’ knowledge,
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with the performance change between the two measures showing the learning

gain (6). Other approaches examined the participants’ response times to ques-

tions, with quicker responses presented as evidence of better learning outcomes.

One study monitored participant movement via HMD data to understand if

the user was performing an action that represented the target learning (bowing

at the start of interactions as a cultural Japanese learning process). Another

monitored performance in a game to determine progress of the learning ma-

terial - better game performance being indicative of a better desired learning

outcome. Finally, one study simply asked participants to report if they felt they

had achieved better learning via the IVR system.

Eleven studies compared the sensorimotor IVR condition with a control, al-

though the types of control varied. The most prominent comparison was with a

non-sensorimotor IVR alternative (3). There were also comparisons with incon-

gruent sensorimotor activation (2); non-IVR sensorimotor interactions (2), such

as a physical skeleton arrangement task versus a virtual one; non-IVR and non-

sensorimotor digital setting (2); low-interaction (flashcards); non-interaction

(watch-only) and AR embodiment. One study compared non-tangible IVR sen-

sorimotor activation with a tangible version, using a bespoke device to provide

physical feedback to the virtual interaction.

Types of sensorimotor

The studies used a variety of different approaches for enabling participants to

interact in a sensorimotor-embodied way. These could loosely be broken down

into two categories: (1) sensorimotor interaction with objects in an environment,

and (2) sensorimotor-as-input method. For the former, participants would ma-

nipulate 3D objects in a contextual setting with varying levels of feedback. For

the latter, participants moved their bodies in novel ways and the system would

recognise and react. A key distinction between the two being that the first in-

volved sensorimotor interactions with virtual representations of objects, whereas

the later did not.

Among studies engaging sensorimotor interaction with objects in the envir-

onment, the dominant form was allowing participants to pickup virtual objects,

move them around and conduct actions with them. For example, picking up a

jug and pouring it so water comes out in order to learn the verb ‘to pour’ or

the noun ‘jug’.

Two studies allowed participants to pick up and move objects, but did not

allow them to be used in an interactional way with the environment. For ex-

ample, a jug could be picked and moved, but if moved as if to be poured, the

system did not provide an interactive outcome (e.g. water falling from the jug).
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One further study allowed users to pick and move objects, but rather than

provide an interaction congruent with the physical world, instead presented an

outcome only possible in IVR. In this case, participants could pick up bones

and move them in the air, where they stayed suspended as the user constructed

a floating, gravity-less canine skeleton.

The types of activation in the sensorimotor-as-input method studies were

more varied. In one, participants would move their own hand to see a digitised

version (and an enlarged digitised version) move in the same way but with added

visualisations, to demonstrate how the typically hidden hand tendons worked.

Another, using a custom suspension-rig, allowed participants to experience a

situation similar to micro-gravity in order for them to experience how the related

forces work. One studied used dance-based input in order to organise a virtual

computer programming experience, while another had users slash words with

virtual lightsabers in order to make active selections of multiple options.

Among these types of sensorimotor implementation, there was an even split

between types of head-mounted display (HTC and Oculus), with bodily in-

puts coming from HTC ‘wands’ (4), hand-tracking (2), bespoke hardware (2),

camera-based full-body tracking (1), head movement (1) and Oculus ‘Touch’

controllers.

Learning efficacy

The conclusions of all of the examined papers supported the use of IVR sen-

sorimotor approaches for learning. However, the criteria used to justify that

support varied between studies. The criteria was either: (1) learning occurred,

as opposed to no learning or negative learning; (2) learning occurred at a similar

rate to the control; or (3) learning out-performed the control.

The majority of studies defined ‘learning occurring’ as knowledge gain based

on pre- and post- test result changes. However, one study examined the speed

of participant responses, with faster response speeds demonstrating improved

learning. Another study measured learning by the self-reported ‘learning exper-

ience’, i.e. did participants feel they had learned during the experience?

There was also variance between studies around how many tests showed

learning gain. Of the papers, six noted significant learning benefits in the IVR

sensorimotor condition across all of their reported learning gain measures. How-

ever, two noted learning gain benefits only on some of their reported indicators

of learning gain. Interestingly, these two studies were both on word memor-

isation, and there were contrary outcomes between them. One showed only a

significant benefit of sensorimotor encoding in an immediate test, but not in a

retention test taken one-week later; while the other only showed a significant in
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Type Measure details
Usability 2x SUS, 1x MEEGA+, 3x Custom/not given
Sickness & Comfort 1x SSQ, 1x SSQ adaptation, 3x Custom/not given
Presence 2x IPQ, 1x Nowak &Biocca, 1x Custom/not given
Motivation 1x MEEGA+, 1x Custom/notx given
Enjoyment 2x Custom/not given
Embodiment 1x Gonzalez-Franco & Peck
Task Load 1x NASA TLX
Flow 1x Custom/not given
Intrinsic Interest 1x Custom/not given
Concentration 1x Custom/not given
Satisfaction 1x Custom/not given
Enthusiasm 1x Custom/not given
Interest in subject 1x Custom/not given
Perceived Usefulness 1x Custom/not given
Perception of Time 1x Custom/not given
Fun 1x Custom/not given
Preference 1x Custom/not given
None 3x no measures presented

System Usability Survey (SUS)[179], Model for the Evaluation of Educational
Games (MEEGA+)[243], Simulator Sickness Questionnaire (SSQ)([157],

Igroup Presence Questionnaire (IPQ)[281], Task Load Index (NASA
TLX)[114], Nowak & Biocca [227], Gonzalez-Franco [103]

Table 3.1: Showing the non-learning measurements used in the studies

a retention test taken one week later, and not in the immediate test.

Two studies noted similar results between the IVR sensorimotor condition

and an alternative.

No papers reported learning gains worse than the control in all reported

conditions.

Experiential measures

The studies featured a wide range of experiential measures (see Table 3.1). The

most commonly used measures were sickness/comfort, usability and presence.

Broadly, the measures could be categorised into the following categories: prop-

erties strongly linked to IVR (presence, embodiment, sickness); measures of the

system usability (usability); general engagement properties (enjoyment, excite-

ment, motivation, interest/subject interest, preference); and experience in the

session (flow, NASA task load index, concentration).

Interestingly, there was only one study that specifically measured IVR em-

bodiment [270], using the Gonzalez-Franco and Peck embodiment questionnaire

[103]. There were no questions specifically asking about participant experiences

of the sensorimotor activity.
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3.1.5 Discussion

The following observations were made about different aspects of the surveyed

papers, and thus the field of experimental sensorimotor-enabled IVR for learning

(as captured by this search).

Conceptual consensus and confounds

Unsurprisingly, the IVR sensorimotor investigations found were predominantly

grounded within embodied theoretical approaches. Perhaps more interesting are

the studies that grounded their explorations in other conceptual approaches, as

these could help highlight potential mediating factors for investigations looking

to support or repudiate sensorimotor and embodied cognition approaches in

IVR (and also the inverse).

One of these approaches was motivation [115], which as a factor in improving

learning outcomes is well-established [66][146]. There is also evidence that sen-

sorimotor learning activities increase motivation [177][311][122][182][288]. How-

ever, the idea that sensorimotor-enabled interaction in IVRs prompts motivation

and therefore is the key learning driver in these interventions is unproven. In-

deed, results presented in this thesis (see 4.1) show no evidence of motivation

serving as a mediating factor for embodied learning - at least in a one-off session.

Another given approach was situated learning [50][139]. Despite being con-

textualised by their authors inside a situated cognition framework, these studies

deeply deployed sensorimotor interactivity; one in which physically bowing was

a key interactive input [50], while the other involved pointing-and-grabbing ob-

jects [139]. In fact, some degree of situatedness (such as realisitic and congruent

learning contexts for interactions), was part of all of the surveyed IVR experi-

ences.

The risk of situatedness being a confound for a pure sensorimotor vs. non-

sensorimotor comparison was present in the majority of studies, as only some

of the papers compared (congruent) sensorimotor interaction against either

non-sensorimotor or non-congruent sensorimotor interaction in the same IVR

[107][47][257][91].

If researchers are to truly understand the impact of sensorimotor interaction

in IVR, then controlling or engaging with IVR-induced variables, especially ones

that have a theoretical backing as contributing to learning outcomes (such as

situatedness) is important.

Language dominance

There was a clear language dominance in the studies surveyed. The prevalence

of language acquisition in these studies is likely due to the long history [6] and
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encouraging results [319] of using sensorimotor-enabled teaching approaches in

applied linguistics outside of IVR. The ability for sensorimotor engagement to

enhance word memorisation has been widely explored (and evidenced) in this

field, and so exploring whether these benefits transfer into embodied virtual

interactions is a logical next-step.

That said, even these studies are not close to giving us a clear understanding

of the impact of sensorimotor interaction on language learning as a whole. Word

memorisation is an important but subsidiary part of what is considered language

teaching or second language acquisition, and researchers need to be able to

move beyond these initial examinations if they are to be able to understand

if and how sensorimotor engagement is beneficial for the myriad of language

skills (although one example of this is included here, with the attempt to teach

appropriate bowing etiquette [50]).

What is ‘success’?

While all papers reported successful learning outcomes from their sensorimotor

approach, the definition of what success was varied. Learning improvement over

a control; learning improvement in a specific condition over a control; the same

performance as a control; testing response speed; ‘experience’ or motivation

improvements were all presented as evidence for the success of a sensorimotor

approach.

For studies that use multiple measures of success, such as retention tests

after a set period of time, or knowledge gain and answer speed, it is unclear

how contradictory results between different tests should be used to promote or

refute a learning ‘success’.

While the definition of success is certainly learning intervention-specific, per-

haps it would be useful for the field to define types of success or potential metrics

for success, in order to allow thorough future meta-analyses of the field. This

would most likely be determined by specifically defining the desired goal of the

intervention, whether it be to see whether a physical world sensorimotor ap-

proach transitioned in IVR without harm, in which case the desired outcome

would be parity between conditions, or if testing a variation of a sensorimotor

interaction, in which a superior outcome in one condition would would be the

goal.

Learning ‘session’ variation

The prevalence of word memorisation studies unveiled another variable that

might benefit from codification and standardisation in future - the scale of the

learning to be achieved in an intervention. The discrepancies between amount
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of learning material are evident in the language-based studies, which asked par-

ticipants to learn either six[107], 12[139], 14[91] or 20 [257][115][332] words.

Potentially, six words might be too few to detect a difference in learning out-

comes (although in this case, response time, not accuracy, was the performance

indicator), while 20 may introduce too much confusion for optimal learning

performance. This difference also adds another confounding factor for cross-

analysis.

Longitudinal lacking

None of the studies surveyed were longitudinal, nor involved a longer curriculum

of learning. This is a known problem with experimental learning studies [98],

and one that might be exasperated by the additional development requirements

that sensorimotor IVR studies require. With all the papers reporting some

form of learning gain from engaging these systems, however, a longitudinal

study seems like a logical and pressing next-step to understand how useful IVR

sensorimotor learning is for practical teaching applications.

Figure 3.2: Diagram depicting the lack of referencing between papers found
in review. Three papers referenced “Teaching language and culture with a
virtual reality game”; one further paper referenced one of those. No other
direct relationships between papers were found

Sickness and presence above others

There were a wide variety of experiential measures used across the studies. The

frequency of measures of sickness and presence show that these two factors are

starting to become well-established as important aspects of IVR studies. A

notable absence, however, were any measurements concerning the sensorimotor

activity, and only a single use of a measure of embodiment. Perhaps these studies

would have benefited from surveying how embodied or sensorimotor-activated

the participants felt in their sessions, and in what ways. Questionnaire-based

embodied surveys for IVR are now emerging and being validated [103], although
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it remains to be seen if they are suitable for measuring sensorimotor interactions

in IVR.

Hardware hiccups

The surveyed studies featured a range of sensorimotor-interaction enabling hard-

ware, which could introduce another confound. Although it unclear how the

hardware enabling sensorimotor input affects input, experience or learning, ini-

tial research has found that these devices are not neutral in their impact. For

example, one study found that that the Leap Motion hand tracker is preferred

by participants to the HTC wand when grabbing close objects due to its natural

affordances; but also resulted in much slower performance at the selection of dis-

tance objects [83]. How we might deal with the impact of the affordances of the

hardware are not clear, but studying, understanding and noting the impact of

these at a system and experiment design stage could be beneficial.

An unconnected field

Finally, it was notable how few of these papers referred to each other. Among the

papers, there were only four references to other studies found in this selection.

Three of these [332][115][139] referred to one paper [50], while the final reference

was to one of these three ([257] referencing [332]) (see Fig. 3.2). These references

were all contained within studies investigating language learning; there were no

cross-learning topic references.

This suggests that IVR sensorimotor learning has not yet established a cent-

ral canon, which could bring challenges to researchers looking for similar works,

understanding their outcomes and exploring and critiquing other research pro-

cedures and approaches.

3.1.6 Conclusion

This review found that sensorimotor-based IVR learning explorations are hap-

pening across a variety of subjects, backed predominantly by theories of em-

bodied cognition. There are two two preeminent justifications for the research:

(1) to provide empirical evidence for an existing theory of learning; and (2) to

understand if IVR is a suitable replacement or improvement on physical-world

teaching. A variety of measures for learning were also found, as well as a vast

selection of experiential variables being measured.

From these results, a number of shortcomings for the field were summarised,

which resulted in suggestions for further research for future sensorimotor-based

IVR learning practitioners. These are:
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(1) Be mindful of the potential confound of situation and context (situation as

location-in-space, whereas context is more cognitive);

(2) Engage in more longitudinal or holistic topic learning, rather than singular

interventions;

(3) Define measures of success, including beyond learning gain;

(4) Identify viable learning outcomes for interventions;

(5) Establish and engage sensorimotor-orientated embodiment questionnaires;

(6) Understand and discuss how the chosen IVR hardware might impact results;

(7) Engage with other research in the field, potentially across traditional discip-

line divisions

It is important to be mindful of these findings in the experiment design of

studies in this thesis, and to understand and engage with how the experiments

in this thesis have been designed and conducted in relation to the findings above.

The results from this review were produced after the first experiment (Chapter

4.1), and changes informed by these results for both the second (Chapter 4.2)

and third experiments (Chapter 4.3) include (1) the use of an abstract envir-

onment instead of a situated one; (3) exploring response time as a potential

measure of learning gain; and (5) leveraging existing embodiment question-

naires and using sensorimotor experience-specific questions. The identification

of viable learning outcomes (4) is discussed in the next section (Chapter 3.3).

The lack of longitudinal learning investigations (2) is discussed in detail

in the future work section (Chapter 5.3.3); while the impact of chosen IVR

hardware (5) and stronger engagement with wider research in the field (7) is

presented in the background section (Chapter 2).
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3.2 Conducting IVR experimental research re-

motely: surveying approaches and expert

opinion

3.2.1 Introduction

Many IVR studies take place in laboratories with the co-presence of the re-

searcher and the participant [168]. However, the COVID-19 pandemic high-

lighted the importance and perhaps necessity of understanding and deploying

remote experimentation and/or recruitment methods within IVR research. As

much of the research in this thesis was conducted during the COVID-19 pan-

demic, in order to conduct the research required for this thesis, a remote exper-

imentation process was potentially the only viable method for data collection.

However, the IVR research community has been slow to embrace recruiting

remote participants to take part in studies running outside of laboratories - a

technique which has proven useful for non-IVR HCI, social and psychological

research [249][235]. There is also limited literature about conducting remote

IVR experimentation - although what reports exist suggest that the approach

shows promise: data-collection is viable [304], results are similar to those found

in-lab [222] even when the participants are unsupervised [131], and recruiting is

possible [191]. Researchers have also suggested using existing communities for

these technologies, such as customisable social IVR experiences, as combined

platforms for recruitment and experimentation [271].

Due to the limited literature and the relatively new technology in this area,

it was important to understand the approach in more detail before creating and

deploying remote experiments. As the existing literature is limited, this research

attempts to understand the benefits and limitations around conducting remote

research by surveying active researchers who use or are investigating the use of

IVR technologies for remote experimentation.

This section outlines the methodology and results from perhaps the first

survey of IVR and AR researchers regarding remote IVR and AR research.

The results are derived from 46 respondents answering 30 questions regarding

existing research practice. It offers three core contributions: (1) its summarises

existing research on conducting remote IVR and AR experiments; (2) it provides

an overview of the status quo, showing that many of the concerns regarding

remote IVR and AR are those also applicable to other remote studies; and that

the unique aspects of remote IVR and AR research could offer more benefits

than drawbacks; and (3) it sets out recommendations for advancing remote IVR

and AR research, and outline important questions that should be answered to
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create an evidence-backed experimentation process.

Due to an overlap in some of the unique properties of spatial or immersive

computing, both IVR and AR researchers are included in this research (see [260]

for a summary of perspectives on the similarities and distinctions between VR

and AR). Going forward, ‘XR’ is used as umbrella term for IVR, augmented

reality (AR) and mixed reality (MR) [190].

3.2.2 Literature review

This literature review discusses relevant publications on XR research, remote

research and remote XR research. The chapter is organised in three parts.

First, it explores conventional XR experiments under ’normal’ conditions (e.g.

in laboratory andor directly supervised by the researcher). It then summarises

existing literature on remote experiments in XR research. Finally, it reports

the main findings from previous publications on remote data collection and

experimentation.

Conventional XR experiments

Experiment types and fields of interest

According to Suh and Prophet’s 2018 systematic literature review [310], XR

experiments involving human participants can broadly be categorised into two

groups: (1) studies about XR, and (2) studies about using XR. The first group

focuses on the effects of XR system features on the user experience (e.g. if enhan-

cing embodiment could affect presence outcomes [258]), whereas the second cat-

egory examines how the use of an XR technology modifies a measurable user at-

tribute (e.g. if leveraging XR embodiment could affect learning outcomes [256]).

Across these categories there have been a variety of explorations on different

subjects and from different academic fields. These include social psycholo-

gical [27], including social facilitation–inhibition [129], conformity and social

comparison [26], social identity [161]; neuroscience and neuropsychology [168],

visual perception [341], multisensory integration [56], proxemics [275], spatial

cognition [335], education and training [251], therapeutic applications [89], pain

remediation [112], motor control [64], terror management [144] and media effects

such as presence [13].

The theoretical approaches behind these studies are also disparate, includ-

ing theories such as conceptual blending, cognitive load, constructive learning,

experiential learning, flow, media richness, motivation, presence, situated cog-

nition, the stimuli-organism-response framework and the technology acceptance

model [310].
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Data collection, approaches and techniques

According to Suh and Prophet’s meta-analysis, the majority of XR research ex-

plorations have been experiments (69%) [310]. Other types of explorations in-

clude surveys (24%), interviews (15%) and case studies (9%). These approaches

have been used both alone and in combination with each other. Data collec-

tion methods are predominantly quantitative (78%), although qualitative and

mixed approaches are also used. Another systematic review of XR research (fo-

cused on higher education) [251] adds focus group discussion and observation

as research methods, and presents two potential subcategories for experiments:

mobile sensing and “interaction log in IVR app”, in which the XR application

logs the user’s activities and the researcher uses the resulting log for analysis.

The types of data logging found in XR experiments are much the same as

those listed in Weibel’s exploration of physiological measures in non-immersive

virtual reality [339], with studies using skin conductance [351], heart rate [75],

blood pressure [124], as well as electroencephalogram (EEG) [3]. Built-in iner-

tial sensors that are integral to providing an XR experience, such as head and

hand position for IVR HMDs, have also been widely used for investigations,

including posture assessment [34], head interaction tracking [353], gaze and loci

of attention [247] and gesture recognition [152], while velocity change [337] has

also been used in both IVR and AR interventions

Benefits of XR experiments

There are many suggested benefits to using XR technology as a research tool:

it allows researchers to “control the mundane-realism trade-off” [5] and thus

increase the extent to which an experiment is similar to situations encountered

in everyday life without sacrificing experimental control [27]; to create powerful

sensory illusions within a controlled environment (particularly in IVR), such as

illusions of self-motion and influence the proprioceptive sense [301]; improve rep-

lication [27] by making it easier to recreate entire experimental environments;

and allow representative samples[27] to experience otherwise inaccessible envir-

onments, when paired with useful distribution and recruitment networks.

Challenges of XR experiments

Pan [233] explored some of the challenges facing experiments in virtual worlds,

which continue to be relevant in immersive XR explorations. These include the

challenge of ensuring the experimental design is relevant for each technology

and subject area; ensuring a consistent feeling of self-embodiment to ensure en-

gaged performance [162]; avoid uncanny valley, in which characters which look
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nearly-but-not-quite human are judged as uncanny and are aversive for parti-

cipants [220]; simulation sickness and nausea during IVR experiences[221]; cog-

nitive load [314] which may harm participation results through over-stimulation,

particularly in IVR [306] [204]; novelty effects of new technology interfering with

results [61] [78]; and ethics, especially where experiences in IVR could lead to

changes in participants’ behaviour and attitude in their real life [14] and create

false memories [285].

Remote XR experiments

There has been little research into remote XR experimentation - experiments

that takes place outside of a researcher-controlled setting - particularly for IVR

and AR HMDs. This is distinct from field or in-the-wild research, which is

research “that seeks to understand new technology interventions in everyday

living” [266], and so is dependent on user context. These definitions are some-

what challenged in the context of remote IVR research, as for IVR, remote and

field/in-the-wild are often the same setting, as the location where IVR is most

used outside the lab is also where it is typically experienced (e.g. home users,

playing at home [191]).

In terms of remote XR research outcomes, Mottelson and Hornbæk [222]

directly compared in-lab and remote IVR experiment results. They found that

while the differences in performance between the in-lab and remote study were

substantial, there were no significant differences between effects of experimental

conditions. Similarly, Huber and Gajos explored uncompensated and unsu-

pervised remote IVR samples and were able to replicate key results from the

original in-lab studies, although with smaller effect sizes [131]. Finally, Steed

et al. showed that collecting data in the wild is feasible for virtual reality sys-

tems [304].

Ma et al. [191] is perhaps the first published research on recruiting remote

participants for IVR research. The study, published in 2018, used the Amazon

Mechanical Turk (AMT) crowdsourcing platform, and received 439 submissions

over a 13-day period, of which 242 were eligible. The participant demographics

did not differ significantly from previously reported demographics of AMT pop-

ulations in terms of age, gender, and household income. The notable difference

was that the IVR research had a higher percentage of U.S.-based workers com-

pared to others. The study also provides insight into how remote XR studies

take place: 98% of participants took part at home, in living rooms (24%), bed-

rooms (18%), and home offices (18%). Participants were typically alone (84%)

or in the presence of one (14%) or two other people (2%). Participants reported

having “enough space to walk around” (81%) or “run around (10%)”. Only 6%
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reported that their physical space would limit their movement.

While Ma et al’s work is promising in terms of reaching a representative

sample and the environment in which participants take part in experiments,

it suggests a difficulty in recruiting participants with high-end IVR systems,

which allow six-degrees of freedom (the ability to track user movement in real

space) and leverage embodied controllers (e.g. Oculus Rift, HTC Vice). Only

18 (7%) of eligible responses had a high-end IVR system. A similar paucity of

high-end IVR equipment was found by Mottelson and Hornbæk [222], in which

1.4% of crowdworkers had access to these devices (compared to 4.5% for low-end

devices, and 83.4% for Android smartphones). This problem is compounded if

we consider Steed et al’s finding that only 15% of participants provide completed

sets of data [304].

An alternative approach to recruiting participants is to create experiments

inside existing communities of XR users, such as inside the widely-used VR

Chat software [271]. This allows researchers to enter into existing communities

of active users, rather than attempt to establish their own. However, there are

significant limitations for building experiments on platforms not designed for

experimentation, such as programming limitations, the ability to communicate

with outside services for data storage, and the absence of bespoke hardware

interfaces.

Remote data collection and experimentation

Validity, benefits, drawbacks and differences

Using networks for remote data collection from human participants has been

proven valid in some case studies [108, 169]. In Gosling et al’s comprehens-

ive and well-cited study [108], internet-submitted samples were found to be

diverse, generalise across presentation formats, were not adversely affected by

non-serious or repeat respondents, and present results consistent with findings

from in-lab methods. There is similar evidence for usability experiments, in

which both the lab and remote tests captured similar information about the

usability of websites [324].

That said, differences in results for lab and remote experiments are com-

mon [308, 37, 286]. The above website usability study also found that in-lab and

remote experiments offered their own advantages and disadvantages in terms

of the usability issues uncovered [324]. The factors that influence differences

between in-lab and remote research are still being understood, but even beyond

experiment design, there is evidence that even aspects such as the participant-

perceived geographical distance between the participant and the data collection

system influences outcomes [219].
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Reips’ [262] well-cited study outlined 18 advantages of remote experiments,

including (l) easy access to a demographically and culturally diverse participant

population, including participants from unique and previously inaccessible tar-

get populations; (2) bringing the experiment to the participant instead of the

opposite; (3) high statistical power by enabling access to large samples; (4) the

direct assessment of motivational confounding; and (5) cost savings of lab space,

person-hours, equipment, and administration. He found seven disadvantages:

(l) potential for multiple submissions, (2) lack of experimental control, (3) parti-

cipant self-selection, (4) dropout, (5) technical variances, (6) limited interaction

with participants and (7) technical limitations.

Supervised vs unsupervised

With the increasing availability of teleconferencing, it has become possible for

researchers to be co-‘tele’present and supervise remote experiments through

scheduling webcam experiment sessions. This presents a distinction from the

unsupervised internet studies discussed above, and brings its own opportunities

and limitations.

Literature broadly suggests that unsupervised experiments provide suitable

quality data collection [269, 120, 159]. A direct comparison between a super-

vised in-lab experiment and a large, unsupervised web-based experiment found

that the benefits outweighed its potential costs [269]; while another found that

a higher percentage of high-relevance responses came from unsupervised par-

ticipants than supervised ones in a qualitative feedback setting [120]. There

is also evidence that unsupervised participants react faster to tasks over the

internet than those observed in the laboratory [159].

For longitudinal studies, research in healthcare has found no significant

difference between task adherence rates between unsupervised and supervised

groups [67]. However, one study noted that supervised studies had more effect-

ive outcomes [172].

Crowdworkers: Viable?

Remote data collection was theorised to bring easy access to participants, in-

cluding diverse participants and large samples [262]. Researchers have found

that recruiting crowdworkers, people who work on tasks distributed to them

over the internet, allowed them access to a large participant pool[235], with

enough diversity to facilitate cross-cultural and international research [39]. Re-

search has found that crowdworkers were significantly more diverse than typical

American college samples and more diverse than other internet recruitment
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methods [39], at an affordable rate [235][39]. This has allowed researchers a

faster theory-to-experiment cycle [209].

Results from crowdworker-informed studies have been shown to reproduce

existing results from historical in-lab studies [235] [39] [302], while a direct

comparison between experiment groups of crowdworkers, social media-recruited

participants and on-campus recruitment, found almost indistinguishable res-

ults [43].

Some distinctions between crowdworkers and in-lab have been discovered,

however. Comparative experiments between crowdworkers and in-person stud-

ies have suggested slightly higher participant rejection rates [302], while parti-

cipants have been shown to report shorter narratives than other groups of college

students (both online and in-person) and use proportionally more negative emo-

tion terms than college students reporting verbally to an experimenter [113].

Distinctions also exist within crowdworker recruitment sources. A study of

AMT, CrowdFlower (CF) and Prolific Academic (ProA) found differences in

response rate, attention-check question results, data quality, honesty, diversity

and how successfully effects were reproduced [239].

Data quality is a common concern regarding crowdworkers [105]. However,

attention-check questions used to screen out inattentive respondents or to in-

crease the attention of respondents have been shown to be effective in increasing

the quality of data collected [8], as have participant reputation scores [240].

A growing concern regarding crowdworkers is non-naivete, in which parti-

cipants having some previous knowledge of the study or similar studies that

might bias them in the experiment. Many workers report having taken part

in common research paradigms [234], and there are concerns that if researchers

continue to depend on this resource, the problem may expand. As such, further

efforts are needed by researchers to identify and prevent non-naive participants

from participating in their studies [40].

Summary

It is clear that remote methods have been usefully deployed for non-XR research,

and seemingly bring benefits such as easier participant recruitment, reduced

recruitment cost and broadened diversity, without introducing major biases.

However, there is still a paucity of research regarding the extent to which re-

mote XR research can and has been used to leverage the unique benefits of both

XR (environmental control, sensory illusions, data collection, replication) and

remote (participation, practicality, cost-savings) methods, as well as the poten-

tial impact of their combined limitations. Therefore a survey of XR researcher

experiences and beliefs regarding remote XR research could help us understand
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how these apply practically at the current time, and understand the key areas

for future developments in this field.

3.2.3 Methodology

Survey

The current practice of researchers was surveyed to understand researcher-

perceived benefits and drawbacks of lab-based and remote XR research. A

30-item qualitative questionnaire was used that enquired about participants’ ex-

isting lab-based and remote research practices; thoughts on future lab-based and

remote research; and potential benefits and drawbacks for each area. The sur-

vey was circulated through relevant mailing lists (visionlist@visionscience.com,

BCS-HCI@ jiscmail.ac.uk, chi-announcements@listserv.acm.org), to members

of groups thinking of or currently running remote studies, and to members of

universities’ virtual and augmented reality groups found via search engines.

Responses were thematically analysed using an inductive approach based

upon Braun and Clarke’s six phases of analysis [31]. The coding and theme

generation process was conducted twice by independent researchers; themes

were then reviewed collaboratively to create the final categorisations.

Participants

There were 46 responses to the survey from 36 different (predominantly aca-

demic) institutions. Most responses came from researchers based in Europe

and North America, but responses also came from Asia. The majority of par-

ticipants were either PhD students (18) or lecturers, readers or professors (11)

at universities. Other roles were academic/scientific researcher (5), masters stu-

dent (5), corporate researcher (4) and undergraduate student (2). A diverse set

of ages responded to the survey: 18-24 (5), 25-34 (22), 35-44 (11), 45+ (6), and

gender skewed male (29) over female (16) or other (1).

3.2.4 Participant XR setup results

Participants were more likely to have previously ran in-lab studies (37) than re-

mote studies (14). Twenty-seven participants noted that, because of the Covid-

19 pandemic, they have considered conducting remote XR experiments. In the

next six months, more researchers were planning to run remote studies (24)

than lab-based (22).

Usefully for this thesis, participants predominantly categorised their research

as IVR-only (28) over AR-only (5). Ten participants considered their research

as both IVR and AR (and three did not provide an answer). This result is
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Figure 3.3: Type of XR medium explored by survey respondents.

Figure 3.4: Features used by respondents in their user studies. (A) Embodied
Interactivity: using embodied controller/camera-based movement. (B) Embod-
ied Movement:using your body to move/‘roomscale’. (C) Abstract Movement:
using a gamepad or keyboard and mouse to move. (D) Sound 3D: binaural
acoustics. E) Spoken Input. (F) Abstract Interactivity: using a gamepad or
keyboard and mouse to interact. (G) Sound non-3D: mono/stereo audio. (H)
Unique features: e.g. haptics, hand tracking, scent.

illustrated in Fig. 3.3. In terms of research hardware, the majority of IVR

research leveraged HMD-based systems with six degrees of freedom (32), that

tracks participants’ movements inside the room, over three degrees of freedom

(15) or CAVE systems (1). Nineteen researchers made use of embodied or

gesture controllers, where the position of handheld controllers are tracked in the

real world and their position virtualised. For AR, HMDs were the predominant

medium (13) over smartphones (9), with some researchers (5) using both.

An array of supplementary technologies and sensors were also reported by

13 respondents, including gaming joysticks, haptic actuators, a custom haptic
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Method Summary

In-lab (vital) Experiment requires features only feasible in-lab,
e.g. bespoke hardware, unique data collection

In-lab (preferred) Concerns about integrity of data collected re-
motely, high value on controlled setting

Remote (vital) User’s natural (in-the-wild) environment is im-
portant (e.g. Social VR, naturally experienced at
home and online)

Remote (preferred) Priority to get cross-cultural feedback or reach
large number of participant; lab provides limited
benefits

Table 3.2: Summary of XR Study Sub-types

glove, motion capture systems, e-textiles, eye-trackers, microphones, computer

screens, Vive body trackers, brain-computer interfaces, EEG and electrocardio-

gram (ECG) devices, galvanic skin response sensors and hand-tracking cameras,

as well as other spatial audio and hardware rigs.

The use of a variety of different off-the-shelf systems was also reported:

Vive, Vive Pro, Vive Eye, Vive Index, Vive Pucks, Quest, Go, Rift, Rift S,

DK2, Cardboard, Magic Leap One, Valve Knuckles, Hololens. Predominantly

used devices are part of HTC Vive (25) and Oculus (23) family.

Respondents outlined numerous features of immersive hardware that they

used in their research, visible in Fig. 3.4. The most prominent were embodiment

aspects, including embodiment interactivity, in which a user’s hand or body

movements are reflected by a digital avatar (37) and embodiment movement

(35), where participants can move in real space and that is recognised by the

environment. Abstract movement (13), where a user controls an avatar via

an abstracted interface (like a joystick) and abstract interactivity (8) were less

popular. Spoken input was also used (10), as well as 3D sound (13) and non-3D

sound (6). Scent was also noted (1) along with other unique features.

3.2.5 Thematic analysis results

In this section, the themes found in the survey study are presented and discussed.

The key points of each theme are summarised in a table at the start each

subsection. Some of these points were found across multiple themes as they

touch various aspects of user-based XR research.
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Key Point Issue Lab Remote

Recruitment
Scope

Sample
size

Usually smaller num-
bers

Potential for larger
number

Recruitment
Scope

Sample
balance

Might be easier to en-
sure balance

How to ensure bal-
ance? (e.g. who
mostly owns XR equip-
ment?)

Efficiency Time Requires setup time
and organise parti-
cipants

Potential less time
especially if encapsu-
lated and unsupervised

Precursor
Require-
ments

Requisites Pre-test and lin-
guistic/culture com-
prehension conditions
are ensured

Not clear how to verify
conditions in remote
studies

Table 3.3: Study Participants Key Points

Theme: Study Sub-types

The analysis suggests that in-lab and remote studies can be additionally distin-

guished by whether the setting type is vital or preferred (summarised in Table

3.2). Broadly, in-lab (vital) studies require experimental aspects only feasible

in-lab, such as bespoke hardware or unique data collection processes; in-lab

(preferred) studies could take place outside of labs, but prefer the lab-setting

based upon heightened concerns regarding the integrity of data collected and

place a high value on a controlled setting. Remote (vital) studies are required

when a user’s natural environment is prioritised, such as explorations into be-

haviour in Social VR software; and remote (preferred) studies are used when

cross-cultural feedback or a large number of participants are needed, or if the

benefits offered by an in-lab setting are not required.

Beyond these, another sub-type emerged as an important consideration for

user studies: supervised or unsupervised. While less of an important distinc-

tion for in-lab studies (which are almost entirely supervised), participant re-

sponses considered both unsupervised ‘encapsulated’ studies, in which explana-

tions, data collection and the study itself exist within the software or download

process, and supervised studies, in which researchers schedule time with the

remote participant to organise, run and/or monitor the study. These distinc-

tions will be discussed in more detail throughout the analysis below, as the

sub-types have a distinct impact on many of the feasibility issues relating to

remote studies.
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Theme: Study Participants

Recruitment scope

Twenty-nine respondents stated the well-known challenge of recruiting a satis-

factory number of participants for lab-based studies. Issues were reported both

with the scale of available participants, and the problem of convenience sampling

and WEIRD - Western, educated, industrialized, rich and democratic societies

- participants[119].

Participant recruitment was mentioned by 27 respondents as the area in

which remote user studies could prove advantageous over labs. Remote studies

could potentially provide easier recruitment (in terms of user friction: accessing

to lab, arriving at the correct time), as well as removing geographic restrictions

to the participant pool.

Removing the geographic restrictions also simplifies researchers’ access to

cross-cultural investigations (R23, R43). While cross-cul-

tural lab-based research would require well-developed local recruitment net-

works, or partnerships with labs in target locations, remote user studies, and

more specifically, systems built deliberately for remote studies, introduce cross-

cultural scope at no additional overhead.

There are, however, common concerns over the limitations to these benefits

due to the relatively small market size of XR technologies. The penetration

of IVR HMD technology is currently limited, and it is possible that those who

currently have access to these technologies will not be representative of the wider

populations. Questions remain over who the IVR HMD owners are, if they

exhibit notable differences from the general population, and if those differences

are more impactful than those presented by existing convenience sampling.

Despite the belief that designing for remote participants will increase par-

ticipant numbers, and therefore the power of studies, it seems unclear how

researchers will reach HMD-owning audiences. Thirty respondents who have,

or plan to, run remote XR studies have concerns about the infrastructure for

recruiting participants remotely. Unlike other remote studies, the requirement

for participants to own or have access to XR hardware greatly reduces the pool

(around 5 million XR HMDs were sold in 2020 [317]). A major outstanding

question is how researchers can access these potential participants, although

some platforms for recruiting XR participants have emerged in the past few

months such as XRDRN.org.

Nine respondents noted that remote XR experiments may encourage par-

ticipation from previously under-represented groups, including introverts and

those who cannot or do not wish to travel into labs to take part (e.g. people

who struggle to leave their homes due to physical or mental health issues).
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However, respondents with research-specific requirements also raised con-

cerns that recruitment of specific subsets of participants could be more difficult

remotely. For example, when recruiting for a medical study of those with age-

related mobility issues, it is unlikely that there will be a large cohort with their

own XR hardware.

Theme: Efficiency

Twenty-five respondents noted the potential for remote studies to take up less

time, particularly if remote studies are encapsulated and unsupervised. They

stated that this removes scheduling concerns for both the researcher and the

participant, and allows experiments to occur concurrently, reducing the total

researcher time needed or increasing the scale of experiment. However, there

are concerns this benefit could be offset by increased dropouts for longitudinal

studies, due to a less “close” relationship between research and participant (R17,

R25).

Participant precursor requirements

One respondent noted they needed to run physiological precursor tests (i.e.

visual acuity and stereo vision) that have no remote equivalent. Transitioning

to remote research has meant this criteria must now be self-reported. Similarly,

experiments have general expectations of linguistic and cultural comprehension,

and opening research to a global scale might introduce distinctions from typic-

ally explored population. One respondent cautioned that further steps should

be taken to ensure participants are able to engage at the intended level, as in-lab

these could be filtered out by researcher intuition.

Data Collection

The overwhelming drawback of remote XR research, as reported by the major-

ity respondents, was that of data collection. Excluding changes to participant

recruitment, as mentioned above, the issues can broadly be categorised as: (1)

bespoke hardware challenges, (2) monitoring/sensing challenges, and (3) data

transmission and storage.

The use of bespoke hardware in any type of remote user study is a well-

known issue, predominantly regarding the difficulty of managing and shipping

bespoke technology to participants and ensuring it works in their test environ-

ments. In the context of XR technologies, 13 respondents voiced concerns about

the complicated and temperamental system issues that could arise, particularly

surrounding the already strenuous demands of PC-based IVR on consumer-level

XR hardware, without additional overheads (e.g. recording multiple cameras).
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Key Point Lab Remote

Hardware Access custom and/or reli-
able hardware

Limited access to devices (e.g.
EEG, ECG, computational
power, etc.)

Data Collection can be supervised,
more detailed, real-time,
more space for qualitative

Mostly unsupervised (less
control), human expressions
(e.g. facial) are generally
lost, qualitative feedback is
harder to collect

Behaviour Likely more serious, richer
(qualitative) data

Lack of detailed feedback, po-
tentially less honest

Table 3.4: Data Collection Key Points

Four respondents felt it was unreasonable to ask remote participants to pre-

pare multiple data-collection methods that may be typical in lab-studies, such

as video recording and motion tracking. There were also concerns regarding the

loss of informal, ad-hoc data collection (e.g. facial expressions, body language,

casual conversations).

Finally, concerns were also raised regarding the efforts required to encap-

sulate all data capture into the XR experience, the effects this might have on

data collection (for example, a recent study highlighted a difference on the

variability of presence when participants recorded it from inside the IVR exper-

ience versus outside [284]), the reliability of transferring large amounts of data

from participants, and how sensitive information (especially in the context of

medical XR interventions) can securely be transferred and stored. This areas

perhaps presents the biggest area for innovation for remote XR research, as it

is reasonable to assume the academic community could create efficient, easy-to-

use toolkits for remote data collection in XR environments which integrate to

ethics-compliant data archives.

Many data collection methods were deemed infeasible for remote experi-

mentation: EEG, ECG, eye/hand tracking, GSR, as well as body language and

facial expressions. Five researchers noted adaptions they had been working on

to overcome these, including using HMD orientation to replace eye tracking, and

using built-in HMD microphones to record breaths instead of ECG monitoring

to determine exertion, or using the HMD controllers to perform hand tracking.

Respondents also noted some behavioural concerns and changes for remote,

unsupervised participants. These included a lack of participation in qualitative

feedback (6 respondents); for one researcher (R20), participants were “encour-

aged to provide feedback but few took the initiative.” Another researcher (R31)

stated “Debriefing is such a good space to collect unstructured interview data.
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Key Point Issue Lab Remote

Process &
Guidance

Control Full control over setup and
participants

No control and guidance
over participants

Process &
Guidance

Participants Rapport with researcher,
welcoming, more serious,
attentive

Different attitude, poten-
tial cheating

Environment Setting Can be distracting (e.g.
outside noise) but gener-
ally more controlled

Might be distracting or
overwhelming but likely
more realistic/natural for
participants

Hardware &
software

Hardware Access to custom devices,
normal calibration process

No calibration (by re-
searcher), potential for
unknown errors, no cus-
tom tools

Hardware &
software

Software Allows for Wizard of Oz,
adjust setting in real time

Issues harder to spot and
influence results, longer
development time

Research
questions

Topics Unchanged, if we go back
to normal research condi-
tions

Remote setup might in-
fluence research questions
and topics

Cost Expenditures More time consuming,
more expensive to run

Potentially cheaper but
potentially more work for
implementation

Table 3.5: Experiment Process Key Points

Users relax after the questionnaire/debriefing ... produc[ing] a ... meta-narrative

where participants consider your questions and their experiences together”. The

lack of supervision raised concerns regarding whether participants were being

“truthful” in their responses, with one researcher (R41) stating that participants

attempted to “game” their study in order to claim the participation compens-

ation. However, others stated that unsupervised studies could reduce research

bias arising from their perception of the participants’ appearance and manner-

isms.

Theme: Experiment Processes

Process & Guidance

Many respondents were concerned that unsupervised participants may conduct

the experiments incorrectly, or have incorrect assumptions, or misunderstand

processes or target actions. Twenty-four respondents felt that guidance would

be better provided (introduction, explanations, etc) in a lab setting that also

allows ad-hoc guidance and real-time corrections.
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There were also concerns over the mental state of participants: remote parti-

cipants “may not take it seriously” or not focus (lack of motivation and engage-

ment) or approach the study with a specific mood unknown to the researcher

(R19, R30). Contrasting opinions suggested that participants may feel that the

in-lab experience is “overly formal and uncomfortable” (R32).

Some respondents stated that remote experiments risk losing the “rapport”

between researcher and participant, which might negatively influence the way a

participant performs a remote study. However, one respondent stated that the

transition to remote experimentation allowed them different, deeper, on-going

connection with their participants. Their research was for a nIVR machine

learning tool, and they found that moving away from in-person experiment-

ation and to a remote workshop process encouraged the up-take of longitud-

inal community-building tools. The chosen communication method between

researcher and user - Discord servers - became a place for unsupervised interac-

tion between participants, and led to an on-going engagement with the research

(R33). However it should be considered that any “rapport” between participant

and researcher might introduce bias.

Environment

Concern was raised around participants’ environments, and their potential vary-

ing unsuitability for remote experimentation, compared with controlled labor-

atory settings. For example, one respondent (R20) stated: “one user reported

walking into their whiteboard multiple times, causing low presence scores.” The

concern is particularly strong for unsupervised remote experiments, as distrac-

tions could enter into the experiment and affect data without the researcher

being aware.

This concern was not universal, however. Four respondents noted that their

laboratories space was far from distraction free, and even suggested that a re-

mote space could prove freer of interruptions than the space available to them

in their research setting; while others stated that researchers should be mindful

that the laboratory itself is an artificial space, far more so than where people will

typically use their IVR setups - in their homes. Five respondents highlighted

how XR research could benefit from being deployed in “the participants’ own

environment”.

The immediate environment of the user was also raised as a concern for IVR

experiment design: the choice of being able to move freely in an open space

in a laboratory against a more adaptive solution for the unknown variables of

participants’ home environments.

Respondents noted that supporting the different IVR setups to access a
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larger remote audience would also prove more labour-intensive, and would in-

troduce more variables compared with the continuity of the tech stack available

in-lab. With remote experiments, and more so for encapsulated unsupervised

ones, 10 respondents believe there will be more time spent in developing the

system.

Hardware and software

A concern regarding remote experiments, particularly unsupervised, is that cal-

ibration processes are harder to verify (R30). This could either cause par-

ticipants to unknowingly have faulty experiences, and therefore report faulty

data; or it will increase time taken to verify user experiences are correct. Un-

known errors can effect data integrity or participant behaviour. Respondents

noted that this type of remote error are often much more difficult and labour-

intensive to fix compared with in-lab. This issue is compounded by individual

computer systems introducing other confounding factors (for both bug-fixing

and data collection) such as frame-rates, graphic fidelity, tracking quality and

even resolution can vary dramatically.

Five respondents reflected that overcoming these issues could lead to more

robust research plans, as well as better development and end-product software

to overcome problems listed. This encapsulation could also lead to easier oppor-

tunities for reproducability, as well as the ability for researchers to share working

versions of the experiment with other researchers, instead of just the results. It

could also help with the versioning of experiments, allowing researchers to build

new research on-top of previous experiment software.

Four respondents were aware these advantages are coupled with longer de-

velopment times. The increased remote development requirements could also

be limiting for researchers who face constrained development resources, par-

ticularly those outside of computer science departments. This is compounded

by the fact that the infrastructure for recruiting remote XR participants, data

capture, data storage and bug fixing is not particularly developed. Once these

are established, however, respondents felt these might make for a higher overall

data quality compared with the current laboratory-based status quo, due to

more time spent creating automated recording processes, and not relying on re-

searcher judgement. There are also arguments that the additional development

time is offset by the potential increase in participants and, if unsupervised, the

reduction in experiment supervision requirements.

Six respondents that use specific hardware in their research, noted that it

was currently difficult to measure physiological information in a reliable way,

and included hand tracking in this. However, we are aware that some con-
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sumer IVR hardware (Oculus Quest) allows hand-tracking, and so there is an

additional question of whether researchers are being fully supported in knowing

what technologies are available to them.

To alleviate issues with reaching participants, two respondents wrote about

potentially sending equipment to participants. The limitations of this were

noted as hardware having gone missing (which had happened, R35), and parti-

cipants being unable to use equipment on their own (which had not happened

yet).

Research questions

Five respondents noted that their research questions changed or could change

depending on whether they were aiming for a laboratory or remote settings.

For example, one respondent (R31) suggested that “instead of the relation-

ship of the physical body to virtual space, I’d just assess the actions in virtual

space”. Others explored the potentiality of having access to many different sys-

tem setups, for example, now being able to easily ask questions like “are there

any systematic differences in cybersickness incidence across different HMDs?”.

(R39)

Nine respondents speculated that remote research has potential for increas-

ing longitudinal engagement, due to lower barriers to entry for researcher (room

booking, time) and participant (no commute), and that rare or geographically

based phenomena could be cheaply studied using remote research; as providing

those communities access to IVR may be cheaper than relocating a researcher

to them.

Costs

Eight respondents noted the potential of remote experimentation for reducing

some of the cost overheads for running experiments. Laboratories have im-

portant costs that are higher than remote studies: lab maintenance, hardware

maintenance, staff maintenance. Without these, costs per participant are lower

(and for unsupervised studies, almost nil). As experiment space availability was

also noted as a concern for laboratory-based experiments, this seems a poten-

tially under-explored area of benefit, provided remote participant recruitment

is adequate.

Theme: Health & Safety

The leading benefit given for remote user studies was that of health and safety,

citing shared HMDs and controllers as a potential vector for Covid-19 transmis-

sion, as well as more general issues such as air quality in enclosed lab spaces.
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Key Point Summary

Protocols Missing standard protocols (to work safely with
participants in-lab)

Equipment Sanitizing of in-lab equipment and spaces

Remote Concerns for remote participants (e.g. accidents
during a user study)

Real-Time Aid Not available for remote participants (e.g. motion
sickness)

Table 3.6: Health and Safety Key Points

Concerns were raised for both viral transmission between participants, and

between participant and the researcher. This concern has also increased ad-

ministration overheads, with 6 respondents stating it could be more time con-

suming to prepare the lab and organise the studies or using new contract-tracing

methods for lab users.

However, respondents also raised concerns about additional safety implica-

tions for remote participants. The controlled lab environment is setup to run

the study, whereas remote participants are using a general-purpose space. Ad-

ditionally, for health and mental health studies, in-lab allows for researcher to

provide support, especially with distressing materials. Finally, IVR environ-

ment design has a direct impact on the level of simulator sickness invoked in

participants. There were questions about the responsibility of researchers to be

present to aid participants who could be made to feel unwell from a system they

build.

Theme: Ethics

Three ethics concerns were reported by respondents: encouraging risky beha-

viours, responsibility for actions in XR and data privacy. An example of this

might be the ethical implications of paying participants, and therefore incentiv-

ising them, to take part in what could be considered a high-risk behaviour:

entering an enclosed space with a stranger and wearing an IVR HMD.

Respondent (R30) raised the question of liability for participants who are

injured in their homes while taking part in an XR research project. The embod-

ied nature of XR interventions - and most respondents used this embodiment

in their studies - could put participants at a greater risk of harming themselves

than with other mediums.

Finally, while cross-cultural recruitment was seen as a potential boom for

remote research, questions were raised about ethics and data storage and pro-

tection rules when participants are distributed across different countries, each
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Key Point Summary

Suspensions No user studies at the moment

Facilities Sanitizing of equipment and spaces

Recruitment Harder/impossible to recruit in-lab participants

Exclusion Bias and high risk participants

Table 3.7: Covid-19 Implications

with different data storage laws and guidelines. Although not limited to XR,

due to the limited number of IVR users, and the disproportionate distribution

of their sales, it seems the majority of remote IVR participants will originate

from North America, and ethics clarification from non-US-based universities are

needed.

3.2.6 Covid-19 Implications

While COVID-19 has impacted most studies around the world, the dependence

on shared hardware for XR research, especially HMDs, has led to many im-

plications reported by respondents. These concerns are particularly related to

COVID-19, and therefore be reduced as the pandemic is resolved. However,

as it is currently unclear when the pandemic will end, we felt it was useful to

discuss them in a dedicated section.

Most respondents noted that COVID-19 had caused a suspension of studies

and that they were unclear how long the suspension would last for, resulting in

an overall drop in the number of studies being conducted, with 30 respondents

stating it will change the research they conduct (e.g. moving to online surveys).

The continuation of lab studies was eventually expected, but with added san-

itizing steps. However for many, it was unclear what steps they should take in

order to make XR equipment sharing safe. These concerns extended beyond the

XR hardware to general facility suitability, including room airflow and official

protocols which may vary for each country and/or institution.

Five respondents also had concerns about participants. There were worries

that lab-based recruitment would be slow to recover, as participants may be put

off taking part in experiments because of the potential virtual transfer vectors.

Similarly, respondents were concerned about being responsible for participants,

and putting them in a position in which their is a chance they could be exposed

to the virus.

There was also concerns around COVID-19 and exclusion, as researchers

who are at high risk of COVID-19 or those who are in close contact with high

risk populations, would now have to self-exclude from lab-based studies. This
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might introduce a participant selection bias towards those willing to attend a

small room and sharing equipment,

It should be noted that not all labs are facing the same problems - some of

our respondents had continued lab-based experimentation during this period,

with COVID-19 measures ensuring that participants wore face masks during

studies. This was considered a drawback as combined with an HMD, it covered

the participant’s entire face and was cumbersome. These measures are also

known not to be 100% protective.

3.2.7 Discussion

The previous section presented the themes found in the analysis. Some of these

presented common characteristics and some issues were reported in multiple

themes. These results have been summarised in the next section, highlighting

the key points and suggesting important questions for future research.

Recruitment and participants

As with non-XR experiments, researchers are interested in the potential benefits

of remote research for increasing the amount, diversity and segmentation of

participants compared with in-lab studies. However, with many respondents

reporting that it has been difficult to recruit XR participants, it seems there is

a gap between potential and practice. The unanswered question is how to build

a pool of participants that is large and diverse enough to accommodate various

XR research questions and topics, given that there are few high-end HMDs

circulating in the crowdworker community [191][222]. So far, we have found

three potential solutions for participant recruitment, although each requires

further study:

(1) Establish a dedicated XR crowdworker community. However, concerns

of non-naivety[234], which are already levied at the much larger non-XR crowd-

worker participant pools, would surely be increased. We would also have to

understand if the early version of this community would be WEIRD[119] and

non-representative, especially given the cost barrier to entry for HMDs.

(2) Leverage existing consumer XR communities on the internet, such as

the large discussion forums on Reddit. These should increase in size further as

they shift from early-adopter to general consumer communities. However, these

communities may also have issues with representation.

(3) Establish hardware-lending schemes to enable access to a broader base

of participants [305]. However, the cost of entry and risk of these schemes may

make them untenable for smaller XR research communities.
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It is also not clear, beyond HMD penetration, what the additional obstacles

are that XR poses for online recruitment. Technical challenges (e.g. XR ap-

plications needing to run on various devices, on different computers, requiring

additional setup beyond simple software installation) and unintuitive experi-

ment procedures (e.g. download X, do an online survey at Y, run X, record Z)

for participants are notable distinct issues for remote XR research. It is also un-

clear if the use of XR technology has an impact on what motivates participants

to take part in remote studies, an area of study that has many theoretical ap-

proaches even in the non-XR area[160].

Data collection

Respondents feel that many types of physiological data collection are not feasible

with either XR or non-XR remote research. For remote XR research, there

are unique concerns over video and qualitative data collection as using XR

technologies can make it (technically) difficult to reliably video or record the

activity, as well as moving participants’ loci of attention away from the camera

or obscuring it behind an HMD. However, the hardware involved in creating XR

experiences provides a variety of methods to gather data, such as body position,

head nodding, breath-monitoring, hand tracking, HMD angle instead of eye

tracking. These can be used to explore research topics that are often monitored

via other types of physiological, video or qualitative data, such as attention,

motivation, engagement, enjoyment, exertion or focus of attention. It would be

useful for XR researchers to build an understanding of what the technologies

that are built into XR hardware can tell us about participant experiences, so

as to allow us to know the data collection affordances and opportunities of XR

hardware.

That said, the infrastructure for collecting and storing this (mass) of XR

data remotely is currently not fully implemented, and we are not aware of any

end-to-end standardised framework. However, work is being done to simplify

the data collection step for XR experiments build in Unity [34]. There are also

opportunities to further develop web-based XR technologies that could send

and store data on remote servers easily. There are also ethical concerns, as re-

spondents were unclear on guidance regarding data collection from participants

located in other nations, particularly when they should be paid. This includes

how the data is collected, where it should be stored, and how can be manipu-

lated.
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Health, safety and Covid-19

During this research, as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic, many laboratories

were considered unsafe for running user studies. Although some respondents

reported being able to continue working in-lab, the limitation meant it was

feasible for many researchers to run user studies under normal conditions. The

main concern during that period is the lack of standardised protocols to ensure

safety of researchers and participants while running user studies and the issue

with the ethics protocols of the research institutions, especially during potential

future epidemics or pandemics. For XR research, it is unclear how to adequately

sanitize equipment and tools, as well as how to maintain physical distancing.

There are also concerns about the comfort of participants if they are required

to wear masks alongside HMDs. Finally, respondents reported concerns about

a potential long-term fall in user motivation to take part in such experiments,

when HMDs are a notable infection vector. There are distinctly different safety

and ethics concerns around remote XR experiments, including the research re-

sponsibility for not harming participants (e.g. ensuring environments are safe

for the movements, and not inducing simulator sickness), which, while also true

of in-lab experiments, are considered a greater challenge when a participant is

not co-located with the researcher.

Mediated impact

A concern for respondents was that remote settings introduce additional un-

controlled variables that need to be considered by researchers, such as potential

unknown distractions, trust in participants and their motivation, and issues

with remote environmental spaces. However, previous research shows that most

HMD-wearing remote participants engage in space well-known to them (the

home) and predominantly when they are alone [191], which could alleviate some

of the environmental space and distraction concerns. Further research into how

a home environment could impact XR studies is needed, and the creation of

well-defined protocols to alleviate uncontrolled influences remote XR results.

Beyond this, we also need to understand any impact that remote experiments

may have on results compared with in-lab experiences, especially if we are to

be able to reliably contrast lab and remote research. Previous research for

non-XR experiments suggest that distinctions between lab and remote settings

exist [37][286] [308], but it has been theorised that the impact might be less for

XR experiments, as you “take the experimental environment with you” [27].
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‘Encapsulated’ experiments: the ideal?

Respondents stated that creating remote XR experiments might encourage bet-

ter software development and experimental processes. If experiments are able

to be deployed as all-in-one experience and data collection bundles that can run

unsupervised, the time-saving implications for researchers (and participants) are

huge, especially when paired with the potential increase in participants. This

type of ‘encapsulated experiment’ can also improve replication and transpar-

ency, as theorised by Blascovich [27], and allow for versioning of experiments, in

which researchers can build on perfect replicas of other’s experimental environ-

ments and processes. Finally, due to the similar nature of XR hardware, data

logging techniques could easily be shared between system designers or stand-

ardised; something we have seen with the creation of the Unity Experiment

Framework [34].

However, there are some limitations to this approach. It is likely it will

require additional development time from the researchers, especially as a com-

prehensive experiment framework is established. In addition, there are data

collection limitations for remote XR studies, as discussed in previous sections.

It is also interesting to consider how encapsulation might work for AR investig-

ations, as the environment will only partially be controlled by the designer.

Perhaps the potential for remote XR experiments lies in understanding the

data collection affordances of the hardware; collectively building frameworks to

ease the collection of this data; and to design research questions that maximise

their use; all inside encapsulated experiences. This might be a mindset shift for

researchers, who according to our survey, are predominantly lab-orientated.

3.2.8 Limitations

The goal with this research was to provide an overall insight into the percep-

tion of advantages and drawbacks of remote experimentation within the XR

researcher community. However, this approach means that insights from sub-

communities may not have been found. For example, we had no responses from

researchers involved in topics such as vulnerable populations. Further invest-

igation into sub-communities is needed to uncover potential insights for those

areas.

3.2.9 Conclusion and Recommendations

It is clear from that respondents believe that remote XR research has the po-

tential to be a useful research approach. However, it currently suffers from

numerous limitations regarding data collection, system development and a lack
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of clarity around participant recruitment. Analysis of our survey results and

literature around remote and remote XR research suggest that, to better under-

stand the boundaries of remote XR experimentation, researchers need answers

to the following questions:

(1) Who are the potential remote XR participants, and are they representat-

ive?

(2) How can we access a large pool of remote XR participants?

(3) To what extent do remote XR studies affect results compared with in-lab?

(4) What are the built-in XR data collection affordances of XR hardware, and

what can they help us study?

(5) How can we lower the barriers to creating encapsulated experiment soft-

ware, to maximise the potential of remote XR research?

There is also an opportunity to reconceptualise approaches to XR and re-

mote research. XR experiments, as it stands, are predominantly used to study

a participant’s experience with an XR system, in an artificial but controlled

setting (laboratory) using external data collection methods (surveys, cameras,

etc.).

However, if researchers consider XR devices primarily as data-collection

hardware with set properties, it is possible to work backwards to understand

what research questions are suitable with the existing data collection afforded

by XR hardware. Additionally, there is potential to reconceptualise, for suitable

applications, the home as a natural research location and move away from the

laboratory as the default location for user studies. This is a potentially unique

opportunity for XR compared with non-XR studies as, for many investigations,

the XR experiment takes the environment with it.

These findings suggested that, in response to the COVID-19 pandemic, con-

ducting this thesis’ (second and third) experiments remotely should not pose any

major barriers to the accuracy or validity of the research. Indeed, by leveraging

an encapsulated study design (2, 5), the number of participants was notably

increased from the the in-lab study used for the first experiment, although the

approach provided a far less representative population in terms of gender (1).
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3.3 Current practice for designing an experi-

ment measuring language learning

There are many considerations when designing an experiment to test language

learning. It seems there is limited literature with dedicated research design

guidance on conducting language learning experiments. Therefore an inductive

analysis of a sample of language learning research interventions was used to

inform the experimental design used in this thesis. The literature included in

this search was not identified systematically, but based upon papers encountered

that featured experimental language learning gain tests.

Three notable factors in learning gain experiment design were outlined: word

types (Chapter 3.3.1); target language (Chapter 3.3.2); and (Chapter 3.3.3).

Common approaches to these factors are discussed below, as well as the relevant

design outcomes for the experiments used in this thesis.

3.3.1 Word types

Many investigations into sensorimotor activity and language learning have used

verbs as their learning topic [7][71][106]. This result is unsurprising, given the

consistent links found between verbs and sensorimotor activity; and between the

regions of the brain that regulate sensorimotor activity and language [154][195].

Therefore a corpus including verbs was the obvious choice for the experiments

in this thesis.

Less prominent in literature was learning where nouns were the target learn-

ing and object of sensorimotor interactions, although investigations do exist

[194]. There is lower prevalence of evidence of a detectable impact on noun

memorisation and sensorimotor activity, and so nouns were considered a second-

ary area for investigation in this thesis, given that the predominant exploration

of this research was to find evidence that types of sensorimotor activity in IVR

can cause distinct cognitive outcomes. That said, the first experiment includes

both verbs and nouns to give some level of comparative understanding.

At the time of writing, research covering sensorimotor explorations for ad-

verbs, adjectives or other linguistic factors were not found.

3.3.2 Target language

The choice of the target language in the experiment involves a few important

decisions. The first is whether a living language or an artificial one is used.

Some researchers have started conducting language learning experiments using

artificial corpuses [87] (such as Vimmi, as used in [194]) of target words, instead
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of living languages. This is in order to avoid associations with participants’ nat-

ive or foreign languages. It was difficult to find resources testing the viability of

these corpuses and their effects on participants, however, and as such it was felt

safer to use vocabulary that could more closely reflect actual language learn-

ing goals of participants. It was a concern that learning an artificial language

may impact motivation, a factor and potential confound that this thesis was

interested in.

The concern raised above, regarding associations with the words in the learn-

ing experience and participants’ native or foreign languages, is common in lan-

guage acquisition literature. Therefore when selecting a language for testing, it

is important to chose one that minimises these associations and to experiment-

ally test how this prior knowledge may influence results.

A potential useful measure for this is ‘linguistic distance’, the extent to which

languages differ from each other. Although no concrete measure of linguistic

distance has been agreed upon, one popular measure is based on the difficulty

Americans have learning other languages [54]. This rated Japanese and Korean

as the most-distant languages for US speakers. This helped inform the choice

of Japanese learning in the experiments in this theses. The other factors were

existing language knowledge of the researcher and previous successful use of

Japanese in a well-known verb with gesture learning intervention [155].

Some measure of control or understanding about participants’ pre-knowledge

of the target language is typical of learning gain investigations. Popular ap-

proaches include asking participants to self-exclude; excluding participants with

high prior knowledge, detected via pre-testing, excluding data from participants

when they already have pre-existing knowledge of that word, and comparing the

mean pre-existing knowledge of participants of each experiment condition to en-

sure there is no significant discrepancy.

An artificial corpus allows for researchers to easily control for factors that

may have an influence on memory, such as word length or number of syllable. A

living language is constrained to the actual meanings assigned to those objects

or actions, which may provide disproportionately challenging words in some

situations. Therefore while using a living language, extra care must be taken in

the vocabulary selection process around word length and initial or final phoneme

similarities.

A notable issue with using Japanese as a corpus is that the applied language

includes many garaigo, or loan words, from other languages, which could help

learners intuit their meaning. Therefore care had to be taken to ensure garaigo

words were excluded.
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3.3.3 Testing approaches

Amajority of language learning gain experiment research use quasi-experimental

methods, measuring the learning gain difference of an intervention between two

or more treatment groups. There appearance to be no particular dominance

between between-subject and within-subject design.

An ancillary metric that is occasionally used as either a proxy for learning

gain, or to quantify the depth of encoding, is answer response time. The con-

ception is that a faster response time equates to better encoding of the language

knowledge.

Learning retention is often measured one week after the initial intervention,

although retention studies have lasted months [194][87] and years [225].

Part of the testing approach with the most variability between research

designs is the number of words to be encoded in the session. These vary greatly,

with examples ranging from six to thirty. With no concrete guidance, exper-

iments in this thesis relied on piloting the first and second experiments and

iterating based on qualitative feedback to achieve a learning size that did not

feel too long for participants.

3.3.4 Conclusion

This inductive research highlights some established approaches regarding lan-

guage learning gain experiments: the quasi-experimental process, the monitor-

ing of words learned as the primary metric of learning (and response time as

secondary) and the common length of retention periods being one week. There

is a notable gap in literature providing guidance on, or engaging with, the re-

commended number of words learned in an experimental session, but generally

around 10 - 20 words were used. These findings were used to guide the design

of the experiments presented in this thesis.
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Chapter 4

Evaluation

This chapter presents the rationale, methodologies, results and discussions of

three experiments conducted to investigate if and how HBSI in IVR can influence

cognition and memorisation, via a second language learning process. All learning

discussed in this chapter specifically refers to verb or noun second language

learning.

A summary of these experiments can be found in Table 4.1, including the

number of participants, learning gain measurements and other measured factors.

The first experiment was designed to evidence if HSBI had an impact on

learning outcome in IVR; and whether that was a positive one. As prior research

suggests this would be the case [332], it was also designed to understand if any

learning benefit involving HSBI could be attributed to a direct relationship

between the sensorimotor interaction and learning, or whether it was mediated

through another factors, such as presence, motivation or cognitive load.

This first experiment was also designed to serve as a pilot for future studies,

testing the virtual environment and learning process and gathering feedback

from participants, and also testing the experiment process.

The second experiment was designed to build upon the findings of the first

experiment, attempting to further unpack how HBSI in IVR worked in relation

to virtual object interactions. Literature from outside of IVR suggested that

there are distinctions in learning outcomes when language knowledge has been

encoded by either actions or gestures [334]. This experiment was designed to

understand if similar distinctions might persist in IVR, which would present

some understanding of how users cognitively contextualise the interactions they

make in IVR, and how they considered virutal object manipulations.

The third experiment was designed to build upon the findings of the second

experiment by exploring feedback-from-HBSI, rather than the HBSI itself. This

was in order to understand more about HBSI in IVR design for learning activ-
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ities, and also understand which cognitive theories of embodied interaction may

be most accurate to describe the observed phenomenon.

The experiments were conducted sequentially, and a summary of these ex-

periments and their explorations is presented below:

• Exp. 1) Investigating the possibility and mechanisms of HBSI benefits for

language learning in IVR, answering the following questions:

– Can learning occur in IVR?

– Does HBSI-enabled learning outperform non-HBSI-enabled learning?

– Can we attribute the learning benefit to a direct relationship between

sensorimotor interaction and learning, or is it mediated through other

factors, such as presence, motivation or cognitive load?

– How did participants qualitatively respond to the sensorimotor-enabled

and non-sensorimotor-enabled conditions?

• Exp. 2) Investigating if there is a distinction in learning outcome between

(i) HBSI using virtual objects (defined as actions); and (ii) HBSI that

does not interact directly with virtual objects (defined as gestures)

• Exp. 3) Investigating if there a distinction in learning outcome between (i)

HBSI in which virtual objects present aural and visual interactive feed-

back; and (ii) sensorimotor interaction in which virtual objects do not

provides aural or visual interactive feedback

The experimentation processes for all three experiments were approved by

the QMUL Research Ethics Committee (QMERC), and participants were provided

information based upon the QMERC Participant Information Sheet and agreed

to the QMERC Consent Form. The experiments were deemed low risk and were

reviewed by the Research Ethics team.
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Investigation Participants Learning
Measure

Other factors

HBSI vs non-
sensorimotor
interaction

24/24 Learning
gain

Presence (single-factor),
Player Learning Ex-
perience/Motivation
(MEEGA+), Cognitive
Load (single-factor)

Actions vs
gestures

48/35 Learning
gain, re-
sponse time

Presence (single-factor),
Presence (four-factor: gen-
eral spatial, involvement,
realism), Motivation (IMI),
Embodiment

High in-
teraction
feedback vs
low feedback

54/35 Learning
gain, re-
sponse time

Presence (four-factor: gen-
eral spatial, involvement,
realism), Motivation (IMI),
Realism, Interactivity and
Environmental impact

Table 4.1: Summary of the three experiments, including number of participants
(shown as two numbers: those who completed the first session; and those who
completed an addition retention test one week later), learning measurement(s)
and other measured factors

4.1 Comparing sensorimotor and non-sensorimotor

interactions

4.1.1 Introduction

This section presents the rationale, methodology, results and discussion regard-

ing an experiment that compares participant learning between two IVR inter-

action conditions: HBSI and non-HBSI-enabled.

This comparison is important for the investigation of two questions that are

fundamental for this thesis: a) can language learning occur in IVR; and b) does

sensorimotor-enabled interaction impact participant learning gain?

This experiment also begins to explore the cognitive mechanisms through

which the sensorimotor-enhanced memorisation occurs. It does this by mon-

itoring factors that are considered related to IVR learning outcomes: feel-

ings of presence, motivation and cognitive load. It attempts to determine if

sensorimotor-enabled interaction has a mediating effect on one or more of these,

which then led to enhanced learning gain; or whether learning gain improve-

ments are directly related to the sensorimotor activity without a mediation

effect.

To do these two things, an IVR environment for learning Japanese language
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Figure 4.1: Image of the virtual reality environment used in this experiment.
Picture shows an attempted realistic environment, with the “open the door”
(middle) and “move the bag” (left) interaction points marked by white cuboids

words was created and participants were randomly split between two interaction

conditions: sensorimotor-enabled and non-sensorimotor-enabled (see Fig. 4.2.

Learning gain was calculated by comparing pre- and post-exposure learning

outcomes, both overall and with a distinction between words describing the

participants’ actions (verbs) and words for the object used to conduct the action

(nouns). This method of determining if learning occurred was based upon the

inductive investigation of other language learning experiments mentioned in

Chapter 3.3.

To understand what cognitive processes the different sensorimotor interac-

tion conditions may have affected, cognitive load, motivation and presence were

monitored as co-variables. To detect if results were influenced by poor system

design, system usability was surveyed.

Additionally, participants were asked to provide semi-structured qualitat-
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Hypothesis Outcome

H1. Language learning occurs when learning inside
IVR

Not rejected

H2. Sensorimotor-enabled interaction produces
stronger learning outcomes than non-sensorimotor-
enabled learning

Not rejected

H3. Sensorimotor interaction had no impact on cog-
nitive load, presence or motivation

Not rejected

H4. Higher motivation scores correlate with higher
learning gains

Partially rejected

H5. Higher presences scores correlate with higher
learning gains

Not rejected

H6. The relationship between presence and learning
gains is mediated by motivation

Rejected

H7. The relationship between sensorimotor-enabled in-
teractivity and learning gains is mediated by motiva-
tion

Rejected

H8. The relationship between sensorimotor-enabled in-
teractivity and learning gains is mediated by presence

Rejected

Table 4.2: Summary table of hypotheses and results

ive feedback about their experience in order to understand perceptions regard-

ing learning a language in IVR, insights into the experience and experimental

design, and to see if any unprompted feedback arose concerning sensorimotor

interaction.

4.1.2 Experiment

This experiment was designed to explore two groups of hypotheses. The first

group (H1 - H3) are concerned with comparing the two interaction conditions,

sensorimotor-enable interaction and non-sensorimotor-enabled interaction:

• H1. Language learning occurs when learning inside IVR

• H2. Sensorimotor-enabled interaction produces stronger learning out-

comes than non-sensorimotor-enabled learning

• H3. Sensorimotor-enabled interaction had no significant impact on cog-

nitive load, presence or motivation
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Sensorimotor-enabled interaction Non-sensorimotor-enabled-interaction

Figure 4.2: Showing HBSI in the sensorimotor-enabled condition, where par-
ticipants have to manipulate 3D objects; and in the non-sensorimotor-enabled
condition, in which the 3D objects are animated and participants do not ma-
nipulate them. This is the “take the drink” interaction point (see Table 4.3 for
a full list of words and their interaction activities)

The second group of hypotheses are derived from literature regarding factors

impacting IVR learning, such motivation, presence and embodiment, and at-

tempt to understand if any effect on learning outcomes form sensorimotor-

enabled interaction is mediated by one of these factors. These hypotheses are

(also depicted in Fig. 4.3):

• H4. Higher motivation scores correlate with higher learning gains

• H5. Higher presences scores correlate with higher learning gains

• H6. The relationship between presence and learning gains is mediated by

motivation

• H7. The relationship between sensorimotor-enabled interactivity and learn-

ing gains is mediated by motivation

• H8. The relationship between sensorimotor-enabled interactivity and learn-

ing gains is mediated by presence

Each participant was assigned to either an sensorimotor-enabled or non-

sensorimotor-enabled group. They were then presented with 10 interaction areas

inside an IVR coffee shop environment (see Fig. 4.1). Each interaction area

contained an object and a related action. When a participant navigated to an

interaction area, a voice-over introduced the object and explained the related

action in both English and Japanese (e.g. “This is a jug. You can pour it. Pour

in Japanese is sosogu; Say sosogu and pour the jug”; and after completing the

action: “Jug is heiji. Say heiji”).
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Figure 4.3: Approaches to relationships between motivation, presence, embodi-
ment and learning. Examples iii, v and vi depict mediated relationships

Depending on their assigned group, when interacting with the object, the

participant was asked to either:

• Speak the object and action words, and complete an accompanying ac-

tion by grabbing and moving the related object using their sensorimotor-

enabled controllers

• Speak the object and action words, and observe the related object move

through an action without any input from the participant

Participants were introduced to each interaction area in sequence, then given

10 minutes to freely explore the environment and attempt to learn the words.

For each interaction area, participants were first given the verb prompt: “This

is a jug. You can pour it. Pour in Japanese is sosogu; Say sosogu and pour the

jug”. Participants could say the verb and perform the action concurrently or

consecutively. After completing the action and saying the word, they were then

prompted to say the name of the noun they performed the action with: “Jug is

heiji. Say heiji”.

Each participant only experienced one of the above conditions (between-

subject design). A researcher was co-present and observed to ensure the par-

ticipant entered the correct actions and spoken input. For incorrect actions

or spoken inputs, the researcher could push a button to make the system

re-prompt participants until they correctly performed the spoken utterance

or action. When a correct spoken input (or a spoken and action input for

the sensorimotor-enabled condition) was completed, the interaction area was

marked as completed, the objects were reset to their original positions, and

participants could repeat or visit other interaction points. Participants could
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leave or enter any interaction area at any point. During the learning process,

the count of participants entering and exiting interaction areas, the time spent

in each area and the success and failure rates of action or spoken production,

were not recorded.

Memorisation: recognition, not recall

The memorisation tested in this experiment is recognition, rather than recall.

In terms of learning, research suggests that recall is more effective for learning

than recognition [99]; and can present a more accurate understanding of learner

knowledge, given that the probability of guessing the correct response is higher

in recognition than in recall testing [186]. However, recognition (e.g. multiple

choice answer selection) is a widely-used measure of learning. There were also

concerns about introducing subjectivity into the test marking process if assess-

ing spoken recall was required, and regarding the ability of participants to be

able to recall enough words, after a single intervention, to make for a useful

study. Therefore, recognition was chosen as the type of memorisation for the

experiment.

Why include spoken production?

This learning process uses spoken production as well as sensorimotor inputs.

This was to ensure that the sensorimotor condition was tested while using other

IVR-relevant modalities and naturalist learning approaches. Applied Linguistic

research suggests that actively speaking second language words while learning

causes increased word retention. This is known as the production effect [197],

and plays an important role in modern second-language tuition. The positive

impact of the production effect on computer-aided language learning (CALL)

has been demonstrated experimentally, with automatic-speech recognition sys-

tems being some of the most effective types of computer-aided language learning

tools [101]. Recent experiments combining gesture and spoken production have

also demonstrated positive learning outcomes [155]. However, these experiments

did not take place inside IVR, and whether and how these benefits transfer is

yet to be investigated. By including spoken input here, the experiment tests

the hypotheses in a situation similar to how IVR learning software could be de-

signed, and also eliminates a confound in which some participants may naturally

say the word aloud as part of their process, while some may not.

There is also evidence that multi-modal learning in IVR can cause cognitive

load issues that harm information retention [280] [328] [204]. Therefore if spoken

production was not included, this experiment may not uncover results pertaining

to cognitive load that would exist in the wild.
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Participants

Twenty-four uncompensated participants (15 male, 7 female) took part in the

experiment. They were asked to self-report their knowledge of the target lan-

guage (Japanese) and were pre-tested for their knowledge of the words used

in the experiment. Participants were aged in ranges 30-39 (12), 20-29 (8) and

40-59 (4). No participants demonstrated an extensive knowledge of the target

learning words during the pre-test (M = .13 (out of 20); SD = .44) nor self-

rated their ability as anything above “basic phrases”. Most participants were

fluent in more than one language, but we did not find a significant difference in

learning outcome between mono-lingual and multi-lingual participants (t(22) =

-.84, p = .20; mono-lingual: M = 6.17, SD = 3.18 ; multi-lingual: M = 7.83,

SD = 4.25). Twenty-two participants were educated to post-graduate level or

above. A visual inspection suggested there was not enough variance in answers

related to interest levels in Japanese, Japan, virtual reality and coffee shops to

prove useful for further analysis.

Corpus

Participants were tested on their knowledge of 10 noun/verb pairs (20 words).

The included words were predominantly determined by considerations regarding

the target sensorimotor interactions that participants were to enact to learn the

words. The considerations included choosing sensorimotor interactions that (a)

were likely familiar to participants, and so were not novel or required training to

achieve; (b) used objects that needed to be manipulated to complete the action,

to allow for both noun and verb study; (c) were not overly small or subtle, nor

were potentially difficult to enact in IVR (i.e. sew a button); and (d) had a

relatively unique sensorimotor movement compared with other actions in the

set.

Further criteria included the technical complexity of both implementing the

interaction and detecting the participant’s successful completion of the interac-

tion; and ensuring all choices were congruent with the setting (cafe) and with

each other (using a cloth to wipe, rather than using a balloon).

Japanese gairaigo words (words imported from other languages, such as ‘koo-

hii’ to mean ‘coffee’) were specifically avoided to reduce the chance of parti-

cipants inferring a meaning. The list of included word pairs can be found in

Table 4.3.

Environment

Learning took place in an IVR coffee shop environment created in Unity (2018.1.8),

presented in a ‘realistic’ (non-stylised) style to provide a situated context for
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Verb Noun User Activity

Take Drink Pick up the drink model from the counter
Pay Money Pick up the money model and put it in the payment location
Pour Milk Pick up the milk jug model and tilt it until milk pours out
Stir Spoon Pick up the spoon model and rotate it inside a cup model

until a swirling animation appears
Cover Lid Pick up the lid model and place it on top of a cup model

to cover the open top
Put Tea Pick up the black tea model and put it on a tray model
Eat Cake Pick up the cake model and bring it to the mouth until the

model is replaced with a bitten one
Wipe Napkin Pick up the napkin model and wipe the surface so the pea-

nut models are removed
Move Bag Pick up the bag model and move it to a different location
Open Door Grab the door handle and pull it along a sliding access until

the door is opened

Table 4.3: Word pairs used and brief description of the activity

memorising words related to a coffee shop. The environment was explorable via

a head-mounted display and sensorimotor-enabled controllers (the Oculus Rift

S and Touch controllers).

Navigation could be done by moving around the real space, using the thumb-

sticks, or a combination of both. They could also rotate in the physical world,

or by using the thumbstick to ‘snap’ turn 30 degrees at a time, in either dir-

ection. The movement speed was dependent on how far the thumbsticks were

pressed, but subjectively may be described as slow, in order to reduce the risk of

locomotion-induced simulator sickness. Participants could only pick-up objects

by moving their hand so that the hand graphic was touching or embedded in the

virtual object, and pressing the ‘Grip’ button on their controllers. The objects

did not snap into a fixed position in the hand.

Evaluation

Participants’ knowledge of the Japanese content was measured in three tests:

one administered before their exposure to the environment (pre-test); one im-

mediately after (post-test), and one seven days later (week-test). Participants

performed the same test each time, listening to a Japanese word and typing

the English (or another) language translation if they knew the meaning. The

week-test was conducted remotely via the internet and not in controlled con-

ditions. Participants were not given feedback when submitting answers. The

maximum score was 20, and participants existing knowledge (i.e. their indi-
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vidual correct answers from the pre-test) were removed from their analysis to

ensure only acquired knowledge was included in the results, which were ana-

lysed as a normalised result. Only three participants had any prior knowledge

of the words, to very low levels. The pre-test results for correct answers for each

group were M = .01, SD = .03 (sensorimotor-enabled) and M = 0, SD = 0

(non-sensorimotor-enabled).

After using the system, participants were asked to complete a MEEGA+

questionnaire [243] to provide insight on their motivation. MEEGA+ is designed

to survey the quality of educational games. A reduced form of the “player exper-

ience” metric was used to provide motivational insight specific to a game-based

learning experience. This involved removing the ‘usability’ category as well

as questions regarding social interaction and a specific question regarding task

monotonous, given that this was not an educational game but a research exper-

iment. This left questions regarding confidence in learning outcome, challenge,

satisfaction, fun, focused attention, relevance, and belief it would encourage the

achievement of their short-term learning and learning goals. Participants were

asked to rate statements across a five-point scale, from “strongly disagree”, to

“disagree”, to “neither disagree nor agree”, to “agree”, to “strongly agree”, with

the final result a number between -2 (strongly unmotivating) and 2 (motivating).

Participants were also asked to self-report their cognitive load on a single-

item, 9-point Likert scale as defined by Paas [231], which asked participants to

rate their perceived amount of mental effort from “very, very low mental effort

(-4)”, to “very, very high mental effort (4)”.

Finally, participants were asked to self-report the level of presence felt inside

the environment on Slater’s single-item, 6-point Likert scale [299], which asked

participants to rate the extent to which they experienced a sense of “being

there” inside the virutal environmental, ranging from “not at all really there

(1)” to “totally there (6)”. Asking participants for their subjective evaluation

of presence experienced is considered the most direct way of presence assessment

[135].

Copies of these questionnaires can be found in Appendix A. The results from

these surveys are presented both as recorded and normalised, with the minimum

and maximum possible results transformed to 0 and 1.

Learning Preferences

Participants were asked to complete the VARK learning preference questionnaire

[86] to allow us to determine if learning preference would have an impact on

results. However, there was too much homogeneity in the results to allow for

segmentation analysis related to different learning preferences and so this was
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excluded from the analysis.

Analysis

In order to answer the questions (H1) can learning occur in IVR (as opposed to

no learning); and (H2) does sensorimotor-enabled interaction improve learning

outcomes over non-sensorimotor-enabled interaction, a one-tailed independent

t-test on the learning gain from pre-test to post-test of the two interaction

conditions. A one-tailed test was used as the expectation was an increased

learning gain in the sensorimotor-enabled condition, as is found in non-IVR

explorations.

Previous studies have suggested a distinction between the impact of sensorimotor-

enabled interactivity on immediate post-exposure learning and that of longer-

term retention, with learning that is sensorimotor-enabled improving retention

but not immediate learning [332]. Thus immediate post-test and one-week later

post-test conditions were analysed separately.

To understand if the sensorimotor interaction condition had an impact on

cognitive load, presence and motivation (H3), a t-test was used for cognitive

load; a Mann-Whitney U-test for presence (as data was not normally distrib-

uted); and a U-test for motivation (as motivation data did not meet the require-

ment of homogeneity).

In order to explore if higher motivation correlates with learning gain (H4); if

higher presence correlates with learning gain (H5); and if motivation correlates

with presence (H6); Pearson’s r was used.

For exploring if the relationship between sensorimotor interaction and learn-

ing gains is mediated by motivation (H7) or presence (H8), a correlation matrix

was used followed by multiple linear regression to understand potential contribu-

tions of motivation, presence and sensorimotor interaction method to learning

gain scores. Baron and Kenny’s mediation test [16] was used to deduce the

mediation effects of presence on sensorimotor interaction; and motivation on

sensorimotor interaction.
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Figure 4.4: Showing difference in sensorimotor-enabled interactivity and non-
sensorimotor-enabled interactivity gain

4.1.3 Results

H1, H2: Language learning occurs; sensorimotor-enabled interaction

impact on learning gain

Results N Normalised Mean

Sensorimotor: Post-test 14 0.44 ±0.21

Non-sensorimotor: Post-test 10 0.28 ±0.16

Sensorimotor: Week-test 14 0.29 ±0.20

Non-sensorimotor: Week-test 10 0.18 ±0.11

Table 4.4: Table of normalised learning gain results (mean) and standard de-
viation from tests immediately after the session (post-test) and one week later
(week-test)

Immediate learning gain

An independent-samples t-test was conducted to compare post-test learning

gains in sensorimotor-enabled interaction and non-sensorimotor-enabled inter-

action conditions. For sensorimotor-enabled interaction (M = 0.44, SD = 0.21),

memorisation was significantly higher than for the non-sensorimotor condition

(M = 0.28, SD = 0.16), with a large effect size (t(22) = 2.03, p = .027, g =

.88) (see Fig. 4.4 and Table. 4.4). This suggests that sensorimotor-enabled

interaction had a large, meaningful benefit to immediate retention over the

non-sensorimotor condition.
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Sensorimotor-enabled
Non-Sensorimotor

Post-test Week-test

Figure 4.5: Showing the learning gain difference between sensorimotor condi-
tions, and the drop in retention between the immediate test (post-test) and the
test one week later (week-test)

When considering results for verbs and nouns separately, for verbs, there

is a significant distinction between interaction conditions (t(22) = 2.06, p =

.026, g = .47), but not for nouns t(22) = 1.47, p = .078, g = .66). This

could suggest that the benefits of sensorimotor-enabled interactions are limited

to verbs, or that nouns require additional sensitivity beyond that which the

experiment provided.

The results for each condition were normally distributed, and met the re-

quirements of homogeneity of variance.

Retention/one-week learning gain

Learning gain after one week for sensorimotor-enabled (M = 0.28, SD =

0.20) and non-sensorimotor-enabled (M = 0.18, SD = 0.11) conditions showed

no significant difference (t = 1.53, p = .07, g = 0.66). Therefore while sensorimotor-

enabled interaction promoted better immediate memorisation, this benefit was

not detected for retention (see Fig. 4.5 for a depiction of immediate and one-

week results by interaction condition).

The results for each condition were normally distributed, and met the re-

quirements of homogeneity of variance.

Data validity

One participant’s learning gain results were quite high compared with others,

but they were not considered a significant outlier according to Grubbs’ test, and
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thus included.

H3: Sensorimotor interaction type and cognitive load, presence and

motivation

There was no significant difference between cognitive load scores for sensorimotor-

enabled interaction (M = .71, normalised = 0.088) or non-sensorimotor-enabled

interaction (M = .50, normalised = 0.062) conditions (t(22) = .37, p = .36).

There was no significant difference between the presence scores for sensorimotor-

enabled interaction (M = 3.29, normalised = 0.046) or non-sensorimotor-enabled

interaction (M = 3.00, normalised = 0.40) conditions (U = 57, p = .23) in a

Mann-Whitney U-test.

There was no significant difference the motivation scores for sensorimotor-

enabled interaction (M = 0.71, normalised = 0.68) or non-sensorimotor-enabled

interaction (M = 0.49, normalised = 0.62) conditions (U = 49, p = .12).

H4: Motivation and learning gain

There was no significant evidence of a correlation between motivation and im-

mediate learning gain (r(22) = .29, p = .82). However, there was a significant

correlation between motivation and one-week learning gains, with a weak-to-

moderate positive correlation (r(22) = .35, p = .049). See Fig. 4.6 for a plot of

the individual data points.

H5: Presence and learning gain

There was a significant moderate correlation between presence with immediate

learning gains (r(22) = .41, p = .040), and a significant, but weaker, correlation

for one-week learning gains (r(22) = .35, p = .045. See Fig. 4.6 for a plot of

the individual data points.

H6: Presence mediated by motivation

There was no significant evidence of a correlation between presence and motiv-

ation (r(22) = .19, p = .16).

A summary of these can be seen in the correlation coefficient matrix in Table

4.5.

H7, H8: Sensorimotor-enable interaction and learning gain, mediated

by motivation or presence

Immediate learning gain
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Immediate One-week Motivation Presence Sensori.
Motivation 0.29 0.35* 1
Presence 0.41* 0.35* 0.19 1

Sensorimotor 0.40* 0.31 0.31 0.18 1

Table 4.5: Correlation coefficient matrix between learning gains (immediate and
one-week later), motivation, presence and sensorimotor interaction. * denotes
significance

Immediate One week

Figure 4.6: Graph showing the correlation between presence, motivation and
test score; Y-axis showing test score, X-axis showing standardised presence and
motivation results. A significant relationship was found between presence and
immediate learning; and presence and one-week learning; and motivation and
one-week learning. The results show that participants who felt more presence
or motivation also achieved higher learning gain

A multiple linear regression showed that motivation, presence and sensor-

imotor interaction were not significant factors for impacting learning gain when

all three were included in a model. Using a backward step-wise multiple linear

regression, we found that presence (Beta = .355, t(21) = 1.89, p ¡ .05) and sen-

sorimotor interaction (Beta = .355, t(21) = 1.78, p ¡ .05) explained a significant

amount of the variance in immediate learning gain, and explained 19% of the

learning outcome variance (R2 = .192).

Tests showed that multicollinearity was not a concern.

As sensorimotor interaction was not found to have a significant relationship

with presence (t(22) = 0.84, p = .21), there is no evidence of a mediation

effect of presence on sensorimotor interaction (according to Baron and Kenny’s

mediation test).

As motivation was not a significant regression of learning outcome, there

was no evidence of a mediation effect of motivation on sensorimotor interaction
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(according to Baron and Kenny’s mediation test).

One-week learning gain

There was evidence for relationships between presence and one-week learning

gain, and motivation and one-week learning gain (see Table 4.5). Both showed

weak-to-moderate significant correlations.

Multiple linear regression showed that motivation, presence and sensorimo-

tor interaction predictors were not significant factors for impacting one-week

learning gain when all three were included in the model (R2 = .124). Using

backwards step-wise regression, we found that only presence (Beta = .354, t(22)

= 1.77, p ¡ .05) explained a significant amount of the variance in the one-week

learning gain.

As sensorimotor interaction was not found to be a significant regressor of one-

week learning gain, there was no evidence that presence or motivation mediated

sensorimotor interaction (according to Baron and Kenny’s mediation test).

4.1.4 Discussion

H1, H2: Learning happens, and can be enhanced by sensorimotor-

enabled interaction

The results show that learning occurred in the IVR, which does not reject

H1. More interestingly, they also showed that sensorimotor-enabled interac-

tion provides significant and notable immediate learning benefits over non-

sensorimotor-enabled interaction, which does not reject H2. This means that in

IVR, whether an experience uses sensorimotor-enabled interaction or not can

have an impact on learning gain.

The results replicate findings in the physical world, in which the sensorimotor-

enabled condition provides learning advantages [193] over the non-sensorimotor-

enabled condition. This could suggest that sensorimotor-enabled learning be-

nefits in the physical world may be continue to exist in the same way in virtual

space.

However, a significant difference was only found for verb memorisation, and

not for noun memorisation. One explanation for this could be, uncontroversially,

that the learning topic plays an important role in how sensorimotor-enabled

interaction affects the learning gain. As verbs refer to the actual sensorimotor

activity performed, rather than the subject of the action (as the noun objects

are), then this distinction could have a meaningful difference.

While the sensorimotor interaction type may have a more detectable effect

on verb learning than on nouns, this does not mean that it is effect-less on

nouns. Although the results for noun learning were non-significant, the mean

learning gain for the sensorimotor-enabled condition was higher than for the
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non-enabled condition. This may suggest that the effect was harder to observe

on nouns; one that this experiment’s relatively small sample size was unable to

pick up.

The order the words were presented in the experience may also have played

a part: verbs were always presented to participants first, with nouns coming

afterwards. Reflecting on the experiment process, visual observation of parti-

cipants noted that some participants would first do the verb and noun, but on

their second visit to an interaction area, they would only do the verb part of

the interaction. This meant that for some users there was a potentially greater

exposure to verb learning than noun learning.

The verb-first order was chosen for two reasons: (a) it was theorised that

verbs had a stronger chance of showing a learning difference when encoded with

sensorimotor activity, and as the study was designed to find if an effect could be

observed in IVR, it seemed sensible to put the word type with the higher chance

at the start of the learning interaction; (b) there was a concern that participants

would, if not given an immediate sensorimotor interaction instruction, lose focus

on the task.

Given the above, if a study was designed to specifically compare the sensor-

imotor interaction learning distinction for verb and noun learning, then it would

be crucial to vary the order in which verbs and nouns were presented.

There was also a lack of significance in difference in retention between con-

ditions. While the mean was higher for the sensorimotor-enabled condition, the

lower learning gain after one week for both conditions meant that a greater sens-

itivity (i.e. more participants) could have been beneficial in detecting a distinc-

tion. Alternatively, it may be that sensorimotor-enabled interaction only has an

impact on immediate learning gain. This would be an interesting result, as there

are few examples of learning interventions that create a stronger immediate gain

with no long-term benefits. This would be distinct from evidence found in the

physical world, and could be a unique property of IVR-sensorimotor-enabled

encoding. However, a previous IVR language learning experiment only found

learning gain in the long-term and none in the short term [332], which refutes

this idea. More evidence would certainly be needed to support this theory.

H3: Sensorimotor interaction had no impact on cognitive load, pres-

ence or motivation

The original plan was to monitor cognitive load to serve as a potential explana-

tion if a non-significant learning difference between conditions was found. Previ-

ous research suggests that IVR, especially IVR with many interaction modalit-

ies, can harm learning through increased cognitive load demand [280]. The res-
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ults presented here do not support the hypothesis that leveraging sensorimotor-

enabled interactions increase cognitive load. Nor do they show that sensorimotor-

enabled interaction reduces cognitive load, as proposed by Steed et al. [306].

The recorded difference in mean cognitive load for the sensorimotor-enabled

condition (M = .71, normalised = 0.088) and the non-sensorimotor-enabled in-

teraction (M = .50, normalised = 0.062) was both very small and not significant

(t(22) = .37, p = .36).

However, there was also no correlation between reported cognitive load and

participants’ learning scores. The relationship between cognitive load and learn-

ing outcomes is widely evidence, and therefore this result could suggest that

either measure of cognitive load used here was not sufficiently sensitive, or that

the entire learning experience did reach a cognitively-harmful ‘load’ threshold

to negatively impact learning.

There was no evidence for an impact of sensorimotor interaction type on

self-reported levels of presence or motivation, both of which are often hypothes-

ised. This could indicate that there is no relationship between HBSI and either

presence or motivation.

However, while no evidence of a relationship between sensorimotor interac-

tion and presence or motivation was found, it could also be that sensorimotor

interaction is simply a more subtle contributor to presence or motivation then

wearing a HMD, and therefore creates too small of an effect to be detected in this

experiment, in which IVR was novel to most participants. Similarly, it is likely

that, as the entire IVR experience was quite motivating for participants, and

therefore any contribution of sensorimotor interaction to self-reported motiva-

tion could have been lost in this already highly motivating experience. Running

the experiment with participants familiar with IVR might help remove some of

these confounding factors.

Although more research is needed to uncover a stronger conclusion without

the limitation noted above, the results do not reject H3.

H4: Motivation and learning gain

The results showed a mixed relationship between motivation and learning gain.

Motivation did not significantly correlate with immediate learning gain, but was

significant and showed a correlation with one-week learning gain. This suggests

that either motivation is only an impactful contributor to forming long-term

memorisations, or that the process was not sufficient to correctly understand

the relationship between motivation and immediate learning gains. This does

partially reject H4.

This result could be due to the choice to analyse “player experience”, which
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focuses the motivation metric on the participants’ experiences with the learning

system itself, rather than wider motivation for the learning subject. A robust

future exploration would likely include both the system-level motivation and a

wider examination of participant motivations.

Another explanation could be that all participants were generally motivated

to a similar level, with 22 out of 24 participants reporting positive motivation

scores. This would be a potentially useful outcome for future studies concerned

with investigating links between variables inside IVR, motivation and learning

outcome, as it suggests that there are limitations in analysing motivation scores

in an already highly-motivating experience (i.e. IVR).

H5: Presence and learning gain

The relationship between presence and learning outcome was shown to be sig-

nificant and moderate for both immediate and one-week learning results, which

does not reject H5. As the presence, motivation, learning paradigm was rejec-

ted, this result suggests that there is something implicit and important about

presence itself that contributes to learning, and it is not simply a causal factor

for motivation and its effects. This result reinforces many existing perceptions

around presence as both a key affordance of IVR, and one that can have notable

cognitive impacts and learning benefits.

H6: Presence, motivation, learning gain

The weak correlation and lack of a significant relationship between presence and

motivation shows no evidence of presence enhancing motivation. As presence

has a significant correlation with learning gain, these outcomes present no evid-

ence that motivation has a complete mediation effect on presence, rejecting H6.

This result is caveated by the limitations of the motivation result above.

H7, H8: Sensorimotor mediating factors

The results did not evidence mediating factors on sensorimotor interaction for

either the immediate learning gains or the one-week learning gains, rejecting H7

and H8. Combined with the result that sensorimotor-enabled interaction was

found to have a significant impact on learning gains, it seems clear that there

is no complete mediating effect present (although it should be noted that there

could still be partial mediating effects that are not evidenced in these results).

As no mediating effect was found, this result provides evidence for the view

that sensorimotor interaction can have a direct impact on cognitive outcomes (in

this case, evidenced by immediate verb learning), and the view that sensorimotor

interaction is the second profound affordance of IVR.
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This result also supports an embodied cognitive perspective of learning, in

which the sensorimotor activity is directly related to cognitive, and does not cre-

ate stronger memorisation by enhancing another factor linked to memorisation,

such as motivation or presence.

4.1.5 Limitations

There are notable limitations to this study. The first is with the data collection

methods for presence and motivation. The method for measuring presence was

not comprehensive, as, although the one-question presence survey used here has

been widely used and validated, and self-reporting is considered the most direct

method for rating presence, a more thorough approach may have employed more

in-depth measurements, such as measuring component aspects of ‘presence’,

like (in one presence model) plausibility and place illusion. There are some

concerns regarding whether questionnaires alone are suitable for establishing an

accurate presence result [294]. Similarly, the measure of cognitive load would

also be more robust if paired with additional physiological measures, such as

electroencephalography [151], heart rate [232], or electrodermal activity [291].

The metric for motivation used in these results is defined by the player’s ex-

perience of the learning system, and not their overall sense of motivation. The

metric is generated from the participants’ feelings of confidence, challenge, sat-

isfaction, fun, focus and self-perceived relevance to their learning goals, which

only provides participant-to-system motivation. Perhaps a better metric would

examine intrinsic motivation for acquiring the target learning language, or for

engaging in language learning or learning generally. The motivation scores re-

ported by participants were also overwhelming positive, which limited the vari-

ance of the motivation factor. This high level of motivation may be explained

by the novelty of IVR for the participants, and could be alleviated by using

participants more experienced with IVR systems.

The environment was also designed to maximise the physicality of the learn-

ing, with grabbable nouns and verbs as the target learning acquisitions. There-

fore caution should be used in trying to extrapolate these results for more ab-

stract language concepts, such as adjectives, and for other learning subjects.

And even for language acquisition, a longitudinal study would be more advant-

ageous over a single-session learning intervention [132].

There was also a further distinction between the conditions beyond HBSI

versus non-HBSI. This is that the HBSI condition involved the participant first

grabbing an object and then doing an action with it. This HBSI could therefore

be considered two distinct HSBIs in one: first grabbing, then doing. Contex-

tualised from this perspective, it is important to understand if the ‘grabbing’,
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rather than the ‘action’, was a key contributor to learning enhancements in the

HBSI condition. The evidence in this experiment is not strong enough to argue

either way, and therefore this question would be worth exploring in further work

interested in this area. However, in terms of practical applications, while the

‘grab’ from an action condition could be removed, it might be a rather unnatural

experience for users; as often actions can not take place without first grabbing

the item. There, it seems reasonable to consider the grabbing as part of the

natural action movement.

We should also avoid extrapolating these results to language learning gen-

erally: the environment and its memorisation objective are non-natural, and

focus on word, rather than language, acquisition. How some of the research’s

outcomes – such as the benefits of sensorimotor-enabled action for verb acquis-

ition – might contribute to other important aspects of second language acquis-

ition, such as communicative competence; or for other learning subjects; is still

unclear and not covered in this work.

4.1.6 Qualitative learnings

Participants were also surveyed regarding their experiences with the system, in

order to understand perceptions regarding learning a language in IVR and if

any unprompted feedback arose concerning sensorimotor interaction.

They were asked the following three free-form survey questions:

• Can you list three strong aspects of the system?

• Can you list three weak aspects of the system?

• Do you have any other comments?

A reflexive thematic analysis was conducted, with most feedback concerned

with either the environment and the sense of spatial presence, interactivity and

sensorimotor interaction, and general IVR feedback.

Environment and spatial presence

The IVR environment was broadly praised both for its realism (respondent #2,

#5, #12) and the sense of “immersion” (#3, #8, #18) it offered.

Four respondents (#2, #15, #22, #23) praised the learning experience of

target words in the contextually-relevant environment presented by IVR, with

feedback like “it created a environment like reality, help me learn in situation”,

“[the environment makes it] more effective than reading books” and “the envir-

onment and game definitely helped me connect the words and objects”. One
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respondent also (#16) noted that the the “spacial element of the game (elements

position within the room) helps in associating a word with a physical position”.

However, the IVR soundscape had mixed feedback. Three participants

stated that the music added to the overall sense of immersion in the environ-

ment (#3, #8, #18), however, four felt that it was distracting for their learning

process (#3, #5, #16, #17).

Some participants also struggled with the fidelity of the environment, sug-

gesting that there was too much detail or environmental stimulus (#5, #7, #8).

Some participants reported that they would prefer “maybe fewer design details,

since they made me pay attention to the space rather than the instructions”;

“too many things in the world ... is distracting precisely because of how im-

mersive it is”; and “I find my attention drifting as I wanted to move and interact

with the world in a novel way”. One participant noted that the IVR environ-

ment was “distracting”, with “too much ’mental energy’ to move around and

do actions that is subtracted from focusing/learning the words”.

Other feedback included that individual locations in the cafe were too similar

for their optimal learning (#3) and two participants stated that target learning

objects, particularly tea and coffee, were too similar (#12, #15).

Sensorimotor interaction

Many participants in the sensorimotor-enabled interaction condition said it was

“fun” (#1, #6, #9 #10, #11) or that it “made the repetition quite fun”

(#9), which suggests motivational or engagement benefits from engaging in

sensorimotor-enabled interactions. Two participants mentioned that interact-

ing with the objects in a natural way was “rewarding” (#6, #10), while another

(#19) stated that “virtually touching objects makes you connect with the con-

cepts you are trying to learn”.

IVR

Participants provided mixed feedback regarding topics related to IVR gener-

ally. Regarding navigating the virtual environment, two participants (#1, #21)

stated the movement was easy and using a joystick to navigate was a posit-

ive aspect. However, ten participants made negative comments about location,

including suggesting it caused feelings of simulator sickness (#4, #5, #9), it

was difficult (#6, #10, #22), and that movement distracted from learning (#5,

#16, #19, #20). One participant suggested that it would be good if objects

could be interacted with from a distance, without having to move towards then

(#1).
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Another participant noted that their usual learning technique, of writing

things down, was not possible in the IVR space (#13).

Implementation

Participants provided various feedback about the system design and its imple-

mentation. These included:

• Add a character or person to welcome users (#3)

• Build up from words already known (#3)

• Make it a more structured learning process, less freedom (#4)

• Improve how objects look (#1)

• Offer quick word hints, instead of only the full word (#5)

• Add a way of skipping to the second word on each interaction (#9)

• Think about ways to make it more fun or playful (#17)

• Too long? Better if similar to Duolingo method of five minutes a session

(#23)

There was also mixed feedback about the multi-modal aspect of the system,

with one participant stating they enjoyed the “coupling of speaking whilst do-

ing” (#8), while another stated that they “don’t like learning word and gesture

together” (#6).

A few participants offered potential extensions to the experience, such as

conversation interactions (#12, #12), using the words being learned in conver-

sations (#17) and creating sentences (#19).

Enjoyment

Ten participants provided feedback regarding their enjoyment in the system,

generally regarding the experience being “fun” or “enjoyable”. Three mentioned

the experience being a “great” method for learning a second language.

4.1.7 Analysis

Environmentally-situated

The broadly positive feedback around the environment suggests that the theor-

ised benefits of environmentally-situated cognition and spatial presence resonate

with a large number of participants.
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However, mixed feedback around the inclusion of music in the environment

raises an interesting question around which aspects of an environment should

be recreated in IVR, and which others are not needed or are even potentially

harmful. For example, while it is contextually appropriate for a cafe to play

music, a participant (#16) noted that it was unusual to study languages with

music playing in the background (the included music was a recording of a Ja-

panese radio station playing in a cafe). In the IVR, both being-in-a-cafe and

learning are co-occurring, but which one should take priority?

Similarly, there were questions around the suitability of the detail in the

environment design, with a few participants reporting that they were distracted

by the amount of things to look at. This aspect, however, could be a problem

only for users new to games/gaming or to IVR, as these participants reported

very low levels of experience with either digital games or IVEs.

A few suggestions from participants regarding improving their experience

would make the environment less realist, which again highlights the dichotomy

between a ‘realistic’ experience and an IVR environment designed for learning

outcomes. For example, multiple participants mentioned that tea and coffee

objects were too similar, and it confused their learning. But tea and coffee

objects in the real world, stripped from their smell and taste, can be quite

similar. Without the ability to digitise these additional senses, it could be that

distinguishing similar objects requites a design choice that presents objects less

similar to the physical world but more useful for a learning context.

The same is true of object interaction, where one participant mentioned

being able to interact with objects from a distance to “quickly check” what it

is called. This type of interaction would collapse the space required to move

between objects in the environment, which raises the interesting question - does

this space play a useful role in spatial conceptions, or is it just an artefact from

the physical-world that could be mediated away in IVR for optimal learning?

Sensorimotor action

Qualitative feedback regarding the sensorimotor activity shows that this aspect

was considered enjoyable. Twelve participants took part in the sensorimotor-

enabled condition, and half of these, unprompted, stated that this aspect of the

system was “fun”. While there was no quantitative evidence for motivational

differences between the sensorimotor interaction conditions, this feedback cer-

tainly suggests that there was at least an enjoyment differences between the

conditions; and enjoyment is a motivating factor.

Three participants referred to a sense of connection or reward with the ob-

jects they were trying to learn when interacting with them using sensorimotor-
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enabled interaction - this type of feeling was entirely missing in responses from

the non-interactive group.

IVR

Types of locomotion in IVR is a well-studied subject, with some types linked

to simulator sickness. The types used in this system were free movement and

turning in the physical space, in addition to thumbstick forward/backwards lo-

comotion with snap turning (30 degrees). This combination is typically deployed

as one of best setups to avoid locomotion-induced simulator sickness, so it was

interesting to note how many people noted issues with it.

While the quantitative results did not show a significant correlation between

sensorimotor interaction and cognitive load, one participant mentioned that

they used “too much mental energy” to move around and do actions. Therefore

it could be that different participants experience cognitive stress differently in

IVR.

Participant #13 noted that they typically learn words by writing them down,

which was not possible in the IVR. This raises questions about the affordance

limitations of IVR implementations, particularly for learning. It is widely un-

derstood that people use different learning or memorisation techniques, most of

which have been developed in the physical world and are able to be deployed

in a variety of situations. However, in IVR, users are constrained to interact

only inside that environment, and so cannot, for example, write down words to

be learned, unless that option has been programmed into the system. How this

limitation of learning options is dealt with inside IVR is an interesting challenge.

It is also possible that participants do not engage in the typical interaction

process that is laid out by the system designers. For example, observing one

user, instead of enacting the interactive gestures when attempting to memor-

ise the word, or engaging with the virtual object, instead leaned their head

backwards and stared at the ceiling while repeating the word aloud. Another

user also did not engage with the gesture interactions more than once, instead

stepping in and out of interaction zones in order to trigger the audio clip of

target word to be learned. Neither of these were engaging with the system in

the target way, but were importing the learning mechanisms of visualisation and

repetition, which are often used in the physical world.

Implementation

Four participants suggested potential functionality extensions for environment,

such as engaging in conversations or using sentences to carry out actions. This

task-based learning approach is one that has been linked in literature to IVR
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and computer-aided language learning generally as being potentially effective,

so it is interesting to see it presented by participants without prompt.

4.1.8 Conclusion

This study showed that using sensorimotor-enabled interaction in IVR aided

second language memorisation over non-sensorimotor-enabled interaction. It

did not find evidence that the use of sensorimotor-enabled interaction had an

effect on the perceived cognitive load of participants; their motivation; nor their

experience of presence.

The results also evidenced that sensorimotor-enabled interaction and feel-

ings of presence are correlated to learning gain, in ways unrelated to motivation

or each other. Through the mediation test, the results also do not support

the idea that the contribution of sensorimotor-enabled interaction is measur-

able or dependent on its impact on motivation or presence. Instead, it seems

that sensorimotor interaction should be considered as a unique contributory

factor to learning. This then supports the idea that sensorimotor interaction

is a “profound affordance” of IVR [141]. Potentially, by enabling deeper levels

of sensorimotor-enabled interaction or presence, systems could enhance experi-

ences (in this case, learning outcomes) in IVR.

The distinction between the significant result for verbs and the non-significant

result for nouns poses interesting further questions. Could this disparity suggest

that the impact of sensorimotor-enabled interaction is limited to the sensorimo-

tor activation of the body, and learning directly related to that activation? If

this were the case, learning benefits would not be present for nouns, nor would

they be any different when manipulating noun objects as part of the learn-

ing interaction process (as opposed to not manipulating objects). This leads

to a further investigation: what mechanism inside the sensorimotor interaction

condition is causing higher learning gains? Is it because participants’ are manip-

ulating their bodies in congruent ways which cause learning - a gesture-learning

perspective - or is it because they are able to manipulate the objects in the

environment - an action-learning perspective.

The results question how useful motivation works as a metric when recorded

inside an already highly motivating experience. For future studies, it may be

useful to use participants more experienced with IVR, for whom the experience

is less novel (and hopefully, less motivating).

Future work should more comprehensively test the conclusions presented

here, ideally using more sensitive measures of presence, and extend the measures

of motivation beyond system-level and towards a more subject-specific learning

motivation.
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The qualitative feedback provided many suggestions for improving the design

of learning IVR, but broadly presented high user engagement, enjoyment and

acceptance of the system, with a notable limitation of locomotion. In designing

further interventions, reducing the amount of locomotion would reduce these

issues; and moving users to an abstract learning space would also allow for the

exploration of sensorimotor-interaction without the environmental distraction

mentioned by some participants. Similarly, a more focused and structured in-

struction of how to memorise the words may reduce the chance of participants

not fully engaging with the sensorimotor aspects of the interaction.

The feedback also highlighted three important conceptual questions regard-

ing IVR learning design:

• 1) How do designers balance the trade-off between creating accurate re-

creations of environments and optimising them for learning? Music in-

clusion, environment detail, object manipulation feedback and adjusting

the contrast between learning items could all be changes that make the

environment less similar to the physical context but provide a stronger

learning outcome

• 2) How can designers improve on constraints found in the physical world?

Do participants need to be close to objects to interact with them? Can

theorised spatial benefits of item locations (such as the benefits afforded

by placing objects around an environment, like memory palaces [171])

exist without the burden of traversing that space? How can we improve

on learning in reality by using the unique affordances of IVR?

• 3) How do designers address the limitations that being in an IVR puts

on our learning affordances? If we are totally immersed in a system,

our physical-world methods of learning (such as taking notes) can be im-

possible unless the system replicates them.

While many of these questions lie outside the scope of this thesis, they

provide interesting questions to consider for further research.
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4.2 Sensorimotor-enabled interactions in IVR:

gestures or actions?

Figure 4.7: Image of the virtual reality environment used in this experiment.
Picture shows the more abstract environment design than the first experiment,
which includes the stages of the experiment (left), the area in which props
appear (currently showing the ’cut’ activity, front-centre), and the hologram
that acts-out the bodily movement required by the participant (centre)

Hypothesis Outcome

H1. The action group will demonstrate stronger verb
learning gains than the gesture group

Partially rejected

H2. The action group will demonstrate faster response
times than the gesture group

Rejected

H3. The action group will report stronger embodiment
than the gesture group

Rejected

H4. The action group will report stronger presence
than the gesture group

Partially rejected

H5. The action group will report stronger motivation
than the gesture group

Rejected

Table 4.6: Summary table of hypotheses and results
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4.2.1 Introduction

In the previous experiment, results showed that leveraging sensorimotor-enabled

interaction increased learning gain over a non-sensorimotor-enabled interac-

tion. The sensorimotor interactions featured in that system involved parti-

cipants picking up virtual objects and conducting relevant actions with them

(e.g. grabbing a virtual jug and then pouring virtual water from it).

While that experiment treated the process of picking up and using a virtual

object as a single HBSI, it is possible to reconsider it as being comprised of two

composite HBSI aspects. The first aspect is gesturing, in which participants

moved their physical body in ways congruent with their learning. An example

of this is participants raising and tilting their arm as if to pour a jug. This

activity could take place in IVR or outside of it, as it is dependent on the

participant’s bodily manipulation.

The second aspect is the manipulation of virtual objects in IVR. Participants

moved their body in a way engaged with IVR system, in which they were able

to manipulate virtual objects as if they were physical ones. While this requires

bodily manipulation, it additionally provides virtual context and feedback in

the form of the object being manipulated and responding.

Examining the previous experiment’s results from this perspective, it is not

clear whether the ability to use physical body activation to interact with a vir-

tual object (referred to from here as actions), provides any benefit over simply

activating ones body in a congruent manner without any virtual object interac-

tion (referred to from here as gestures).

Therefore further experimentation is needed to understand if the enhanced

learning gain observed in the previous experiment was due to the participants

doing gestures, or if they were dependent on actions using the virtual objects as

the driver of the enhanced learning gain (see Fig. 4.8 for depictions of gestures

and actions in the physical world and in IVR).

If a distinction between gesture and action-based learning outcomes can be

found, then there is evidence that what a user is interacting with, while us-

ing their body in IVR, is an important factor in how they cognitively process

their IVR experience. Therefore, the sensorimotor-enabled impact of IVR in-

teractions would not simply be because our bodies are being activated, but

dependent on the virtual stimulus that the bodies are interacting with.

This is important, as there has been little research into the way in which

sensorimotor-enabled interactions within IVR are cognitively contextualised.

This ambiguity is reflected in literature discussing controllers that facilitate

HBSI, in which they are also referred to as gesture controllers or hand gesture

inputs [176][180], and sometimes even natural user interfaces [261], despite the
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Physical action Physical gesture

Virtual action Virtual gesture

Figure 4.8: Images showing actions and gestures in physical and virtual world

use of embodied controllers being quite unnatural.

Research into sensorimotor activity and cognition in the physical world sug-

gests that body-based actions - interactions with objects - have a different cog-

nitive framework and present evidence of different cognitive outcomes than ges-

tures - body manipulations without objects. Learning with actions, generally,

has been shown to make stronger and more specific mnemonic impressions on

people experiencing them or enacting them, whether that is for the location of

objects [127], or the memorisation of words [334]. They have also been found

to be easier for learners to process [153].

If similar learning distinctions between gesture and action conditions are

found in IVR, then there is some evidence for an argument that actions in

virtual and physical worlds are closely aligned, and that body-based interactions

in IVR are not limited to being considered gestures - even if the objects being

interacted with are virtual. However, a lack of distinction supports the idea

that sensorimotor-enabled interactions in IVR should only be conceptualised

through theories around gestures.

In order to determine if this distinction exists, an IVR system for learning

Japanese verbs was created, in which half the participants, called the ‘action

group’, learned via actions (being able to use their body to manipulate verb-
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congruent virtual objects) and half, called the ‘gesture group’, learned via ges-

tures (being able to move their body, but not being able manipulate virtual

objects). Learning gain was then compared to see if any difference existed.

4.2.2 Literature

Sensorimotor learning: physical world distinctions between gesture

and action

Learning while using sensorimotor gestures or actions has been previously ex-

plored in self-performed task (SPT) literature [79][273][63]. Experimental re-

search has shown that both taking actions with objects (SPT-Os) [125] and

gesturing without objects aids the memorisation process.

Recent research has provided evidence for a distinction in learning outcome

when encoding with either a gesture or an action. Learning with actions, gener-

ally, has been shown to make stronger and more specific mnemonic impressions

on people experiencing them or enacting them, whether that is for recalling ac-

tion activities [125], the location of objects [127], or the memorisation of words

[333]. They have also been found to be easier for learners to process [153].

Learning with gestures has been shown to promote better representational

rather than absolute understanding of objects [226], and an enhanced ability to

generalise verbs to wider situations [224][334].

In comparative studies between actions and gestures, Wakefield and Hall

[333] found that children learned novel verbs better through action experiences

rather than gesture experiences (although they later found similar rates of learn-

ing [334]). There have also been higher rates of recognition and recall accuracy

for verbs with a greater amount of associated information [292].

There have been numerous explanations for the learning distinctions between

action-based and gesture-based learning. The first is that acting-on-objects

is cognitively distinct from gesturing-off-objects, and uses different encoding

routes, even if the movements are similar [334]. Evidence for this exists in the

distinction between physical manipulation theories [208] and gesture-simulated

action [126] approaches to embodied cognition.

The second explanation is that the difference in memorisation can be ex-

plained by actions increasing the distinctiveness of the memory traces by adding

item-specific and relational information [229], compared with gestures. There

are two branches of this approach: the first is that actions typically include a

corresponding object or target of the action, which brings enhanced multimodal

activation (auditory, visual, tactual, olfactory, and gustatory activation) and

richer experiential aspects (color, shape, texture, taste, smell, and motor as-

pects besides the verbal aspects) [9].
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The second branch is that the memory traces are dependent not on the ob-

ject’s experiential aspects, but on its action affordances. If we make an action

on an object (in the physical or virtual worlds), and the object responds (i.e. is

manipulated or moved), we experience the object as manipulable. There is evid-

ence that the perceived manipulability of an object impacts how we memorise it

[199]. In this, Madan and Singhal interpreted the overall benefit for highly ma-

nipulatable items as being due to automatic activation of motor representations.

Perhaps actions-on-objects stimulate the activation of motor representations to

a higher degree then gestures-off-objects?

A third explanation is that the enactment effect is not caused be sensorimo-

tor encoding, but by the enhanced “learning episode” the sensorimotor activity

creates [167]. By enacting an action like “lifting the pen”, the act of lifting

and the pen are registered together in a single, specific episode. This is known

as the encoding specificity principle [325]. This view suggests that actions-on-

objects creates deeper episodic integrations than gestures-off-objects. Support-

ing this view is evidence that semantically sensible learning situations cause

stronger memorisation outcomes. For example, Mangels & Heinberg found that

semantically sensible action phrases (e.g. “hug the doll”) had better memorisa-

tion outcomes then stranger ones (e.g. “hug the shovel”), suggesting semantic

association played a role in memorisation [205]. Relating this to actions and

gestures, perhaps taking actions-on-objects creates a more semantically sens-

ible learning situation than gesturing-off-objects, and hence the noted learning

effect.

Sensorimotor IVR: action and gesture distinctions

There are few explorations into the differences between action and gesture en-

coding in IVR. However, there is some evidence that IVR actions are cognitively

processed in a way similar to physical-world actions. Studies into sensorimotor

IVR skill development have shown that skill improvements transfer from virtual

to physical world domains [111][173][322]. One neuromuscular investigation,

into throwing in the real-world and (non-immersive) virtual reality, used elec-

tromyography signals of 11 muscles of the upper limbs to examine if conducting

a throwing action with an output in a virtual world altered the throwing mech-

anisms compared with when the outcome was in the physical world. They found

very high similarity between the actions in both worlds [278]. However, while

the physical mechanisms may be similar, that does not mean the experience or

outcome are the same. For example, another study found that throwing pre-

cision and accuracy in IVR are lower than in the physical world, and that the

throw action in IVR requires more user effort, and, slightly contradicting the
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Figure 4.9: Diagram showing proposed distinctions between gestures and action
in IVR. Actions (both embodied and non-) feature two system-created feedback
points: interactional (user is able to move objects) and environmental (the world
responds to the user’s movement of objects). The overlap of the system feedback
and body activation is embodied action, which in this paper is compared with
gesture

above study, produces a different kinematic throwing pattern [354].

Investigations into the IVR body transfer illusion [298] provide further evid-

ence that virtual actions could be cognitively perceived in a similar fashion to

physical world actions. According to research in this area, users perceive the ac-

tions of other agents on their virtual bodies in a similar way to physical actions

on their physical bodies. However, it is important to note that this research

is about responding to an action from another, rather than self-performing an

action.

While much more research is needed, particularly for the cognitive outcomes

based on IVR actions (rather than simply the actions themselves), the existing

findings suggest that actions can take place in IVR that are similar to those in

physical world. And if, as embodied cognition theory suggests, the boundary

between a cognitive agent and his or her environment can be considered mal-

leable [4], it follows that IVR actions that have similar outcomes to those of

physical world actions may encourage our brains to think we are taking actions

in IVR, and not just outputting gestures.

4.2.3 Experiment

This between-subject experiment investigates if there is a distinction between

encoding with actions or gestures on verb memorisation in IVR. For the action

condition, participants were able to use objects to complete actions in order to
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learn a congruent verb. For example, a participant had to pick up a cup, bring

it to their mouth and tilt it while learning the Japanese word for ‘drink’. In the

gesture condition, participants had to make a gesture relevant to the verb, but

were unable to interact with the object (i.e. could not touch or move the cup).

In both conditions, an animated 3D model also demonstrated the action/gesture

for the verb.

The learning gain of participants in each condition was compared to under-

stand the role that interactions play in cognitive and memorisation of verbs.

Response times for correct answers were also monitored, as faster responses

times can be representative of depth of learning. Participant embodiment, pres-

ence and motivation scores were also monitored to allow for the investigation of

potential correlations between these metrics, interaction conditions, and learn-

ing gain.

Hypotheses

The below hypotheses are based on literature that presents actions as more

powerful verb encoders than gesture. Additional hypotheses suggest that dis-

tinctions between actions and gestures might reflect in affective factors related

to IVR, such as embodiment, presence and motivation results:

• H1. The action group will demonstrate stronger verb learning gains than

the gesture group

• H2. The action group will demonstrate faster response times than the

gesture group

• H3. The action group will report stronger embodiment than the gesture

group

• H4. The action group will report stronger presence than the gesture group

• H5. The action group will report stronger motivation than the gesture

group

Procedure

Participants were asked to download and run an executable file on their personal

IVR-enabled computer systems. An on-boarding process, pre-test, learning pro-

cess and post-test all took place within the downloaded software.

After opening the software, participants were assigned to one of two inter-

action groups, which they were not aware of: action or gesture. They differ as

follows:
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• Action: Input is made by grabbing a virtual object, and doing the correct

action with it. A completed action is given some kind of feedback (e.g.

drinking sounds for the action of drinking from a virtual cup)

• Gesture: Input is made by doing the correct gesture in the air, away from

the object. The virtual object is presented but not manipulable.

Participants were given an on-boarding process that explained the control

methods (both aurally and written), and required the participants to move to

a target location and touch an object to continue the experience. A voice-over

then explained the experiment goals and four-stage process: tutorial, pre-test,

learning, post-test.

The tutorial demonstrated how the learning process worked. This involved

demonstrating and explaining the process with a word and object that was not

included in the actual learning and testing process. It explained that they should

listen to the audio explaining the word to learn (i.e. “Eat the doughnut. Eat

is taberu. Taberu. Taberu”); watch the 3D model act-out the eating process,

then repeat the word aloud (‘Taberu’) and complete the gesture without trying

to touch the object, or pick-up the object and do the action. The final part of

the instruction depended on the participant’s assigned condition.

Participants were then pre-tested for their knowledge of 15 Japanese verbs

(the rationale for changing this from 10 verbs and 10 nouns as in the previous

experiment can be found in Chapter 4.2.3). The pre-test involved listening to

a Japanese word and choosing its English meaning from a list of 15 verbs, or

skipping the question. Answers selected by participants were not removed from

the list of possible answers, nor was feedback given whether their selection was

correct or not, so all questions had 15 possible options, and participants could

repeat answers. Questions were presented sequentially, and participants were

not allowed to amend previous answers.

During the learning process, participants were asked to memorise 15 verbs

(see Table 4.7 for list). Participants were exposed to each verb in sequence

(1 - 15), for five sequences. Each verb related to a different object presented

in front of the participant on a podium in the IVR. Participants were told an

action/gesture, the English verb, and the Japanese language verb. For example,

a phrase used for learning drink was “drink from the cup. Drink is nomu. Nomu.

Nomu”. This phrase was used for both the action and gesture condition, with

participants either doing the drinking action by manipulating the 3D model of

a cup, or doing a drinking gesture without manipulating the 3d model. A 3D

animation of a humanoid model gesturing (i.e. moving but not manipulating

an object) was also displayed for both conditions.

For each verb, the participant had to either gesture or action once (depending
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on their group) and say the verb aloud once. Participants were instructed to say

the verb aloud in order to control for the Production Effect, in which speaking a

word while encoding it causes stronger memorisation than not speaking it [197].

Both groups of participants used the same avatar - a set of white hands with

no arms or body.

After the learning process, participants took a post-test, which was the same

procedure as the pre-test. Learning gain was calculated as the final test result

minus the pre-test results, and normalised into a number between 0 and 1. A

further web-browser-based test was taken one week after the initial study to

determine learning retention.

As this was not a controlled, lab-based experiment, due to the impact of

Covid-19 on research procedures, the data collection was done inside a VR envir-

onment. To verify the gestures and actions were completed correctly, telemetry

of participant movements was recorded and examined.

Participants

Fifty-six (56) participants took part of in the study. Of these, 53 were com-

pensated and three were uncompensated. Uncompensated participants volun-

teered to take part after compensation offers had closed and this change had

been advertised.

Forty-eight (48) participants’ data was usable in the analysis. Two parti-

cipants were excluded for having high levels of pre-existing Japanese knowledge

(they already knew six and eight of the 15 target words). One participant

was excluded for presenting unusual movement data. A follow-up conversa-

tion revealed they were using a spoofed virtual reality system (i.e. they used a

monitor, mouse, keyboard and emulator to access and play VR content). Five

participants were excluded due to incomplete data being returned from the re-

mote software, and not manually forwarding the data when requested.

All valid participants who reported their recruitment referrer (38 parti-

cipants) came from an unpaid advertisement posted on the Reddit /r/oculus

community and used their own IVR hardware in their own setting. This sug-

gests the participants were experienced in using IVR hardware.

The average age of valid participants was 27 (SD = 6.75). Participant gender

skewed heavily male (38) over female (8) or other/did not say (2). Valid par-

ticipants had a low knowledge of the target learning words during the pre-test,

with the average participant knowing less than one word (M = .15 (out of 15);

SD = .46).

The majority of valid participants were fluent in more than one language

(17 self-reported as fluent in one language, 26 self-reported as fluent in two
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Verb Action System feedback

Wear Pick-up a hat and place on
head

Hat sticks to head, appears at
top of vision

Wash Pick-up a plate and place
in a sink

Plate submerges in water,
washing sound plays

Drink Pick-up a cup, bring to
mouth and tilt

Drinking sound plays

Smoke Pick-up a cigarette and
bring to mouth

Inhaling and exhaling sound
places

Climb Place hands on vertical
climbing rope

Player is raised into the air as
if climbing

Open Pick-up a a box lid from a
closed box

Box lid makes a noise on grab
and put-down

Grab Pick-up a bank note from
a table

Money makes a noise on grab
and put-down

Take (a photo) Pick-up a camera and
point it at a dog

Camera makes a shutter noise
when facing dog

Press Push down on an indus-
trial button

Button compresses when
pushed

Pull Grab rope, pull away from
fitting

Rope extends as if pulled out
from fitting

Turn on Push hand into light-
switch

Lightswitch gets depresses,
makes clicking noise

Raise Pick-up an umbrella and
hold above head

Raindrops are blocked by um-
brella

Brush Pick-up toothbrush and
bring to mouth

Brushing sound is played

Set/place Pick-up a cup and place
on a tray

Cup makes a noise on connec-
tion with tray

Cut Pick-up knife and moved
into bread

Slice of bread is cut from loaf,
makes noise

Table 4.7: List of target words, the participant’s actions for encoding (for the
action condition) and the feedback given by the system when an action was
successfully completed. For gesture participants, the participant were instructed
to move their hands in the same way as if they were carrying out the action. All
actions and gestures were presented via an animated hologram person in front
of the participant

languages, 4 in three languages, and one in four languages). No significant

correlation between languages known and learning outcome was found (r =

0.24, p = 0.10).

Interaction condition was randomly assigned inside the software. As such,

27 participants were assigned to the action condition and 21 to the gesture

condition.
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Corpus

Participants were tested on their knowledge of 15 concrete verbs. Concrete verbs

are verbs that represent very literal actions, such as run, jump, throw. These

were chosen as they are highly embodied and were used in previous gesture and

action word memorisation comparisons [334]. The target words were chosen to

be familiar actions that allowed for mostly distinct body manipulations for each

word.

Unlike the previous experiment (Chapter 4.1), this experiment did not fea-

ture noun learning. This is because the experiment is investigating whether any

distinction between actions and gestures can be found, and not whether it can

be found in all cases. As the previous experiment was able to find a significant

result for verbs, and because we are investigating sensorimotor activities, it was

felt that an effect would be more likely to be detected if using verbs as the

learning subject.

Japanese gairaigo (import words) were specifically avoided to reduce the

chance of participants’ inferring a meaning from their similarity to English.

Additionally, efforts were made to reduce the use of phonetically similar and

particularly long Japanese words, as there were concerns that beginner-level

learners would find these words difficult to tell apart. A list of the words used,

the participant’s action (for the action condition) and the feedback given by the

system can be found in Table 4.7

Environment

A 3D environment created in Unity (2018.4.9) was used, based upon the Unity

WebXR Exporter project by MozillaReality for handling IVR interaction (note:

although Unity WebXR Exporter is designed to convert Unity XR content to the

web, it was not used that way in this case, with the experiment running as an

exectuable file on the participants’ computer). Based on the learnings from the

previous experiment (Chapter 4.1), the decision was made to not use a realistic

aesthetic and layout, but an abstract space that minimised potential distractions

(both visual and aural), reduced the need for player locomotion around the

space, ensured objects were presented close to the player, and maximised the

use of supporting text and prompts to guide the experiment process.

The objects presented to the participant as part of the learning process were

presented in a realist style, although with reasonable limitations to their texture

and polygon details to avoid impacting performance (under one million triangles

per object).

The environment was explorable via a head-mounted display and embodied

controllers. Participants used their own IVR hardware to take part, and where
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reported, these were overwhelming Oculus/Meta Quest headsets and controllers

(95%). This is almost certainly an artefact of the popularity of the headset and

of the recruitment process. Automatic reporting of hardware was not included

in the telemetry data.

Participants could navigate the virtual environment by moving around the

real space and/or by using the thumbsticks on the controllers. The left thumb-

stick was used for forwards/backwards locomotion and strafing; the right thumb-

stick for ‘snap’ turning at 30 degrees at a time, in either direction. The move-

ment speed was dependent on how far forward or backward the left thumbstick

was pressed, but subjectively may be described as slow. This speed was chosen in

order to reduce the risk of locomotion-induced simulator sickness. Participants

could only pick-up objects by moving their hand so that the hand graphic was

touching or embedded in the virtual object, and pressing the ‘Grip’ button on

the Oculus Touch or Vive Wand controllers. The objects did not snap into a

fixed position in the hand.

Participants’ movement data was logged at intervals of 0.1s (10Hz). Move-

ment data included head and hand positions and orientations. This frequency

was selected after trialling different resolutions, examining their total log size,

and determining what was a reasonable and reliable log size to send to the

experiment servers. The 10Hz frequency created a log file (dependent on ses-

sion time) of around 2MB, which was well-tolerated by the server receiving the

data. Action/gesture completion rates, and time per action/gesture, were also

recorded in order to identify potentially problematic interactions or sessions.

Evaluation

Participants’ knowledge of the verbs was measured in three tests: one admin-

istered before their exposure to the environment (pre-test); one immediately

after (post-test), and one seven days later (week-test). Participants performed

the same test each time, listening to a Japanese word and choosing the English

meaning from a list of 15. All three tests were conducted remotely outside of

laboratory conditions; the first two were conducted inside IVR and the third

was via a web browser. The time taken for each question was recorded to help

us evaluate the testing sessions. A visual examination of this data did not

highlight any individual user taking a consistently long or short time to answer

each question, suggesting that participants avoided looking-up answers; being

consistently distracted (in a way that could be measured by time) during the

evaluation; or rapidly entering answers in order to receive payment. Participants

were not given feedback when submitting answers.

Learning gain was calculated as a normalised score between 0 and 1, meas-
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ured as post-test divided by the number of eligible words for their session. Five

participants had existing knowledge of either one or two of the target verbs. In

these cases, the words were removed from their post-score, pre-score and eligible

word totals:

(PostScore− PreScore)/(EligibleWords− PreScore)

Whether participants listened to the audio clip before submitting an answer

was tracked, which was the case for every entry except one, who missed one

question. It is believed that this was the result of an accidental double-input

on the previous question, and so this word was removed from the participant’s

score and eligible word total when calculating the normalised result.

After using the system, participants were asked to complete a survey in-

browser. This consisted of the Gonzalez-Franco & Peck immersive VR embodi-

ment questionnaire [103], the Igroup presence questionnaire (IPQ) [282] and the

Intrinsic Motivation Inventory intrinsic motivation questionnaire (IMI) [268].

The Gonzalez-Franco & Peck embodiment questionnaire was chosen as it is

the only attempt at a standardised embodiment questionnaire for IVR research

that could be found. Its division of embodiment into six sub-scales for differing

experimental interests allowed for the isolation of a form of embodiment par-

ticularly relevant to this research: agency and body ownership. Participants

were presented with statements regarding their sense of embodiment and asked

to mark if they “strongly disagree”, “disagree”, “somewhat disagree”, “neither

agree nor disagree”, “somewhat agree”, “agree” or “strongly agree” on a seven-

point scale (from -3 to 3).

The IPQ was also chosen due to its ability to measure sub-types of presence.

All four types were included - general presence (the “general sense of being

there”), spatial presence (“the sense of being physically present in the IVR”),

involvement (measuring “the attention devoted to the IVR and the involvement

experienced”), experienced realism (measuring “the subjective experience of

realism in the IVR”) [282]. Each of these types could have implications for

the cognitive perception of actions and gestures in the IVR. Participants were

asked to provide ratings on statements on a seven point scale (from -3 to 3).

The survey contains one question on general presence (and thus the minimum

possible general presence score was -3, and the maximum possible was 3), five on

spatial presence (minimum possible score -15, maximum possible score 15), four

on involvement (minimum -12, maximum 12) and four on realism (minimum

-12, maximum 12).

IPQ is also a well-validated method [202][330]. Asking participants for their

evaluation of presence experienced is considered the most direct way to assess
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presence [135].

The IMI is a well-established tool for measuring sub-scales of motivation

[212]. Because this is a learning experience, the interest/enjoyment and value/usefulness

sub-scales were used. Participants were asked to rate how true they felt state-

ments regarding their experience were on a seven point scale, from “Not true

at all (1)” to “Very true (7)”. This survey replaced the MEEGA+ survey [243]

used in the previous experiment (Chapter 4.1). This was because the Intrinsic

Motivation Inventory has been more widely validated, and captures feedback

concerning the learning session experience, rather than attempting to focus on

the learning system itself.

The questions given to participants for the immersive VR embodiment ques-

tionnaire, the IPQ and the Intrinsic Motivation IMI questionnaire [268] can be

found in Appendix B.

Participants’ telemetry data was examined in order to determine if parti-

cipants had issues taking part in the study. The process for this first identified

the time to complete each action/gesture, with any process taking above 20

seconds marked for detailed exploration. For any sessions identified, the parti-

cipant’s movement data was played back and examined inside the environment,

to attempt to understand if something had gone wrong in the process. Only

a handful of action/gestures took over 20 seconds (n ¡ 10, out of 3600 poten-

tial action/gesture interactions), and of those, it appeared that head and hand

positions stopped for extended periods during that particularly action/gesture,

suggesting either a technical issue or a focus on something outside of the IVR

hardware.

Cognitive load was not measured in this experiment. This was predomin-

antly because no impact of cognitive load was found in the previous experiment,

and it was believed that the previous experiment was more likely to present a

cognitive load distinction than this one, due to a more notable change in sen-

sorimotor activity between the interaction conditions. If, in the previous exper-

iment, there was a distinction in cognitive load, but that distinction was not

detected by the self-reported measurement used, it was believed that using the

same measurement approach in this experiment would be insufficiently sensit-

ive to detect a distinction. A preferable solution would be to measure cognitive

load using physiological indicators, but as this study was conducted with remote

participants, this was infeasible. There was also desire to limit the number of

questions given to the remote participants.
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Analysis

The first hypothesis (“does the actions group demonstrate stronger verb learning

gains than the gesture group?”) was tested by coding correct responses as 1

and incorrect responses as 0. Where a participant had answered correctly in the

pre-test, their future responses for that word were removed.

A Mixed Models was used to account for both the fixed (interaction type)

and potential random (users, words) effects, as recommended by Macedonia

et al. [194]. This approach is more robust than in the previous experiment

(Chapter 4.1), as the model takes into account random factors outside of the

primary area of concern (interaction type), such as variance in participants and

words. As the dependent variable was binomial, it was a Generalised Linear

Mixed Model.

To test the second hypothesis (the actions group will demonstrate faster

response times than the gesture group), a Linear Mixed Model was used due to

the continuous dependent variable of response time. Only correct answers were

included in the dataset, and outliers were removed. Outliers were highlighted

by checking for 1.5 * interquartile range above the third quartile, or below the

first quartile. These outliers were split fairly evenly between conditions, and

some participant’s mean answer times were skewed by a few longer entries, so

it was felt that removing these would increase accuracy of the results by more

accurately reflecting participant thinking time, instead of an artefact of the

testing process, with a low risk of biasing the results for one conditions.

For the third hypothesis (the actions group will report stronger embodiment

than the gesture group), linear regressions between each of the two surveyed

embodiment scores (ownership and agency) and the interaction condition (action

or gesture) were used.

For the fourth hypothesis (the actions group will report stronger presence

than the gesture group), linear regressions between each of the four presence

scores (general, spatial, involvement and realism) and the interaction condition

(action or gesture) were used.

For the fifth hypothesis (the actions group will report stronger intrinsic mo-

tivation than the gesture group), linear regressions between motivations scores

(interest, value/usefulness) and the interaction condition (action or gesture)

were used.

4.2.4 Results

The comparison of pre-test results of included participants found no significant

difference (t = 1.31; p = .20) between the pre-existing knowledge of the action

group (M = 0.01) and gesture group (M = 0), with only five participants
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knowing any Japanese (means presented as normalised from 0 to 1).

H1. The actions group will demonstrate stronger verb learning gains

than the gesture group

Results N Normalised

Mean Score

Mean RT

Action: Post-test 27 0.66 ±0.27 9.13 ±4.84

Gesture: Post-test 21 0.47 ±0.25 8.90 ±3.92

Action: Week-test 21 0.39 ±0.25 5.76 ±4.53

Gesture: Week-test 14 0.27 ±0.19 5.35 ±4.85

Table 4.8: Table of learning gain results (normalised mean) and response time
from tests immediately after the session (post-test) and one week later (week-
test), with standard deviation

Parameter Beta Lower-95 Upper-95 Std. Error

Post-test

Intercept -0.13 -0.90 0.64 0.38

Interaction (Action) 1.12 0.24 2.04 0.44

Week-test

Intercept -1.30 -2.04 -0.63 3.46

Interaction (Action) 0.79 -0.03 1.64 0.41

Table 4.9: Table of Generalised Linear Mixed Model results for learning gain.
Note: co-efficients are logit
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Parameter Beta Lower-95 Upper-95 Std. Error

Post-test

Intercept 9.32 7.92 10.76 0.71

Interaction (Action) 0.07 -1.35 1.47 0.70

Week-test

Intercept 5.82 4.19 7.48 0.81

Interaction (Action) 0.11 -1.28 1.54 0.70

Table 4.10: Table of Linear Mixed Model results for response time

The descriptive results for both post-test and one-week learning gain (and re-

sponse times) are presented in Table 4.8, and the GLMM results are presented

in Table 4.9.

For the post-test, the GLMM (n = 720; 48 participants) showed learning

gain varied across both participants (σ2 = 1.88) and words (σ2 = 0.58) After

controlling for these random factors, the model presented a statistically signific-

ant relationship between interaction type and learning gain (p = .012). Words

encoded in the action group were better remembered than those in the ges-

ture group (β = 1.12, 95% CI [0.24,2.04]). In the model, given a participant

and word with average intercepts, if they were assigned to the action condition,

they would be 26% more likely to correctly remember a word than in the gesture

condition (73% vs 47%).

For the one-week follow-up test, the model (n = 525; 36 participants) also

showed learning gain varied across both participants (σ2 = 1.00) and words (σ2

= 0.22), but likely to a lesser extent. It did not present a significant distinction

in learning gain between words encoded in the action group (β = 0.22, 95% CI

[-0.03,1.64]) and those in the gesture group. Although not significant, in the

model, given a participant and word with average intercepts, the probability of

getting a correct response increases from 21% to 37% in the action group.

Therefore H1 is accepted for the immediate post-test results, but not for the

week-test.

H2. The actions group will demonstrate faster response times than

the gesture group

The descriptive response time results for both post-test and one-week test are

presented in Table 4.8, and the LMM results for both post-test and one-week

later test are presented in Table 4.10.
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For the post-test, the LMM (n = 402; 48 participants) showed response

time varied across both participants (σ2 = 3.66) and words (σ2 = 3.07). After

controlling for these random factors, there was no significant distinction between

between the action group (β = 0.07, 95% CI [-1.35,1.47]) and the gesture group.

For the week-test, the model (n = 173; 33 participants) showed response

time varied across words (σ2 = 4.47) and to a lesser extent users (σ2 = 0.06).

After controlling for these random factors, there was no significant distinction

between between the action group (β = 0.1, 95% CL [-1.28,1.54]) and the gesture

group.

Therefore H2 is not accepted for either immediate post-test response times

or the week-test.

Words by InteractionType

After finding some evidence of the random effect of words on learning outcome,

a LMM was used to explore whether words had an interaction effect with inter-

action type; to understand if some words were better or less suited to embodied

encoding. However, a likelihood ratio test indicated that adding random inter-

cepts for each interaction condition of each word (word*interactionType) did not

improve the model over adding random intercepts for each word only. Therefore

a significant interaction between word and interactionType was not found.

H3. The actions group will report stronger embodiment than the

gesture group

The results did not show a significant correlation between the interaction type

(action or gesture) and the self-reported feeling of embodied agency (r = 0.64;

p = .67).

However, four potential outliers (based on inter-quartile range) were ob-

served, and when these were removed, the results showed a significant correla-

tion (r = 0.33; p = .03), which would mean interaction type explains 10.8% of

the variability of the embodied agency score. A graph depicting the linear cor-

relations between embodied agency and interaction type, both with and without

outliers, is presented in Fig. 4.10.

It was difficult to determine whether these were true outliers or not. These

four participants presented embodiment ratings that appear distinct from their

peers, however it is not impossible for them to have felt incredibly embodied (or

non-embodied) by the interactions, or to have interpreted the question notably

differently from others. One of the outlier participants entered universally the

lowest scores for all embodied agency questions, but provided more varied results

for other questions.
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Figure 4.10: Jittered plot showing relationship between self-reported embodied
agency and interaction type. Black line shows significant relationship when
outliers removed, red line shows relationship without significance when outliers
are included.

Without strong evidence to remove these outliers, however, they have been

included them in the dataset, and so it is not possible to report a significant

relationship.

The relationship with body ownership (r = 0.05, p = .71) was not significant.

Therefore H3 is not accepted.

H4 The actions group will report stronger presence than the gesture

group

Presence Type Action Mean Gesture Mean R R2 P

General 1.7 ±1.1 1.0 ±1.2 .32 .103 .026*
Spatial 6.0 ±4.3 5.0 ±5.2 .01 .012 .045*
Involvement 0.6 ±5.9 0.4 ±6.8 .02 .091
Realism -4.0 ±3.2 -4.0 ±2.9 .01 .092

Table 4.11: Summary of presence scores and the size and significance of their
relationship with interaction type.

The results showed a significant correlation between the interaction type and
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General Spatial

Involvement Realism

Figure 4.11: Graphs depicting linear correlations between interaction type and
presence scores, arranged by presence types (general, spatial, involvement and
realism). There were significant relationships for general and spatial presence,
with a small influence on spatial presence score. The total score for each par-
ticipant is presented on each presence graph. As different presence types had
different numbers of questions, the minimum and maximum of each type varies

self-reported general presence (r = 0.32, p = .026), which means interaction type

explains 10.3% of the variability of the general presence score.

The results also showed a significant correlation between the interaction type

and spatial presence (r = 0.01, p = .045), which means interaction type explains

1.2% of the variability of the spatial presence score.

There were no significant correlations between interaction type and the in-

volvement presence score (r = 0.016, p = .091) or realism presence score (r =

0.014, p = .092).

A summary of the presence scores is presented in Table 4.11, and linear
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correlations for each of these presence measures and the two interaction types

is presented in Fig. 4.11.

Therefore H4 is accepted for general presence and spatial presence, but not

for the involvement or realism presence variations.

H5 The actions group will report stronger motivation than the gesture

group

There were no significant correlations between interaction type and interest

motivation (r = 0.049, p = .741) or value/usefulness motivation (r = 0.013, p

= .931).

Therefore H5 was not accepted.

4.2.5 Discussion

Evidence sensorimotor-enabled interactions are actions, not gestures

The results show that verb learners who take actions on objects in IVR achieved

significant and large memorisation gains over learners who make gestures without

manipulating objects. This was reflected in immediate learning gain scores, but

not by response times. These results have obvious implications for designing op-

timal IVR-based action-verb learning applications, which should activate users

sensorimotor-systems in a form that includes objects for the interaction and

feedback from the system for the object’s congruent use.

The explanation for why these results were observed, and what that means

for sensorimotor-embodied control in IVR, is more nuanced. It is possible that

the learning gain differences between action and gesture conditions in the IVR

can be explained by the same cognitive phenomena that has previously been

evidenced in physical world comparative studies between action and gesture.

If Wakefield’s explanation of different encoding pathways between actions and

gestures in the physical world [334] is true, then this could be the explanation

for the results presented here.

Extending this further, it would mean that sensorimotor interactions using

controllers in IVR provide a cognitive experience similar to that of sensorimotor

interactions in the physical world: interacting with objects in the physical or

virtual worlds are actions; while activating the body to make movements that

do not interact with objects, in the physical or virtual worlds, are gestures.

Therefore when considering the cognitive aspects of interactive sensorimotor

actions in IVR, discussion should stem from the perspective of action-based

embodiment theory, rather than gesture-based theory. In short: the cognitive

experience from sensorimotor interactions in IVR are based upon what the users
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are experiencing in IVR, and are not limited to only being influenced by the

bodily activation.

However, there is also another potential explanation for the results found

here, which stems from the explanation of the enactment effect as enhancing

memory traces from multi-modal encoding [229], or from the benefits of en-

hanced “learning episodes” [167]). The results could be demonstrating the ad-

ded learning efficacy that stems from the contextually-deployed system feedback

and richer situational encoding offered by the action condition. The feedback

is two-fold: first from the virtual objects being able to be moved, and second

from the system responding to user’s manipulations of objects with sound ef-

fects or system events. If this was the explanation, it would be inappropriate to

extrapolate whether sensorimotor interactions through embodied controller are

cognitively considered actions or gestures; and even whether that distinction

was meaningful, given that the enhanced learning is (in these perspectives) a

result of thorough memory traces or learning episodes, rather than a property

unique to sensorimotor encoding pathways.

The secondary explanation lead us into an interesting place regarding the

simulation of actions in IVR, in that the amount of “memory trace” could be ad-

justed for exploration in a way not possible in the physical world. For example,

in the physical world, it is unlikely that you can separate actions from their

contextual environmental feedback - pouring a jug of water will always cause

water to fall (unless, perhaps, you are in space). However, in the IVR space,

we are able to have different forms of action-feedback that do not correspond to

the real world. Whether water falls, how it falls, does not fall, floats upwards

or even exists as at all are the choice of the systems’ designers.

An interesting additional exploration to provide further clarity on the cause

of encoding differences in the IVR would be to amend environmental feedback

to gestures (the gesture for pouring water would not move the object, but would

play a pouring sound), or stripping environmental feedback from actions (you

could move a jug to pour water, but no water or sound runs out from the jug),

and contrast these results to our virtual recreations of typical physical world

gestures and action processes. We may find that both interactional and en-

vironmental feedback are needed for us to contextualise sensorimotor embodied

controller actions in IVR in a way similar to physical actions, or that the benefits

can be added to gestures through environmental feedback.

Missing retention, similar response times

There was no evidence of a significant difference in learning retention after

one week between the two encoding conditions, although the action condition
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showed a higher, non-significant, mean learning gain. This is similar to results

in the previous experiment (Chapter 4.1). There are three potential explana-

tions for the difference in significance between the immediate and one-week later

tests: (1) the drop in participants (from 48 to 35), as many did not complete

the one-week later test, reduced the sensitivity of the test; (2) the difference in

learning gain between the conditions is reduced after one-week due to a general

drop in learning gain, thus reducing the sensitivity of the test; (3) learning gain

differences between action and gesture only occur immediately, and longer-term

learning is similar between conditions. The most likely explanations for the

results presented here are (1) and (2), as a reduction in the learning difference

between experimental groups over time is a pattern familiar in language learn-

ing investigations [267][194]. In this experiment, the learning gain for action

dropped 41% between the post-test and the week-test; and 42.6% for gesture,

making it harder to detect a significant difference.

There was no significant distinction in response times between the action

and gesture conditions. As faster response times are typically associated with

stronger encoding [194][90], it is expected to see faster response times for the

action condition to match the learning gain scores. However, given that the

difference between the learning gain of the two conditions was so large, and

that response time is a less direct measure of learning outcome, then the lack of

a significant result here does not impact the evidenced learning gain distinction

between the two conditions.

Presence and embodiment

The results show that participants in the action condition had significantly

higher feelings of general presence and spatial presence (albeit the latter with

a small correlation), but not involvement or realism. These results suggest

that being able to interact with objects in a virtual space enhances the sense

of being present in the IVR. As the experiment was targeting learning in an

abstract space, it could be that no distinctions between involvement or realism

were found due to the already involved nature of any learning process, or the

unrealistic environmental setting.

It was a little surprising to not find any significant relationships between the

interaction types and the chosen embodiment measures of ownership or agency.

It seems reasonable to assume that of the subjective measures explored here,

these would be the most likely to be affected by the different interaction types;

as well as higher levels of self-reported embodiment for the interactive object-

manipulation. This result presents questions over the relevancy or efficacy for

this embodiment survey [103] for this type of exploration of sensorimotor em-
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bodiment. The agency-related questions in the survey ask about visuo-motor

synchronous stimulation (e.g. “It felt like I could control the virtual hand as

if it was my own”), which according to the results, appear to be experienced

consistently whether you are interacting with virtual objects or not. Perhaps

embodiment in a virtual body, and how that body can interact with the virtual

space, is an additional factor that needs a separate survey categorisation.

4.2.6 Limitations

The study participant demographics are a notable limitation of this study, as

participants were used who were both familiar with IVR (enough to own their

own headset) and had a large enough interest in the technology that they were

members of an online community for it, from which they were recruited. A major

implication for this is that the audience might be self-selecting: those who IVR

resonate with are potentially more likely to have invested in the hardware than

the general populous, and so may be more keenly affected by its affordances.

The sample was also heavily skewed towards men, who have been shown as

less likely to suffer from simulator sickness with the current incarnation of IVR

technology [303].

There are also limitations to the generalisability of this research to other

uses of IVR. For example, it is not clear if the evidence presented here for the

similarity of benefits between action-based learning in IVR and in the physical

world, would work for other academic subjects (e.g. mathematics) or other

areas (e.g. empathy-training, rather than cognitive learning).

Additionally, this study uses highly sensorimotor-embodied words: concrete

verbs. Further study of words more peripherally linked to actions, such as

nouns, adjectives, and abstract or stative verbs are needed - although this is also

true outside of IVR investigations (existing research suggests that while “the

sensorimotor neural network is engaged in both concrete and abstract language

contents ... concrete multi-word processing relies more on the sensorimotor

system, and abstract multi-word processing relies more on the linguistic system”

[272]).

The method for assigning participants to conditions could also have been

improved. For the experiment, a random assignment was given on opening the

software, giving each participant an even chance of being in either condition.

This approach was taken to reduce the dependency on a centralised server.

However, over the participant population, this ended up being quite uneven (27

action and 21 gesture). Using server-assigned conditions could have ensured an

even participant distribution between conditions.
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4.2.7 Conclusion

These findings show that users can have distinct learning outcomes from HSI

in IVR depending on whether those interactions were presented as actions (i.e.

were able to interact with objects) or gestures (i.e. were not). Learners who

encoded information while doing actions had significantly better learning out-

comes than those who encoded with gestures.

This suggests that sensorimotor-enabled interaction allows users to have cog-

nitively distinct experiences in IVR depending on what they are doing in the

virtual environment (i.e. if they are interacting with an object or not); and

that sensorimotor-enabled inputs are not just ‘gestures’, but depend on how the

interaction is designed in IVR.

As the action group provided better learning benefits, in the same way as

in physical world studies, these results also suggest that IVR users cognitively

respond to actions in IVR in a similar way to physical world actions, and to

gestures in IVR in a similar way to real-world gestures. If one subscribes to the

view that humans memorise information differently depending on whether it was

encoded using an actions or gesture, these results could mean that participants

had cognitive experiences in IVR that were similar to physical world actions and

gesture experiences. This suggests that our cognitive perceptions of interactions

in IVR are not restricted by the controllers or abstracted physical world bodily

movements, but by what we are experiencing inside IVR.

While this has only been evidenced for learning (in this study), if this were

the case generally, it would mean that we should consider sensorimotor actions

taken in IVR in a similar way to how we contextualise actions in the physical

world, and therefore these interactions should not be limited to being discussed

from a gesture-interaction framework. This could have implications for the

emerging use of IVR in PTSD or exposure therapy.

However, the observed learning difference could also be explained by theories

around memory traces and multi-modal encoding depth. From this perspective,

the actions in IVR provided additional interactive feedback (objects could move

and make sounds), which the gestures did not. If this explanation is, in fact,

the correct one, then it is more difficult to outline a strong case for how we

cognitively contextualise our HBSI in IVR. Further research into whether it

is the sensorimotor-enabled action, or the additional memory traces of object

interaction, or both, that is causing the enhanced learning outcomes evidenced

here.
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4.3 Sensorimotor-enabled interactions and vir-

tual object feedback

Figure 4.12: Image of the virtual reality environment used in this experiment.
Picture shows the abstracted environment design similar to the previous exper-
ience, with the interaction “hammer the nail” for learning the verb ‘hammer’

4.3.1 Introduction

The previous experiment demonstrated that previously evidenced language learn-

ing differences between non-IVR gesture-based and non-IVR action-based en-

coding persist into IVR. This result also provides evidence for the argument that

gestures and actions are processed as cognitively distinct sensorimotor activit-

ies in IVR, as they are theorised to in the physical world. However, it is not

entirely clear if the distinction in learning gain is dependent on learners pro-

cessing gestures and actions in distinct ways (as theorised, regarding physical

world actions, in [334]), or if the object manipulation enabled by actions simply

provides more modes of feedback, such as interactive feedback (e.g. the addi-

tional visual effect showing water pouring, played when a virtual jug object is

tilted) (as theorised in [229]).

IVR allows for the exploration of this question, as actions in IVR are au-

thored by the designer of the virtual environment, and, unlike actions in the

physical world, the fidelity and feedback surrounding an action in a virtual

environment is explicitly a design decision.
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Hypothesis Outcome

H1. The high feedback group will demonstrate stronger
verb learning gains and faster response times than the low
feedback group

Rejected

H2. The high feedback group will demonstrate higher pres-
ence scores, particularly on the involvement and realism
subscales

Rejected

H3. The high feedback group will demonstrate higher
value/usefulness scores

Rejected

H4. The high feedback group will demonstrate higher in-
terest/enjoyment scores

Rejected

H5. Direct questions about realism and interactivity will be
able to reflect the distinction in the experimental conditions

Not rejected

Table 4.12: Summary table of hypotheses and results

HBSI is one of the most prominent interactions in IVR. However, there

are further aspects in which the virtual world attempts to mimic interactive

behaviour from the physical world (henceforth referred to as sensorimotor con-

tingencies [295]). For example, haptic feedback, in which the user feels a virtual

object’s weight via gloves and motors, has been shown to have some impact on

users’ IVR experiences, promoting faster interaction completion times [33] and

providing benefits for object-manipulation tasks [170]. These haptic systems

are mostly out-of-reach of consumer-grade IVR systems, however.

A more common and accessible sensorimotor contingency that offers addi-

tional multi-modal feedback is the virtualisation of ‘realistic’ audiovisual feed-

back from an object interaction. For example, imagine pouring a jug in a

sensorimotor-enabled IVR application. Reaching and grabbing a 3D model of a

jug and tilting it spout-downwards can be considered an interaction using the

hand-based sensorimotor contingency. However, this interaction can be aug-

mented with audiovisual feedback: as the jug reaches a certain level of tilt, a

water-pouring particle effect appears, and the sound of running water plays.

While research has begun to elucidate the benefits of the hand-based haptic

sensorimotor contingency, this type of ‘audiovisual action-feedback’ contingency

is less-well explored. However, understanding the latter may even be more

important, as while high-quality haptic feedback hand-based interactions are

currently infeasible for most systems, audiovisual feedback is a design choice in

every IVR experience that uses hand-based interactions.

In addition to potentially offering an explanation for what aspect of actions
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in IVR is causing the additional learning efficacy, exploring this area can also

challenge conceptions around best-practice design for IVR systems. Providing

rich audiovisual feedback during and after an interaction is often assumed to

create a better user experience; often based upon the reasoning that more sen-

sorimotor contingencies are better. However, there is little evidence that this is

actually the case, nor whether it is true across different purposes of IVR activ-

ity. The sensorimotor contingencies that provide an enjoyable and effective user

experience for one IVR use-case may be distinct from another, and both may

be distinct from a physical-world experience.

In order to examine whether the above conceptions are true, this section

documents an experiment that explores the impact of rich audiovisual action

feedback on learners in IVR. Participants either experience a ‘low feedback’ con-

dition, in which virtual objects can be manipulated (e.g. participants an move

a jug); or a ‘high feedback’ condition in which there is additional audiovisual

feedback for object interactions (e.g. the jug displays falling water when poured

and a pouring sound is played).

Higher learning gain or faster response times for the high feedback condition

would provide evidence supporting the assumption that rich audiovisual feed-

back enhances user experiences (in terms of user outcomes), and the idea that

IVR experiences should follow typical physical world interaction experiences.

This result would also support the argument that the enhanced learning gain

from actions stems from increased multi-modal feedback, and that increased

interactivity and modes of feedback lead to stronger learning outcomes.

However, if no difference is found, then it may evidence that there is a limit

to the benefits of replicating the physical world, and the unfettered requirement

for many types of sensorimotor contingency. This result leads to an interesting

further question - if replicating the physical world is not the ideal goal for HBSI

learning in IVR, then what is?

Finding no difference would also provide weight to the argument that learn-

ing gains from actions in IVR stem from different cognitive pathways for actions

then from gestures.

This study also examines other questions related to this audiovisual action

feedback contingency: does high feedback enhance a user’s sense of presence in

IVR? Does it impact their motivation; or beliefs around how useful or inter-

esting the system is for learning? And what is the meaningful terminology for

qualitatively asking users about their experience of this type of action feedback

in IVR?
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4.3.2 Literature

The literature on how different types of sensorimotor contingency, particularly

relating to interactive feedback, impact IVR users’ experience is limited. There

is initial evidence that the sensorimotor contingency of users using their hands

to manipulate virtual objects has positive outcomes for their overall experience

and learning outcome (see Chapter 3.1). Additionally, there is growing research

that sensorimotor contingencies built on-top of hand-based interaction, such

as hardware-based haptics, has an impact on IVR experiences [33, 170, 347].

However, there is little literature regarding the impact of software-based sensor-

imotor contingencies built on-top of hand-based interactions, such as audiovisual

feedback from object manipulations.

Therefore in this section, the available research regarding hand-based sensor-

imotor contingencies, including haptics, on IVR experience; and present literat-

ure justifying language learning as a suitable method for exploring the impact

of hand-based, audiovisual interaction feedback on learners in IVR, is discussed.

4.3.3 Hand-based sensorimotor contingency

Increasingly, studies have shown that being able to manipulate virtual objects

using your hands or an embodied controller effects users’ IVR experiences. The

scoping review in this thesis (see Chapter 3.1) found that all of the papers

exploring hand-based interaction suggested that hand-base interaction had a

desirable impact on user learning outcomes or motivation, and sometimes both.

This result was found across various learning topics, including language acquis-

ition, biology, mathematics physics, computer science and geography. Many

of these studies specifically involved a direct quasi-experimental comparison

between hand-based virtual manipulation of objects and not. However, in such

an emerging research area, researchers should be wary that this review may

reflect a publication bias in which only experiments with positive results were

published and thus analysed.

Beyond learning, there is also evidence that the use of the hand-based sensor-

imotor contingency is also proving impactful in IVR skill development. Kahlert

et al. found that participants could be taught to juggle in the physical world

after training for 27 minutes in IVR with hand-based interaction [147]. Rao et

al. found that training in a marksmanship task was accompanied by “gradual,

robust enhancement of ballistic action and concurrent diminishment of refine-

ments that are likely feedback-moderated” [252]. Reneker et al. found, in a

setup enabling a foot-based sensory contingency, “evidence of training and pos-

itive transfer from virtual to real-world environments” for soccer athletes [263].

There are limitations to these results, however. In a scoping review, Jensen
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found that “in general efficient psychomotor skills acquisition with HMDs will

not be possible until there are significantly improved peripheral technologies

for including the user’s body movements into the simulation” [138]. To re-

frame Jensen’s comments in Slater’s terminology; the sensorimotor contingency

requirements are not being met for certain skill-acquisition applications.

There is also evidence that the use of hand-based sensorimotor contingen-

cies in IVR can influence other cognitive experiences, such as increasing user

empathy [57], although in this example it is far more than just the hand-based

sensorimotor contingency that varies between the experimental conditions.

Alongside the visual feedback from hand-based manipulations (e.g. seeing

manipulated virtual objects move), there has been some research into tact-

ile sensorimotor contingencies, often involving haptic hardware that physically

stimulates a user’s hand using vibrations or motors.

There is growing evidence for a relationship between haptic interaction fi-

delity and user performance, with haptics considered a beneficial additional for

surgical training [347], allowing faster task completion times than a non-haptic

control [33], and providing benefits in an object-stacking task [170]. Further

research explores types of haptic feedback, with “force feedback”, in which a

user’s fingers feel resistance inside the IVR system when grabbing or manip-

ulating an object, out-performing vibration feedback in the stacking test (but

offering no difference in an object identification test) [170].

Despite research into the impact of the hand-based sensorimotor contingency

and the tactile sensorimotor contingency from hand-based interaction, there has

been limited research into an interactive audiovisual sensorimotor contingency

stemming from hand-based interaction. This is a notable gap, as this type of

audiovisual feedback from interaction is a design decision in every IVR system,

and one that is not dependent on additional haptic-inducing hardware.

This between-subject experiment examines if there is a distinction between

encoding verbs in an environment with high interactional feedback environment

(movable 3D objects with congruent audiovisual effects), and in an environment

with low interactional feedback (movable 3D objects only). For the high feed-

back condition, participants used objects to complete actions in order to learn a

congruent verb. When an action was completed, audiovisual feedback congruent

with the object and the action was provided. For example, a participant had

to pick up a jug model and tilt it while learning the Japanese word for ‘pour’.

When the jug model was tilted to a certain level, particles representing water

would flow from the jug’s spout and the sound of pouring water was played.

In the low feedback condition, participants used objects to complete actions

but no audiovisual feedback was triggered (i.e. the jug did not display either

audio or visual water pouring effects). In both conditions, participants were
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given abstract visual feedback that the action had been completed successfully,

in the form of a large green tick which appeared when the action was completed.

The learning gain of each condition was monitored and compared to under-

stand if the audiovisual feedback from the hand-based interaction impacted the

memorisation of verbs and therefore learning. To investigate potential correla-

tions between feedback condition and presence and motivation, participants in

each condition were also surveyed regarding their experience. The relationship

between participant presence and motivation and learning gain was also ex-

plored. Finally, questions regarding the interaction types were presented in an

attempt to understand a method for querying participant experiences regarding

this type of system interactivity and feedback.

Hypotheses

The main hypothesis are based on interactionist and multi-modal perspectives

that suggest that encoding with high feedback should provide better learning

outcomes due to the increased feeling of interactivity and/or additional modes of

feedback. Additional hypotheses explore the idea that the feedback conditions

may present changes in participants’ experience of embodiment, presence and

motivation:

• H1. The high feedback group will demonstrate stronger verb learning

gains and faster response times than the low feedback group

• H2. The high feedback group will demonstrate higher presence scores,

particularly on the involvement and realism subscales

• H3. The high feedback group will demonstrate higher value/usefulness

scores

• H4. The high feedback group will demonstrate higher interest/enjoyment

scores

• H5. Direct questions about realism and interactivity will be able to reflect

the distinction in the experimental conditions

Procedure

Participants were asked to download and run an executable file on their existing

IVR systems. An on-boarding process, pre-test, learning process and post-test

all took place within the downloaded software.

The on-boarding process explained the IVR control methods, and required

users to move to a target location to continue the experience. A voice-over
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explained the experiment goals and process. The on-boarding process also gave

an interactive tutorial of how the learning process worked before launching a

pre-test.

Participants were pre-tested for their knowledge of 15 Japanese verbs. The

pre-test involved listening to a Japanese word and choosing its English meaning

from a list of 15 verbs, or skipping the question. Questions were presented

sequentially and participants were not allowed to amend previous answers.

Participants were assigned to one of two interaction groups: high feedback

or low feedback. They differ as follows:

• High feedback: Input is made by grabbing the actual VR object, and doing

an action that corresponds to the verb being learned. A correct action is

given audiovisual feedback congruent to the action, and abstract feedback

in the form of a large green tick

• Low feedback: Input is made by grabbing the actual VR object, and doing

an action that corresponds to the verb being learned. A correct action is

only given abstract feedback in the form of a large green tick

Before the learning process began, participants were asked to practice each

action once without any language learning. Each action related to a different

object presented in front of the participant on a podium in the IVR. Only

objects related to the current action were present at one time. Participants

progressed to the next action by grabbing the 3D model and completing the

correct action, instructions for which were described aurally. Participants were

automatically moved onto the next action three seconds after the previous action

was successfully completed. During the experiment, participants were asked to

memorise 15 verbs for these actions (see Table 4.13 for list). Participants were

exposed to each verb in sequence for four sequences. Participants were told

an action, the English verb, and the Japanese language verb. For example, a

phrase used for learning ‘drink’ was “drink from the cup. Drink is nomu. Nomu.

Nomu.”

For each verb, the participant had to complete the action once and say the

verb aloud once. Participants were instructed to say the verb aloud in order

to control for the Production Effect, in which speaking a word while encoding

it causes stronger memorisation than not speaking it [197]. Both groups of

participants used the same avatar - a set of white hands with no arms or body.

After the encoding process, participants repeated the pre-test procedure.

For each participant, data relating to correct answers given in their pre-test was

excluded, so their learning gain was calculated as the final test result of their

eligible question set. Participants who had a large existing knowledge of the
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target language (above 30% correct in the pre-test) would have been removed

(no participants had this level of pre-existing knowledge).

The data collection was done inside a VR environment. To verify the ac-

tions were completed correctly, telemetry of the participant’s movements was

recorded, as in the previous experiment.

A further web-browser-based test was taken one week after the initial study

to determine their retention of the information.

Verb Action System feedback

Weigh Pick up a cat and place on scales When grabbed, cat meows. When placed on scale,
makes a beep and scale display shows a weight

Swing Pick up a baseball bat and swing
it into a baseball

When bat touches baseball, collision sound is played and
ball moves relative to collision force

Write Pick up a pen and write on a
notepad

Pen leaves an ink trail on the notepad and a sound of a
pen scratching on paper is played

Push Push a button downwards A button click is played and a trapdoor opens and drops
an object

Throw Pick up a dart and throw it into
a large target

Dart makes a collision noise when hitting the target and
sticks into it

Hammer Pick up a ball hammer and ham-
mer a nail with it

Hammer makes a collision noise when hitting the nail,
nail is moved into a piece of wood when hit

Pour Pick up a jug and tilt it When tilted, pouring sound and water particle effect are
played

Bowl Pick up a bowling ball and bowl
it into bowling pins

Ball makes collision noise when hitting pins, pins are
moved/knocked over in the collision

Stir Pick up a spoon and stir a coffee Liquid stirring sound is played and coffee liquid rotates
in mug

Turn Turn a dial on a radio model Radio tuning sound is played, and indicator is moved
Paint Pick up a paintbrush and paint

on a canvas
Painting noise is played, paint appears on the canvas

Switch Touch a lightswitch, which
moves inwards

A clicking noise is played and a lightbulb lights up

Strike Pick up a match and rub it on
the side of a matchbox

Matchstrike sound and particle fire effect is played

Bang Pick up a gong mallet and bang
a gong

Gong noise is played and gong moves in its frame

Cut Pick up a knife and move into
bread

Cutting noise is played, bread slice separates from bread

Table 4.13: List of words to learn, the required hand-based sensorimotor inter-
action, and a description of the additional feedback given for the high feedback
condition
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Participants

Seventy-four (74) participants responded to advertisement for the study. Of

these, fifty-four (54) participants’ data was usable in the final analysis. The

reason for participant ineligibility was due to having taken part in only one part

of the study - either the VR experiment or the post-experiment survey - and

not both. No participants were excluded for having high levels of pre-existing

Japanese knowledge.

All participants were recruited from an advertisement posted on the Reddit

/r/oculus community and used their own IVR hardware in their own setting.

This recruitment method suggests the participants were experienced in using

IVR hardware.

The average (mean) age of valid participants was 25 (SD = 7.79). Participant

gender skewed heavily male (50) over non-binary (3) and female (1), or other/did

not say (0). Valid participants had a low knowledge of the target learning words

during the pre-test, with only 12 participants having any knowledge of the

included Japanese verbs. Of these 12, the average knowledge was 1.17 Japanese

verbs.

The majority of valid participants were fluent in more than one language (25

reported as fluent in one language, 22 self-reported as fluent in two languages,

5 in three languages, and one in four languages. One participant reported

being fluent in zero languages). There was not a significant correlation between

languages known and learning outcomes (r = -0.21, p = 0.12).

Interaction condition was randomly assigned inside the software once it was

downloaded onto a participant’s computer. As such, 32 participants were as-

signed to the action with feedback condition and 22 to the action without feed-

back condition.

Corpus

Participants were tested on their knowledge of 15 concrete action verbs. Action

verbs were chosen as they are highly embodied and were used in previous ges-

ture and action word memorisation comparisons [334]. The target words were

chosen to be familiar actions that allowed for mostly distinct gestures for each

word. They were also chosen based upon the ability to present obvious visual

and aural feedback resulting from an interaction. For example, hammering a

nail allowed the feedback condition to visually present the moved nail’s position

(from pointing slightly in the wood to being completely embedded) and to aur-

ally present a ‘bang’ sound effect. This second requirement meant there was a

difference in verbs from the prior experiment.

Japanese was chosen as a language due to its obscurity for many native
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English speakers, and distance [54] from English. Japanese gairaigo (import

words) were specifically avoided to reduce the chance of participants’ inferring

a meaning from their similarity to English. Phonetically similar and particularly

long Japanese words were also excluded, as there were concerns that beginner-

level learners would find these words difficult to tell apart. A list of these words,

the participant’s action and the feedback given by the system can be found in

Table 4.13

Environment

A 3D environment similar to the previous experiment was created in Unity

(2019.2.21), with the Unity XR Interaction Toolkit for handling IVR interaction.

The environment was explorable via a head-mounted display and embodied

controllers. Navigation could be done by moving around the real space and/or

by using the thumbsticks on the controllers.

Evaluation

Participants’ knowledge of the verbs was evaluated in the same way as in 4.2.

This means their verb knowledge was measured in three tests: one administered

before their exposure to the environment (pre-test); one immediately after (post-

test), and one seven days later (week-test). Participants performed the same

test each time, listening to a Japanese word and choosing the English meaning

from a list of 15. All three tests were conducted remotely outside of laboratory

conditions; the first two were conducted inside IVR, and the third was via an

HTML form on a web browser. The time taken for each question was recorded

to help evaluate the testing sessions. A visual examination of this data did not

highlight any individual user taking a consistently long or short time to answer

each question, suggesting that participants avoided looking-up answers; being

consistently distracted (in a way that could be measured by time) during the

evaluation; or rapidly entering answers in order to receive payment. Participants

were not given feedback when submitting answers.

Learning gain was calculated as a normalised score between 0 and 1, meas-

ured as post-test score (excluding words answered correctly in the pre-test)

divided by the number of eligible words for their session (eligible words were

words they had not got correct in their pre-test):

(PostScore− PreScore)/(EligibleWords− PreScore)

Twelve participants had existing knowledge of either one or two of the target

verbs - these were removed from their pre-test, post-test and eligible words
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calculations. It was recorded whether participants listened to the audio clip

before submitting an answer - this was the case for every entry.

After using the system, participants were asked to complete a survey in-

browser. This consisted of the Igroup presence questionnaire [282], the Intrinsic

Motivation Inventory intrinsic motivation questionnaire [268]) and three be-

spoke questions regarding the experience of realism, interactivity and environ-

mental impact.

Bespoke questions were used concerning realism, interactivity and environ-

mental impact in an attempt to understand how users contextualise this type of

action-feedback. Participants were asked to rate whether the actions they made

while learning were ‘not realistic (1)’ to ‘very realistic (5)’; whether the overall

interactivity of the experience was ‘not interactive (1)’ to ‘very interactive (5)’;

and whether they felt their actions were ‘not having an impact (1)’ to ‘having

a large impact (5)’. The previous experiment used the Gonzalez-Franco & Peck

embodiment questionnaire [103], but it was felt that it was unable to detect this

type of sensorimotor interaction distinction between interaction groups. This

is likely because it is more focused on the feeling of embodiment in a virtual

avatar, rather than embodied sensorimotor activity.

The questionnaires used for these can be found in Appendix C.

Cognitive load was again not measured in this experiment, based upon the

result from the first which suggested that, if there was a real difference in cog-

nitive load, then the self-reported measure of cognitive load used was not suf-

ficiently sensitive to detect it. As this study was remote, it was infeasible to

deploy physiological measures of cognitive load to address this; and there was a

desire to limit the number of questions given to the remote participants.

Analysis

The first hypothesis (the high feedback group will demonstrate stronger verb

learning gains and faster response times than the low feedback group) was tested

by coding correct responses as 1 and incorrect responses as 0. Where a parti-

cipant had answered correctly in the pre-test, their responses for that word

were removed. Mixed Models was used to account for both the fixed (inter-

action type) and potential random (users, words) effects, as recommended by

Macedonia et al. [194]. As the dependent variable was binomial, a Generalised

Linear Mixed Model was used.

For the response times, a Linear Mixed Model was used due to the continu-

ous dependent variable of response time. Only correct answers were included

in the dataset, and outliers were removed. Four outliers were removed, as the

participant took over one minute to respond to the question. It was considered
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accepted to remove these outliers as some participant’s mean answer times were

skewed by a few longer entries, potentially caused by distracting out-of-lab cir-

cumstances.

For the second hypothesis (the high feedback group will lead to higher pres-

ence scores, particularly on the involvement and realism subscales), independ-

ent t-tests were calculated for each of the four presence scores calculated from

survey results (general, spatial, realism, involvement) between the interaction

conditions (low feedback and high feedback).

For the third hypothesis (the high feedback group will demonstrate higher

value/usefulness scores), independent t-tests were calculated for each of the

four presence scores calculated from survey results (value/usefulness) between

the interaction conditions (high feedback and low feedback).

For the fourth hypothesis (the high feedback group will demonstrate higher

interest/enjoyment scores) independent t-tests were calculated for each of the

four presence scores calculated from survey results (interest/enjoyment) between

the interaction conditions (high feedback and low feedback).

For the fifth hypothesis (direct questions about realism and interactivity will

be able to reflect the distinction in the experimental conditions), independent

t-tests were calculated for each of the three questions: (1) On a scale of 1 - 5,

with 1 being not realistic and 5 being very realistic, how realistic would you

consider the actions you made while learning? (2) On a scale of 1 - 5, with

1 being not interactive and 5 being very interactive, how would you rate the

overall interactivity of the experience? and (3) On a scale of 1 - 5, with 1 being

not having an impact and 5 being having a large impact, how much of an impact

did you feel your actions had on the environment? These were also between the

interaction conditions (low feedback and high feedback).

4.3.4 Results

H1. The high feedback group will demonstrate stronger verb learning

gains and faster response times than the low feedback group

A Generalised Linear Mixed Model was used to understand if the conditions

had an effect on learning gain (see Table 4.15). For the post-test, the GLMM

(n = 826; 54 participants) showed learning gain varied across both participants

(σ² = 1.43) and words (σ² = 1.50). After controlling for these random factors,

the model did not present a statistically significant distinction in learning gain

between words encoded in the high feedback group (p = .681, β = 0.15, 95% CI [-

0.59,0.90]) and those in the low feedback group. Although not significant, in the

model, given a participant and word with average intercepts, the probability of

getting a correct response increases from 36.2% to 39.8% in the feedback group.
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Figure 4.13: Participant Learning Gain. Each bar shows the learning gain (num-
ber of correct test answers minus existing knowledge) of a participant. Results
are displayed for each test, either the one taken immediately after learning (Post-
Test) or the test conducted a week later (Week-Test). Participants are grouped
by interaction condition (low feedback and high feedback). If a participant did
not take part in the Week-Test, a gap is shown; a coloured mark on the zero
line represents the Week-Test was taken but no correct answers were given. The
mean learning gain of each condition and test is also shown; the learning gain
after one week for the low feedback condition was significantly higher

For the week-test, the GLMM (n = 517; 35 participants) also showed learn-

ing gain varied across both participants (σ² = 0.4) and words (σ² = 0.72).

After controlling for these random factors, the model presented a statistically

significant relationship between interaction type and learning gain (p = .014).

Words encoded in the high feedback group were remembered worse than those

in the low feedback group (β = -0.79, 95% CI [-1.48,-0.15]). In the model, given

a participant and word with average intercepts, if they were assigned to the

low feedback condition, they would be 14% more likely to correctly remember

a word than in the high feedback condition (16% vs 30%).

A Linear Mixed Model was used to understand if the conditions had an effect

on response time of correct answers (see Table 4.9). For the post-test, the LMM
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Figure 4.14: Participant Response Times. Each bar shows the average response
time of a participant’s correct answers (in seconds). Response times are dis-
played for the test immediately after learning (Post-Test) and the test conduc-
ted a week later (Week-Test). Participants are grouped by interaction condition
(low feedback and high feedback). If a participant did not take part in the Week-
Test, a gap is shown; a coloured mark on the zero line represents the Week-Test
was taken but no correct answers were given. The mean response time of each
condition and test is also shown, which had no significant difference.

(n = 352; 55 participants) showed response time varied across both participants

(σ² = 6.651) and words (σ² = 4.71). After controlling for these random factors,

there was no evidence of a significant distinction between between the feedback

group (p = 0.554, β = -0.537, 95% CI [-2.33,1.27]) and the non-feedback group.

For the week-test, the LMM (n = 122; 35 participants) showed response

time varied across participants (σ² = 8.516) and to a lesser extent words (σ² =

5.724). After controlling for these random factors, there was no evidence of a

significant distinction between between the high feedback group (p = 0.931, β

= -0.541, 95% CI [-5.41,0.91]) and the low feedback group.

Descriptive statistics for learning gain and response times by feedback con-

dition and test type (post or week) can be found in Table 4.14. To see a graph

of the learning gain and total response time of each participant by feedback
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condition and test type, check Fig. 4.13 and Fig. 4.14 respectively.

As there was a significant result of a small effect size in the opposite direction

of this hypothesis, but only in the retention test, the hypothesis is not accepted.

Results N Mean Score Mean RT

Low: Post-test 22 0.41 ±0.25 9.68 ±3.73

High: Post-test 32 0.44 ±0.25 9.14 ±3.28

Low: Week-test 12 0.32 ±0.23 8.78 ±4.09

High: Week-test 23 0.20 ±0.20 5.46 ±2.79

Table 4.14: Table of learning gain results (normalised mean) and response time
(mean) with standard deviation from tests immediately after the learning session
(post-test) and one week later (week-test)

Parameter Beta Lower-95 Upper-95 SE

Learning Gain Post-Test (GLMM)

Intercept -0.57 -1.47 0.29 0.43

Interaction 0.15 -0.59 0.90 0.37

Learning Gain Week-Test (GLMM)

Intercept -0.87 -1.59 -0.20 0.38

Interaction -0.79 -1.48 -0.15 0.32

Response Time Post-Test (LMM)

Intercept 9.81 7.96 11.67 0.92

Interaction -0.54 -2.33 1.27 0.90

Response Time Week-Test (LMM)

Intercept 8.61 5.87 11.36 1.36

Interaction -2.28 -5.41 0.91 1.56

Table 4.15: Table of Generalised Linear Mixed Model results for learning gain
and Linear Mixed Model results for response time. Interaction refers to high
feedback condition. Note: GLMM co-efficients are logit
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H2. The high feedback group will lead to higher presence scores,

particularly on the involvement and realism subscales

Presence Type Feedback No Feedback P

General 1.19 (±1.33) 1.36 (±1.30) .64

Spatial 1.03 (±0.85) 1.02 (±0.92) .99

Involvement 0.01 (±0.82) 0.00 (±0.72) .97

Realism -0.42 (±0.61) -0.35 (±0.57) .69

Table 4.16: Summary of mean presence scores and the significance of their
relationship with feedback type, either with feedback or with no feedback, with
standard deviation

In the independent t-tests to explore the relationship between interaction group

and presence (and its subscales), no significant effects were found. These (and

all later t-tests) were found to satisfy equality of variance conditions (Levene’s

test). A summary of these results can be found in Table 4.16.

There was no significant effect for general presence (95% CI [-0.57, 0.92],

t(52) = 0.473, p = .638) between feedback (M = 1.19, SD = 1.33) and non-

feedback (M = 1.36, SD = 1.30).

There was no significant effect for spatial presence (95% CI [-0.50, 0.49], t(52)

= -0.016 p = .987) between feedback (M = 1.03, SD = 0.85) and non-feedback

(M = 1.02, SD = 0.92).

There was no significant effect for involvement presence (95% CI [-0.45, 0.43],

t(52) = -0.036 p = .972) between feedback (M = 0.01, SD = 0.82) and non-

feedback (M = 0.00, SD = 0.72).

There was no significant effect for realism presence (95% CI [-0.27, 0.40],

t(52) = 0.407 p = .685) between feedback (M = -0.42, SD = 0.61) and non-

feedback (M = -0.35, SD = 0.57).

As no significant relationship on any of the presence scales were found, H2

is not accepted.

H3. The high feedback group will demonstrate higher value/usefulness

scores

The independent t-test between interaction group and value/usefulness found a

significant difference (95% CI [0.00, 1.37], t(52) = 2.030 p = .047) between high

feedback (M = 5.10, SD = 1.37) and low feedback (M = 5.79, SD = 0.90), in

the opposite direction than expected. It had a moderate effect size (d = 0.595).
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Therefore H3 is rejected.

H4. The high feedback group will demonstrate higher interest/enjoyment

scores

The independent t-test between interaction group and interest/enjoyment did

not demonstrate a significant difference (95% CI [-0.38, 0.93], t(52) = 0.854 p

= .397) between high feedback (M = 5.85, SD = 1.31) and low feedback (M =

6.13, SD = 0.89).

Therefore H4 is not accepted.

H5. Direct questions about realism and interactivity will be able to

reflect the distinction in the experimental conditions

Figure 4.15: Responses to direction questions about the low feedback and high
feedback’s interactivity, environmental impact and realism. Only ’interactivity’
showed a significant difference between experiences, with the high feedback con-
sidered more interactive

The independent t-test between interaction group and perception of inter-

activity question demonstrated a significant difference (95% CI[-0.90, -0.03],

t(52) = -2.14 p = .037) between high feedback (M = 4.28, SD = 0.76) and low

feedback (M = 3.82, SD = 0.78). The effect size was large (d = 0.85).

The independent t-test between interaction group and perception of envir-

onmental impact question did not demonstrate a significant difference (95%

CI[-1.13, 0.11], t(52) = -1.66 p = .102) between high feedback (M = 3.37, SD

= 1.08) and low feedback (M = 2.86, SD = 1.10).

The independent t-test between interaction group and perception of realism

question did not demonstrate a significant difference (95% CI[-0.87, 0.34], t(52)
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= -0.874 p = .386) between high feedback (M = 3.72, SD = 1.01) and low

feedback (M = 3.45, SD = 1.16).

A box plot of these results can be seen in Fig. 4.15.

As one of these questions demonstrated a significant difference between the

groups, with a large effect size, H5 is accepted.

4.3.5 Discussion

Rich feedback does not mean better learning

The experiment did not show that the high feedback condition provided ad-

ditional learning gain or faster response time compared with the low feedback

condition; either for immediate or long-term memorisation. This lack of benefit

was not expected, and could be used to argue for limits to theories of learning

based on the idea that more modes of feedback lead to better learning outcomes,

such as the memory trace theory [17]. It also questions whether the creation of

“first-order” IVR is truly useful for learning in IVR, and whether this could be

the case for other IVR use-cases.

The fact that this experiment found that the low feedback condition had

significantly stronger long-term learning gains could suggest that the richer

feedback actually harms learning. If this result is put in the context of the

previous experiments, which have found that encoding while doing hand-based

sensorimotor activity in IVR caused stronger memorisation than no sensorimo-

tor action, and that hand-based interaction with objects in IVR caused strong

memorisation (actions) than hand-based activity that did not interact with ob-

jects (gesture), then it is possible to suggest some kind of interaction-learning

model in VR (at least for verb memorisation). In this model, the benefits of

hand-based sensorimotor learning in IVR peak with hand-based sensorimotor

interaction that involves manipulating a virtual object, but that additional au-

diovisual feedback related to the manipulations is at best, not helpful, and at

worst, harmful.

Interestingly, the results from the intrinsic motivation survey also reflect the

learning outcomes: participants reported that the low feedback condition was

more usefulness and had more value to them, with a notable effect size. However,

in the free-form feedback survey at the end of the study, no participant stated

that the high feedback was distracting or that it was directly harmful to their

learning, so it is unclear why participants (on average) felt this way, or how this

result could relate to the long-term learning results.

One possible answer could be that the rich feedback increases a learner’s

cognitive load, harming their retention. There is some evidence that cognitive

load may be a particularly sensitive issues for learning in IVR, as well as a key
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contributing factor to IVR learning outcomes [203]. It would be useful for a

future experiment to explore whether cognitive load was a factor in these res-

ults, or whether the model suggested above, in which hand-based sensorimotor

learning benefits in IVR peak with hand-based sensorimotor interaction that

involves manipulating a virtual object, was the explanation.

An alternative explanation is that the high feedback condition in this exper-

imental was poorly realised, and it was the frustrating or negative experience

that had a detrimental effect on learning. It is hard to evidence this argument

without a quality of interaction or feedback rating for the experience. However,

if participants’ interest and enjoyment are used as a proxy for understanding

how well the experience was realised, then there was no significant distinction

between the groups, and therefore no evidence for this theory.

Another possibility is that the high feedback was distracting, as it would

cause participants to ‘play’ with the objects in order to repeatedly experience

the feedback. However, given that (a) these were non-novel VR users (using

their own hardware), (b) that each interaction had to be repeated multiple

times (and so may be less interesting to ‘play’ with on the second and beyond

repetitions), and (c) that many of the actions could only be conducted once per

trial (i.e. the nail did not remove itself from the wood after being hammered);

this would likely have had a limited impact on outcomes.

Presence: not the IVR learning panacea

The distinction in long-term learning gain between the two conditions was not

reflected in any of the presence measurements, which adds further evidence

refuting the idea that presence is the primary driver of IVR-based learning,

especially for IVR sensorimotor-based learning.

This result also suggests that rich feedback does not impact any type of

presence a participant experiences. This finding is somewhat unexpected, given

that one might expect place illusion and plausibility [295] to benefit from a more

‘realistic’ simulation with higher sensorimotor contingencies.

One explanation for the lack of a distinction in presence ratings between the

conditions could be that rich feedback for sensorimotor interactions has a very

minor impact on a user’s presence experience compared with more prominent

experiential design choices. For example, the abstract setting and activities

could have been far more influential on how users experienced presence. Further

evidence for this explanation comes from that lack of significant difference in

how users rated the ‘realism’ of the experience, when it one would imagine that

the additional audiovisual feedback is more ‘realistic’ than it not being there.
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Questions for understanding action feedback

The bespoke sensorimotor and embodied survey questions presented some evid-

ence of how participants understand the distinction in feedback conditions.

There was a significant difference between the groups’ responses to the ques-

tion “how would you rate the overall interactivity of the experience?”, with a

large effect size, but no significant difference for responses to ‘realism’ or ‘impact

on the game environment’. This suggests that, for understanding this type of

feedback distinction in conditions, realism or impact on environment may not

be useful terms for enquiring with users.

Participants considered the high feedback condition more ‘interactive’, which

suggests that users considered the audiovisual feedback of an action a contrib-

utor to interactivity. This is true despite the core gameplay interaction already

providing abstract feedback for both conditions (a green tick when an action

was correctly enacted and stage advancement to the next word).

This result could suggest an important distinction between ‘agency’ and ‘in-

teractivity’. The agency in both conditions was the same (participants could ma-

nipulate virtual objects), but the ‘interactivity’ was considered different. Given

that the more ‘interactive’ condition did not create a stronger sense of presence

or result in a better learning outcome, this could suggest that researchers should

treat agency and interactivity more distinctly, particularly for IVR sensorimotor

activities.

4.3.6 Limitations

One of the limitations of these results is that a notable number of participants

did not take part in the follow-up test, which reduced the sample size from 56

to 35. This had a particular impact on the response time linear mixed model,

where only correct answers were included, and so the sample narrowed both

due to participants forgetting answers over time and drop-out rates. However,

it is expected that the smaller sample would make it less likely for the data to

present a significant distinction between the groups in the retention test, and

the results demonstrated the opposite regarding learning gain. Still, it would

have been better if participants had been retained to a greater extent.

Another notable limitation is the non-quantified quality of the high feedback.

It is impossible to empirically argue that the feedback condition has implications

for learning when the quality of feedback was not quantified. Broken, frustrat-

ing, unclear and irrelevant feedback could all harm the learning experience, in

a similar fashion to how distraction, frustration and in-congruence can harm all

learning. There is limited evidence here to suggest that the types of high feed-

back included in the study avoided these pitfalls. However, qualitative feedback
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from three participants suggested that only the “pen and writing” high feedback

experience was notably problematic, describing it as “jittery”. However, as this

action was criticised and no others, it is reasonable to assume the other high

feedback tasks were unproblematic.

Finally, this experiment did not attempt to investigate whether different

player types had different performances depending on the feedback type they

experienced. For example, it could be that a participant’s learning modality

preference might have impacted the results [85], and that there are types of

players who greatly value high audiovisual interactional feedback. While this

aspect is not explored here, it is certainly a consideration for further work.

4.3.7 Conclusion

This experiment provides evidence opposing the idea that richer feedback in

IVR will improve learning and retention. In fact, it presents evidence that

higher action feedback in IVR learning could actually harm learning outcomes,

evidenced by a higher learning gain after one-week for the low action feedback

condition. This opposes the idea that the ultimate goal of IVR should be to

create a system in which the traditional, physical world experience is virtualised.

The results also counter theories of learning and memorisation that suggest more

modes of interactional feedback created stronger learning outcomes.

The negative relationship between action feedback and retention encourages

a nuanced approach to learning system design, and opposes a ‘more-real-is-

better’ approach. How to optimise learning in IVR when the ideal is not in

matching reality, and indeed, more closely matching reality harms learning out-

comes, is a fascinating challenge, but also a fascinating opportunity. Perhaps

this result, and others like it, can start to move us away from the perspective

that the physical-world-is-best, and into exciting new spaces in which there are

interesting, unique optimisations for learning outcome that come from learning

in virtual realities as opposed to physical ones.
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Chapter 5

Discussion and Conclusions

This thesis has presented evidence that if, and how, sensorimotor interactions

are implemented in IVR can have a notable impact on users’ cognitive outcomes

(Chapter 5.1.1). It provides evidence that there are similarities between sensor-

imotor learning in IVR and the physical world, in terms of types of sensorimotor

encoding and their outcome; and that sensorimotor interactions taken in IVR

are, if not entirely the same as physical world actions, then at least different

from physical world gestures, even though the object of the IVR interactions

is entirely virtual. It also provides evidence that rich interactional feedback

provides a distinction in perceived ‘interactivity’ by participants, but that the

distinction does not cause a positive cognitive effect (in terms of learning).

Finally, it speculates on the theories of cognition that could explain the

results (Chapter 5.1.3), arguing that there are distinct action and gesture en-

coding pathways, and that the action pathway benefits from a sense of agency

and achievement of desired interactions, which enable the observed benefits of

actions for learning; and that the learning benefit of sensorimotor interaction is

not based upon the increased number of sensory modalities.

In the experiments, participants’ second language verb learning was the

cognitive outcome measured; a topic that is considered highly embodied and

has strong roots in sensorimotor-enabled learning. Therefore this thesis also

provides evidence that learning verbs through IVR sensorimotor interaction is

an effective approach for computer-aided language learning (Chapter 5.1.2).

Although not the predominant concern of the research, the impact on pres-

ence of how sensorimotor interaction is incorporated in IVR is also discussed

(Chapter 5.1.4).
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5.1 Discussion

The full details of the relationship between human cognition and sensorimotor

activity is currently unknown. The virtualisation of human sensorimotor in-

teractions into IVR is similarly mysterious: it both broadens our sensorimotor

possibilities into potentially impossible activities and environments; and con-

strains or changes them through the artefacts and limitations of the immersive

hardware used and the artificial environments deployed.

Part of the difficulty in understanding and examining sensorimotor interac-

tion and cognition in IVR is the breadth of the possibility spaces; the experi-

ments deployed in this research are hugely artificially constrained explorations

containing a myriad of design choices and potential influential dimensions, in-

formed by best-guess and best-practice. These factors could have potentially

profound implications that are not yet understood, as it is not just that the

influences and impacts of IVR factors are unknown, but also the factors of IVR

that could influence and impact.

This thesis is bound to two major assumptions regarding the experimental

paradigms used. The first is that the experiments are accurately able to explore

sensorimotor cognition without the experimental process obfuscating it. This

is an assumption on which much cognitive science research is based, but it is

potentially more crucial in IVR where the entire interactive environment is arti-

ficially authored. The second is that, by comparing the outcomes of controlled

experiments, more specifically, the learning gain outcomes between different

interaction conditions, we can intuit the relationships between sensorimotor

conditions and ‘cognition’.

Based upon the second assumption being broadly correct, this chapter dis-

cusses the findings of this thesis in four aspects: the findings’ implications on

conceptions concerning sensorimotor interaction in IVR, and on IVR sensor-

imotor interaction affordance (Chapter 5.1.1); the implications and limitations

of this research on IVR language learning (Chapter 5.1.2); the wider theor-

ies of embodied learning and memorisation that our results evidence (Chapter

5.1.4); and the implications on other factors related to IVR, such as presence

and motivation (Chapter 5.1.3).

5.1.1 Sensorimotor interaction in IVR and cognition

The first step in understanding the impact of sensorimotor interaction in IVR is

establishing whether the use of sensorimotor interaction by users provides any

distinction over non-sensorimotor interaction.

This was evidenced in the first experiment, which demonstrated a significant

and notable learning gain for learners who used sensorimotor interaction in their
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learning compared with those who did not. Therefore, sensorimotor interaction

can (and did) have an impact on cognition (learning) in IVR.

Although this experiment established that a user who used sensorimotor in-

teractions in IVR was likely to learn more than one who did not manipulate

their body at all (besides looking around with their head), this result was am-

biguous as to what aspect of the sensorimotor activity caused the distinction

in learning. Language learning literature overwhelming suggests that bodily

activation helps with language memorisation. Therefore, a preeminent question

is whether the cognitive distinctions are caused only by the different levels of

body activation, or whether the interactivity provided by the IVR had a role in

the outcomes.

The second experiment demonstrated that the cognitive impact of sensor-

imotor interaction in IVR was dependent on the virtual interactions that a

participant could take, and not just on bodily activation. Participants who

manipulated congruent virtual objects while learning, learned more than those

who manipulated their bodies in a similar way but without interacting with

the virtual objects. Therefore, the observed cognitive impact stems not from

the fact that the body is being moved, but that the body is both moving and

interacting with the virtual environment.

These findings replicate results found in similar physical world investigations

in which actions provided slightly stronger encoding than gestures. In the phys-

ical world, gestures and actions are often considered as distinct (but linked)

cognitive processes, with different cognitive frameworks linked to each type.

The distinction discussed above, between body manipulation and interaction in

IVR, suggests that the sensorimotor interaction afforded by IVR is rich enough

to create a distinct encoding experience between user’s gestures and actions.

Therefore, an action-based framework is likely more suitable for understand-

ing our object-based interactions in IVR, while a gesture-based framework is also

suitable for gestures (e.g. waving). This means researchers should avoid the idea

that because a user is not physically touching a physical object, that the user’s

interactions should always be treated as gestures or approached from within a

gesture-oriented framework. It might also be worth considering the retirement

of terms such as ‘gesture controllers’, given that there is now evidence that those

controllers enabled, as far as learning is concerned, both gestures and actions.

Having established that the manipulation of objects has a cognitive impact

on IVR users, the next step was to understand if there were observable variances

caused by feedback from the object manipulations. Is the cognitive difference

caused by our ability to manipulate a virtual object, or is it because we ma-

nipulate the object and the virtual word provides greater context around that

interaction, such as audiovisual feedback?
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The results in the third experiment showed similar learning happens whether

the audiovisual feedback from interacting with an object in IVR is rich or not,

with worse long-term retention results for sensorimotor interaction that offered

high levels of audiovisual feedback in response to manipulations. One reading

of this is that, for an ‘action’ to occur in IVR, users only need to be able to

manipulate a virtual representation of that object, rather than for it to behave

either in a way similar to the physical world, or for it to have rich feedback.

Together, these results can be used to suggest a model of sensorimotor inter-

action in IVR and its impact on learning (and potentially cognition generally).

In this model, sensorimotor-based object manipulations in IVR create a dis-

tinctly different cognitive outcome than no sensorimotor activity, or sensorimo-

tor activity that does not involve interacting with an object. However, beyond

the manipulation of a 3D representation of an object in virtual space, further

feedback provides no further benefit. This suggests that it is the agency offered

by sensorimotor interaction - the ability to interact and manipulate an object

in a way that completes a given task - rather than the multi-modal richness,

that creates a notable cognitive impact.

With this said, it is important to note that there is almost certainly no singu-

lar rule that outlines the impact that sensorimotor interaction has on cognition

in IVR. Research into memory and learning, as explored here, may observe a

strong impact from sensorimotor interaction in IVR, whereas research in em-

pathy or guilt may find none at all.

Similarly, it is also highly unlikely that there is a singular rule that virtual

sensorimotor interactions produce similar cognitive outcomes to physical sen-

sorimotor interactions. For example, it is unlikely that swinging a virtual sword

to kill a virtual enemy would have the same impact on a user as if doing so in

the physical world, with a physical sword.

It is more likely that the cognitive impacts of sensorimotor activity in IVR,

and their relationship to physical world sensorimotor activity, is heavily depend-

ent on the subject matter. In this thesis, we explored learning and memorisation,

and therefore we should be cautious about extrapolating any findings too far

towards a universal rule of IVR sensorimotor interaction.

5.1.2 IVR language learning

At the most specific, the results of the experiments in this thesis could be said

to apply only to cognition concerning concrete action verb learning in one-off

interaction settings, for the purpose of training learners to aurally recognise

second language words via listening tests.

In this well-defined area, the claims of this research can be fairly bold: ac-
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tions were better than no actions for immediate word retention; that actions

were better than gestures for immediate word retention; and no difference in

immediate word retention between actions with or without feedback were found.

These findings could be used as design suggestions for the creation of IVR

language learning software (given an assumption that learning to aurally re-

cognise words is indicative of quality second language education). To enhance

learning efficacy, the results here suggest that designers should ensure that con-

crete action verbs are taught in a way that enables sensorimotor interaction.

This should be done through congruent verb actions which allow the learner

to manipulate objects related to the action. However, additional feedback bey-

ond object manipulation is less important, and potentially detrimental to the

learning experience. For example, it is important we allow learners to swing a

golf club to learn the verb ‘swing’, but less useful to create a ball simulation to

handle a resulting impact between the club and ball.

There is, however, the results have a notable absence of evidence regard-

ing longer-term retention between the sensorimotor conditions. The results

presented here showed no significant evidence that a single sensorimotor-enabled

learning intervention provided more learning than a non-sensorimotor-enabled

one. However, it is intuitive to say that immediate learning gain should turn

into longer-term retention through regular learning sessions; and it is possible

to explain away this lack of retention through smaller margins of difference in

learning gain (due to general forgetting) and smaller sample sizes due to exper-

iment drop-out. In all, given the strength of the learning gain distinction when

tested immediately, it seems unlikely that this would not carry over to retention

benefits if sensorimotor-enabled learning was used regularly.

It is interesting to consider how sensorimotor-learning might aid non-concrete

verb learning. Evidence from the first experiment did not find a significant dif-

ference between interaction conditions for noun learning, but there was a dis-

tinction in mean, and average learning was smaller in general for nouns than

for verbs, making an effect harder to detect. Considering the results from the

second and third experiments, in which the conclusion is that object manip-

ulation, not body activation nor high-level object interaction feedback, is the

potent driver of learning, then it is logical to suggest that noun manipulation

would result in a similar benefit as verb actions. The lack of significant evid-

ence for this is disappointing, and it would be interesting to see further, more

powerful studies investigating this.

Additionally, the sensorimotor interaction impact on adjectives, adverbs,

tenses, communicative competence and many more are all missing explorations

in any comprehensive understanding of how sensorimotor-interaction might im-

pact a holistic IVR language learning approach.
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5.1.3 Embodied, sensorimotor learning and memorisation

Researchers have been wrestling with why sensorimotor activity leads to better

memorisation inside of embodied cognition framework. The two predominant

theories are (1) activation of the body causes strong memorisation; or (2) multi-

modality causes memorisation, with body-based interaction proving richer mod-

alities than more abstracted forms. Proponents of the first theory argue that

memorisation is primarily enhanced because learners are engaging their bodies;

while for the latter the body is just one of many potential ways of adding to the

multi-modality, or adding richer ‘memory traces’ to a ‘learning episode’.

This thesis refutes an absolutionist view of either perspective. The results

in the second experiment show that activity that featured body activation with

object manipulation, rather than limited to bodily activation alone, provided

better learning outcomes, which is not consistent with a body-only perspective.

However, the results in the third experiment, demonstrated that additional

feedback from the interactions (in the form of audiovisual feedback as objects

were manipulated) provided no advantage over object manipulations without the

additional feedback (in fact, retention results suggest the additional feedback

could be harmful to learning). This refutes the second theory, as the additional

feedback did not create more ‘memory traces’.

The results suggest a possible modification for either theory. For the first, as

the sensorimotor interaction was important for learning when paired with object

manipulation, but was not positively impacted by additional audiovisual feed-

back, the results could be used to argue that sensorimotor encoding is not solely

about bodily movement, but also bodily agency, and benefits from contextually

and congruent objects for the bodily action to occur with.

For the second theory, these results could be used to suggest that when it

comes to sensorimotor interaction, there may be a sweet-spot between too few

modalities (no object interaction) and too many (added audiovisual feedback).

5.1.4 IVR, presence, motivation and embodiment

While this thesis is predominantly concerned with sensorimotor interaction,

presence, as the preeminent affordance of IVR, was explored through a variety

of lenses across the three experiments. Results from the first experiment evid-

enced that reported feelings of presence correlated with higher learning gains,

supporting a learning and presence relationship that is often discussed in liter-

ature. However, experiment one also presented evidence that any relationship

between learning gain and presence was not mediated by sensorimotor interac-

tion; suggesting that the “two profound affordances” [141] of IVR were acting

independently, at least when it comes to IVR language learning.
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An interesting discrepancy between experiments was in presence scores and

type of sensorimotor interaction. While in the first experiment, there was no

presence distinction between the sensorimotor-enabled and non-sensorimotor-

enabled conditions, the second experiment present significant differences in both

general and spatial presence ratings between the action and gesture interaction

conditions. It is odd that no presence distinction was found between between

sensorimotor-enabled interaction and non-sensorimotor, when a distinction was

found between action and gesture, two conditions that are arguably more similar

than in the first experiment.

One explanation for this could be the enhanced sensitivity of the IPQ pres-

ence subscales used in the second experiments, which allowed for a more specific

examination into types of presence than the single measure presence score used

in the first experiment, which may have obfuscated the findings. Another ex-

planation for this discrepancy could be the sample size, with the larger sample

of the second experiment able to detect a result that was present but not evid-

enced in the first experiment. A third explanation could be around the design

of the IVR environments: the first experiment used a highly situated cafe set-

ting (which was removed due to some complaints of it being distracting), while

the second was set in an abstract location. The highly situated presentation of

the first experiment could have led to generally high levels of presence for both

conditions, making it harder to detect a distinction. For the second experiment,

a participant’s feeling of presence could have started at a lower base level due to

the abstract environment, and only those who had the benefit of environment

interaction (through object manipulation) then began to experience stronger

feelings of presence. Finally, the participants in the second experiment likely

had much greater IVR experience and exposure than the those in the first ex-

periment, so overall presences levels may have been more sensitive to design

choices in the environment, rather than being overriden by high presence from

being in a novel IVR experience.

None of these limitations apply to comparisons between the second and third

experiments, both of which took place in the abstract setting, and both of which

had a large sample size, and both of which used the IPQ. No significant distinc-

tion in presence ratings between conditions was found in the third experiment,

which suggests that there is a meaningful presence-related distinction between

action and gesture, but not high feedback and low feedback conditions. Again,

this points to an importance of object manipulation, and not object feedback,

reflecting the results regarding learning gain.

The investigations into motivation were less interesting. Despite being highly

linked to learning, the results did not show a relationship between learning and

motivation, nor any distinctions in motivation between any conditions in any
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experiment. The presence enquiries varied between experiments, but both the

general IMI and learning-game specific MEEGA+ did not show a distinction.

While it may be possible to that there was no distinction, it seems more likely

that these experimental settings were simply unsuited to finding distinctions in

motivation. IVR, experiments in IVR, and language learning in IVR are still

relatively novel experiences, and it feels intuitive that these experiments causes

universally high feelings of motivation on this novelty.

The results from the third experiment can be used to evidence this view,

as the motivation scale was explored as its composite parts: value/usefulness

and interest/enjoyment. The interest/enjoyment scale presented no difference

between conditions, which evidences the theory that motivation generally was

high due to the novelty or IVR medium of the experience, rather than any

reflection of the interaction methods.

There was a distinction in the perceived value/usefulness between the third

experiments conditions, with the high feedback condition being perceived as

more valuable and useful. This perception of value or usefulness was not reflec-

ted in learning gain data, which introduces an interesting question regarding

whether participants’ ratings of value or usefulness are reflective of target out-

comes; or whether value/usefulness incorporates aspects other than just learning

outcome - and what those aspects are.

Our results also showed that an existing and popular IVR embodied survey

was not suitable for reflecting distinctions in sensorimotor interaction condi-

tions. Results from the Gonzalez-Franco embodiment questionnaire [103] in the

second experiment did not reflect the sensorimotor interaction conditions. This

is a reasonable result, as the survey is focused on understanding embodiment

rather than a subsection of it (sensorimotor interaction). In the third exper-

iment, asking participants to rate the interactivity of the experience reflected

the distinctions in high and low interactive feedback conditions, while asking

about realism or impact on the virtual environment did not. This suggests

that future questions investigating sensorimotor interaction could focus around

wording such as ‘interaction’ or ‘interactivity’. How this can be deployed to

monitor sensorimotor activity, however, remains to be seen.

5.2 Contributions

The research presented in this thesis contributes to multiple research areas: IVR

interaction and cognition, theories of embodied cognition; applied linguistics;

and to the emerging area of remote IVR experimentation.

Firstly, and primarily, it contributes to the field of IVR interaction and

cognition research, with its specific focus on the cognitive impact of HBSI in
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IVR on users. For this, it offers four contributions. Firstly, it offers evid-

ence that the decision to leverage HBSI or not can cause different cognitive

outcomes (Chapter 5.1.1). Second, it offers evidence that it is not simply the

bodily activation that matters, but the interaction with virtual objects to facil-

itate an outcome, that contributes to the distinct cognitive outcomes (Chapter

4.2). Thirdly, it offers evidence that audiovisual interactional feedback from

the IVR system in response to object-based interactions does not provide be-

neficial cognitive outcomes (in terms of learning), and presents some evidence

that this feedback could even be harmful to long-term learning goals (Chapter

4.3). Together, these three contributions form the basis of an argument that

foregrounds HBSI as an important factor in the cognitive outcomes from IVR

experiences. More specifically, it presents an argument that allowing users to

engage in object-based interaction with their hands is an important contrib-

utor to IVR experience, and that this interaction and the resulting hand-based

agency, is a key interactive aspect of IVR, even if the interacted objects do not

provide any additional audiovisual feedback from the interaction.

This research offers a fourth and final contribution to IVR interaction and

cognition research, in the form of its scoping review of experimental studies

of sensorimotor-based learning in IVR (Chapter 3.1). As well as scoping ex-

perimental research on sensorimotor interaction and IVR for what may be the

first time, it notes that the field is currently quite disparate and disconnected,

despite large overlaps in approach and research justification. It is hoped this

contribution will contribute to formalising this research area.

Secondly, this thesis presents evidence supporting embodied theories of cog-

nition, particularly those based upon interactional frameworks. Evidence from

the first experiment (Chapter 5.1.1) demonstrate that leveraging bodily activity

provides learning benefits over not leveraging it; the second experiment (Chapter

4.2) demonstrates that when the body interacts with an environment (even a

virtual one), those outcomes are more potent then body activation without the

object-based interaction; and the third experiment (Chapter 4.3) provides evid-

ence that this outcome is not due to additional modes of sensorimotor input

and outcome, as additional interactional feedback did not help (and potentially

harmed) the learning outcome. Together, these present evidence that cognition

is embodied, body-based and interaction-based.

Thirdly, it reinforces some evidence already found in the field of applied lin-

guistics, in which learning verbs with body-based activities out-performs learn-

ing without them. It also provides evidence for the distinctions between gesture-

based encoding and action-based encoding (Chapter 4.2).

Finally, this thesis provides an overview of the state-of-the-art of conducting

IVR experimental research remotely, providing an expert survey of the benefits,
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drawbacks and remaining questions regarding conducting remote IVR experi-

mentation (Chapter 3.2). This work has already started to form the basis for

further work in how to conduct and develop remote XR studies.

5.3 Future work

In this section, six areas for future work are briefly described. Each of these

are quite distinct, suggesting larger linguistic investigations beyond verb acquisi-

tion (5.3.1); alternative metrics to learning gain (5.3.2); alternative, longitudinal

study designs (5.3.3); comparative studies with the physical world (5.3.4); stud-

ies into the beyond-real possibilities for sensorimotor interaction in IVR (5.3.5)

and investigations into the impact of hand-tracking versus hardware controllers

for sensorimotor interaction (5.3.6). Each of these presents avenues to build

upon the contributions reported in this thesis.

5.3.1 Learning gain beyond verbs

The results presented in the second experiment show that there can be distinc-

tions in cognitive outcome between sensorimotor interactions that manipulate

virtual objects (actions) and sensorimotor interactions that do not manipulate

them (gestures).

In this case, that was shown through verb learning, and resulted in improved

learning gain for the action interaction type. This limited linguistic scope leaves

an important further question: do these sensorimotor distinctions continue to

apply to the less-embodied aspects of language learning, such as noun, adjectives

and adverbs? There are some hints about this in the first experiment, in which

noun learning was not significantly different between a sensorimotor-enabled

interaction condition and a non-sensorimotor-enabled condition. However, that

experimental sample was quite small, and the experiment was poorly arranged

for dedicated noun learning, with nouns being presented after verbs. Therefore

whether sensorimotor interaction, and whether the type of interaction (gesture

or action) could aid noun, adjective or adverb learning requires further invest-

igation.

Similarly, there are many other academic topics whose learning outcomes

could benefit from sensorimotor interaction, but this would have previously been

infeasible without the aid of an IVR system. This is starting to be explored [200]

but far more work is needed to begin to build a comprehensive picture across

many fields.
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5.3.2 Factors beyond learning gain

The results in experiment one and two showed significant differences in learning

gain between sensorimotor and non-sensorimotor; and sensorimotor (action)

and sensorimotor (gesture). However, it failed to detect any other cognitive

differences between the conditions despite monitoring presence, motivation and

cognitive load.

This suggests either that the type of sensorimotor interaction has no impact

on presence, motivation and cognitive load; or that the measures deployed here

were not sufficient to detect them. There are certainly more robust ways to

examine these factors, both through more objective methods (such as sensors-

on-body) as well as through experiment designs better-aimed to investigate these

factors. For example, a longitudinal investigation into motivation, with multiple

sessions, would be far more robust and accurate than the post-experience motiv-

ation questionnaire used in the experiments in this thesis, which only recorded

generally high levels of motivation.

There are also other cognitive factors that may be impacted by the sen-

sorimotor interaction type, such as emotional factors (Exploring the affective,

motivational and cognitive effects of pedagogical agent enthusiasm in a mul-

timedia learning environment Tze Wei Liew, Nor Azan Mat Zin ) which this

thesis has not explored. Both identifiying what these factors may be, and then

testing them, would be interestingly next steps for this field of study.

5.3.3 Longitudinal investigations and retention

As mentioned above, the study of motivation would benefit from longitudinal

investigations. Similarly, language learning retention, another notable outstand-

ing question from this thesis, would also benefit from experiments that ran for a

longer period of time. None of the experiments in this thesis found a significant

difference in learning retention one week after encoding, for any conditions. Intu-

itively, that IVR sensorimotor encoding might only provide short-term learning

gains seems an unlikely outcome, given the effect size of those gains and the

potential reasons (given earlier) for why a significant retention result was not

found.

That said, to truly be able to argue that IVR sensorimotor interaction is

a useful approach for verb learning, long-term retention evidence needs to be

discovered. Typically, for learning to be effectively retained, regular spaced

intervals of learning are typically required. Therefore a longitudinal study in

which learning is re-examined, re-experienced and re-encoded at regular inter-

vals would provide a rich insight into whether sensorimotor-enabled IVR inter-

actions were a useful approach.
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5.3.4 IVR vs Physical World

This thesis based much of its theoretical background on existing research into

sensorimotor activity and verb learning gain in the physical world. In the second

experiment, the results show a similar relationship between action-based encod-

ing and stronger learning gain outcomes as was found in a physical world study

of a similar nature. However, there are few (if any) comparative studies delib-

erately designed to compare sensorimotor experiments in physical and virtual

settings and examine any potential cognitive or experiential differences between

the two.

It would be interesting to understand what, if any, distinctions could con-

sistently exist between virtual and physical world explorations. It is clear from

research that users do not wholly treat virtual and physical words the same, so

the distinctions between the mediums and the implications for IVR sensorimotor

experience and outcome would be an interesting area for further study.

5.3.5 IVR: beyond recreations of the physical world

The second experiment presents evidence that the design of sensorimotor in-

teraction in IVR can have impacts on learning outcomes, but through a com-

parison that has a possible equivalent in the physical world: gestures versus

actions. Experiment three, however, begins to examine the design of experience

changes that can only occur in IVR environments, comparing high- and low-

action feedback. While no distinction was found in learning outcome between

these specific conditions, there are a myriad of different aspects of virtual envir-

onments that could be customised and changed to potentially impact cognition

and learning.

What these could be, what impact they have, and whether we can use these

to further push learning beyond what is possible or widely deployed in the

physical world, would be an exciting area for further study.

5.3.6 Controllers or hand tracking

The experiments here used physical controllers as inputs - predominantly the

Oculus Touch controller. There is evidence, however, that different controllers

or controller-free hand-tracking have different effects on user interactions. It

is currently unclear if our findings, both language learning and the extrapol-

ations around IVR gestures/actions, are the same when a user is not holding

a controller nor pushing a ‘grab’ button, but instead having their hands freely

tracked in space. It would be interesting to see a reproduction of any of these

studies that explores hand-tracking technology, or comparatively examines the
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controller and hands-free approaches.

5.4 Closing remarks

The research of this thesis began its life as an investigation into all forms of

IVR embodiment and the impact they might have on second language learning.

However, it soon became clear that there was little available evidence as to

whether the HBSI that users make in IVR, in which they manipulate physical

controllers and virtual objects, should be contextualised via theories of gesture,

or theories of action, and whether that distinction remained meaningful while

interacting in IVR.

The research in this paper supports the view that HBSI provides notable

differences compared with non-HBSI, and that those differences are rich enough

that acting on virtual objects provides a different cognitive outcome than simply

manipulating one’s body without manipulating a virtual object. In IVR, HBSI

makes a difference, and inside of HBSI, a gesture in IVR is still a gesture, but

crucially, an action is not limited to being a gesture.

This finding, coupled with the observation in the scoping review that research

into sensorimotor interaction and learning in IVR is so disconnected, stresses

the need for further research into the impacts of HBSI on users, and for deeper

connections between different areas of research (education, human-computer

interaction and embodied cognition) examining HBSI in IVR. It is my hope

that this work may be received as an early building block for establishing HBSI

in IVR as a notable contributor of IVR experiences, that could grow to be as

well-explored as head-based sensorimotor interaction and presence.

Additionally, the research on remote IVR user studies may also provide an

early resource in this emerging area, with many papers already referencing the

published version of this research in their discussions of conducting and review-

ing remote IVR studies. In the future, it will be exciting to see what answers

will be presented to the outstanding questions for remote IVR experiment pro-

cedures outlined in this research.

Finally, I hope that the core findings of this research can lead to further

explorations of the natural follow-on questions: what other impacts can HBSI

actions have in IVR? What IVR experiences are particularly well-suited to lever-

aging the cognitive improvements of HBSI? And, most excitingly, what simil-

arities, limitations and benefits can IVR HBSI offer users over existing physical

world activities? Because, truly, it is the last of those questions that could have

groundbreaking implications for education and society in the centuries to come.
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Appendix A

Questionnaires from

Experiment #1

Figure A.1: Showing the single-item cognitive load questionnaire, as informed
by [231]
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Figure A.2: Showing the single-item presence questionnaire, as informed by
[299]

Figure A.3: Showing the questions and categories for the MEEGA+ question-
naire [243]. Questions in red were removed from the survey, while questions in
blue were modified to make relevant to the specific experience, as per survey
instructions
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Appendix B

Questionnaires from

Experiment #2
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Figure B.1: Showing the embodiment questionnaire with the embodied agency
and body ownership questions, from Gonzalez-Franco [103]
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Figure B.2: Showing the presence types, questions and scale anchors for the
Igroup Presence questionnaire [282]

Figure B.3: Showing the Intrinsic Motivation Inventory (IMI) questions for
measuring motivation, via the interest/enjoyment and value/usefulness ques-
tions [212]. Questions in blue were modified to make relevant to the specific
experience, as per survey instructions
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Appendix C

Additional questionnaires

from Experiment #3
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Figure C.1: Showing the bespoke questions created to understand if differences
in feedback from hand-based sensorimotor interactions in IVR could be detected
via questions
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